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"Cold enough to sterilize the devil!" Jake yelped, pull- 
ing the mahogany door shut behind him. 
Me and Hank looked up from our card game over the 
bar and laughed at he shook himself coming down the two 
steps from the door. Jake was always a flimsy sort of guy, 
looked like he was bolted together from spare parts. When 
he was cold and shivering, it looked like he could come 
apart at the seams. I left the game to set him up with the 
bellywarmer of the night; a shot of bourbon chased by a 
shot of bourbon. Then I gave him a beer. 
As it was, Jake was only the second customer of the 
night. Hank was the first. I immediately bet Jake a five 
that he'd be the last person of the night. Jake shook on it 
and won; I still owe him that five spot. 
Jake shot down the drinks and belched. "Once again 
you guys have scared all the normal people away," he said, 
spreading his arms and looking around the empty tavern. 
"You should fit right in then," said Hank. He rose 
unsteadily from his stool, looming over Jake. "No funny 
stuff, Hank," I warned. Occasionally when Jake arrived 
late, Hank would be well on his way and lift the bony guy 
up in a bear hug. 
"Aww, what do you take me for, a bully?" Hank 
grabbed Jake's hand, bowed in salute, and planted a kiss 
right on his knuckles. 
Jake yanked his hand away. "Oh yeah, like you really 
need another drink." 
Hank sat back down, grinning. "Uhh, one more, and 
I'll stay." 
"If you two would like to be alone, the back room's 
empty," I said, setting them both up with fresh drafts. 
The guys looked at each other in mock approval. 
"Whaddaya say, big boy," Jake said in a falsetto voice. 
"Game of five ball to see who pays for all this?" 
"Okay,Jakey-boy, long as you don't touch my dick like 
the last time." 
"Dream on, big queer-• 
"Go play already!" I said to both, plunking down a 
couple of quarters. Hank's hand ate the quarters and Jake 
made way for him. "Lead on, MacDuff." said Jake. 
"You know, I never understood that saying ... " The 
men went into the back to the machine. 
The two of them were my most regular regulars for 
* 
Before that night was over, Jake Edwards had lost his 
eyes, I had lost my tongue, and good old Hank Buckman 
had been turned into a frog. 
People don't come here to meet each other, to dance, 
to celebrate their 21st birthdays. There aren't many folks 
sporting the latest fashions or talking about their portfo- 
lios. My people come here to drink, talk, play pinball. 
They come in after a day of sweat to unwind, relax and talk 
to me. Rarely do I have a full house; but those that do come 
in, some daily, some weekly, some every now and then - 
well, they get a taste of the Mojo in this place and Saints be 
damned if every last one of them hasn't bettered himself 
because of it. 
Mojo is Hank Buckman's word. He had his first 
woman in New Orleans when he was nineteen and on leave 
from Ft. Biloxi. He talked with her for most of his paid in 
advance hour, and he learned about Mojo because she was 
willing to talk, and he was scared to lay. Mojo is a voodoo 
term for good fortune and luck. Hank says his Mojo was 
high that night because he met a whore with a good ear, 
and a kind heart. She told him stories about growing up 
on the bayou and living and working the French Quarter 
and when it came time to do his duty, she leave him 
through like a mother to a pup. 
The Mojo at my place doesn't have anything to do with 
voodoo, at least I don't think so. Hank first called it that 
so that's what it is, though if it were up to me and Jake, 
we'd just call it magic. We learned about the magic - the 
Mojo, that is - just over a year ago on a bitter night much 
like tonight. That night, a man came in from the cold. 
The cold tonight is like a wild animal; it is something 
you sense before it attacks in full ferocity. It claws at the 
exposed flesh of your body, and rips with icy teeth. Nights 
like this can either be a curse or a blessing for someone who 
owns a tavern. Generally, people want to get out of the 
cold. When it is Godawful cold like it is tonight, either 
people are going to make it home or they're going to stop 
into places like mine to toss down a few bellywarmers to 
ward off the presence of the beast. I always have one or 
two who are here regardless - for them it is always colder 
at home. 
A place like mine has a warm heart. I believe in 
mahogany, big mirrors, soft lights. My juke plays good 
rock and roll and country music people listen to, not laugh 
at. Consequently, there is almost nothing from the last 
fifteen years on it. My drafts are $.75 and come in a frosted 
mug-damn the weather-and I pour a legitimate 2 ounce shot 
for $1.50. I have one of the last remaining five ball pinball 
machines and it gives you two plays for a quarter, and the 
darts are still the kind that hurt if you miss. My place has 
been around longer than my father, and his father, and it 
has always been this way, I suppose. 
·by Daniel]. Evans 
Mojo 
Hank relaxed and looked over his shoulder to Jake. 
"The man's obviously not too fond of his teeth." 
Jake winced and nodded in agreement. 
"How 'bout a round on me, guys. No hard feelings," I 
said. Seemed like the right thing at the time. 
"Stow it, Evan. This is between me and Fred Astaire 
here." 
"You boorish lout! I would advise against the violence 
you are contemplating." The man thrust the sides of his 
coat behind him like a gunfighter at high noon. The parrot 
squawked. 
"Thanks for the advice," Hank lunged for the man. 
"Hey pal, those of us with nuts are freezin' them solid," 
Hank's face flushed, "In ... or ... out." 
I reached for the bat. 
"Your club will not be necessary, sir. The show is about 
to begin." His smile returned as Jake emerged from the 
back. "Hey! A customer! You owe me five-" 
The stranger whipped off his tophat and flung it toward 
Hank. It burst in the air, showering colorful f ~thers and 
ribbons of silk. In its place was a gaudy parrot: The bird 
squawked at Hank, flapping its wings furiously at his head. 
"Dolt!" it shrieked. 
Hank swung at it, missed, swung again. He hit the bird 
and it disappeared in a puff of feathers. Then it was on the 
tall man's right shoulder, clucking in his ear. 
"My thoughts exactly, Pyro," he said to the bird as he 
stroked it's feathers. 
The man floated down the steps into the bar, the door 
slamming shut behind him against the wind. "I'll forgive 
your indiscretion for now," he said to Hank, not losing a 
trace of his cheer. He landed about three feet in front of 
Hank. We all stared. 
"Oh, dear. I fear I've startled them, Pyro. Now I'll 
never have that Cognac." The parrot ruffled its wings in 
agreement. 
Hank and Jake continued to gape stupidly at the man. 
I shook myself mentally and grabbed a snifter, never taking 
my eyes from him. His hair was thick and mussed, a 
tangled grey-black mop which sharply contrasted with his 
neat apparel. I found the Couvoisier and poured liberally. 
His eyes were penetrating, probing. They were slush grey 
with flecks of emerald throughout the irises. Judging from 
the lines around those eyes, he had either laughed or cried 
far too much for what was apparently about 40 years of 
lifetime. 
"My good man, both," he said, reaching for the glass, 
"I've done enough of both in my lifetime." 
I didn't give him the glass. Men can't read minds. Men 
can't float. Only crazy men embarrass Hank Buckman. 
"Listen up you fuckin' weirdo." Hank's face was crim- 
son. "I don't appreciate your entrance." 
The tall man squared off with Hank. "And I don't 
appreciate your foul odor. Shall we call it even then?" 
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So that cold night about a year ago those two are 
humping away over that machine, trying to beat each 
other's score to see who's buying. Then the door blew 
open, and everything changed. 
A tall man stood in the doorway, the icy wind swirling 
around him and into the bar. He wore a long black 
overcoat over a black tuxedo with a bright pink bowtie and 
cummerbund. His face was long and lean and yellow; so 
were his hands. He was smiling an all-time toothy smile, 
like he was greeting a long lost friend. 
He stood there for about twenty seconds, the wind 
howling behind him, around him, seemingly through him. 
He was waiting for something to happen. Something did. 
"Hey, who opened the barn door?" Hank grumbled 
from the back. His footfalls were loud, uneven. 
"Looks like you're buying," Jake screeched from the 
back. "While you're out there, shut the damn door and 
bring me another Bud." 
Hank came from the back and stopped in the middle of 
the floor. He and the stranger stared one another down. 
"You comin' in here, or you just admiring the view?" 
The man lost his smile and peered at Hank curiously. 
"My good fellow, the show cannot begin without all the 
principal players present." 
He had a subtle, gravelly English accent. A watered 
down Benny Hill. 
over three years. As any bartender worth his salt will tell 
you, you get to know these people and give a damn about 
them. 
Jake Edwards was probably the worst truck salesman 
in Ford history. He had a this creepy feeling about him, 
like he was the kind of guy who would peek in your 
window to see you doing your girl. A nicer guy you'd 
never meet. Trouble was, you'd never want to meet him 
in the first place. He sold only enough trucks to keep his 
job, was rarely seen with a woman, and started drinking 
here for no other reason save I was someone that'd lend 
him an ear. Me? I just felt sorry for the guy. He didn't 
seem to have much going for him and I know from expe- 
rience that a man's trouble is best taken with whiskey and 
a good ear. 
Hank Buckman, on the other hand was always some- 
one to be reckoned with. Hank had been a big man forever. 
He resembled a walking door, with arms and legs like 
knotty stumps. He was a friendly sort of guy, especially 
back in high school. Lord knows where he'd be now if he 
was as much a terror in class as he was a fullback. He 
couldn't make the grades in college. He couldn't play. He 
did four years with the Marines. Hated it. He did, how- 
ever, manage to get Shelly Brock pregnant, marry her, and 
weasel a job from her father down at the hardware store. I 
think he came here because at my place, nobody is left out, 
no one's a failure. That, and the fact I'm one of the few 
people that can handle him when he is three sheets to the 
wind. I keep a bat handy behind the bar, you see. 
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on this night. Lend an ear and the world can be yours. 
Indeed, it may be the very world which is at stake." 
He looked at us then with such a mixture of sorrow and 
glee that I absurdly felt like crying. 
"Whadja do to Hank?" Jake blurted, ignoring Brace's 
introduction. 
He looked at Jake wearily, brushing a tangle of hair out 
of his eyes. "Dear boy, there is nothing more beneficial to 
man than the occasional change in perspective." Raising 
his right index finger he said, "Don't you agree?" He 
wiggled his finger in a circular motion and Jake's eyes 
popped out of his head and did a bounce dance on the bar. 
"Yaaaa!" he shrieked, because he could still see out of 
his rolling eyes and must have found himself a rather 
unsettling sight. And then stupid me lost his temper. 
I lashed my fist towards Covington Brace's head. It 
rammed to a stop a centimeter from his nose, sending a bolt 
of pain up my arm. "Stop fucking with my friends right 
nouaugh-" 
A wink and a grin from this devil in black brought my 
tongue from my mouth. It arched gracefully into the beer 
nuts and flopped around like a beached trout. Hank 
hopped around the bowl and peered inquisitively at the 
flapping muscle. 
"Breech!" said Hank. 
Jake held his hands over the empty sockets and whim- 
pered because he could see bow stupid he looked through 
eyes that rolled on the bar. 
"auauaua." I tried to say "You win," but that's what it 
came out like. 
Brace stood and summoned the Cognac from the bar. 
The bottle floated over and poured him a triple and I crazily 
thought that it would definitely be on the house if we all 
got out of this. 
The man crossed his arms into an "X". The parrot 
flapped its wings. Then Hank was gone. 
"Oh, now I've done it," said the man, gazing at the 
floor. Down on the tile a large bullfrog leaped crazily 
about. It hopped over to the stranger's black boot and 
pissed all over it. 
"Temper, temper," said the man, smiling cheerfully. 
"What the fuck is going on?" Jake yelped, wide-eyed at 
the floor. "Breeech!" said Hank as he hopped in circles. 
The stranger bent and picked up Hank gently. The 
parrot eyed him with contempt. He looked at us both. 
His eyes sparkled with humor; the emerald flecks seemed 
to glow. "Gentlemen," he said, rubbing the struggling 
Hank between his eyes. "May I suggest we all have a seat 
and chat?" 
Jake tried to say something; failed. He just mewled like 
an injured cat. 
"Listen here, pal, I don't know what the hell-" 
"I said SIT!" His face was foreboding in an instant, and 
before I could get to the bat, I was floating over the bar and 
onto a stool next to Jake, who had obeyed instantly. 
"Much better," he said, the maddening joviality returning 
with ease. He took a stool two away from me and placed 
Hank on the bar, where he hopped madly about and 
croaked his discontent. 
"Pyro," he said to the parrot, "I think it's best I handle 
this alone." The colorful bird nodded its beak and beat its 
wings, squawking "Careful!" as it poofed into nothingness. 
Jake and I stared dumbly at the man. Hank sat by the 
beer nuts and cocked a tympanum. 
"Gents, a thousand pardons for the impropriety of our 
meeting. My name is Covington Brace. I've traveled long 
and hard for years I dare not count. For reasons of my own 
design, I have chosen to end my travels here, in this tavern, 
He did show us the way, though. You see, through the 
course of time and the natural progression of society, his 
kind became an anachronism, needed less and less as tech- 
nology provided more and more and the hearts and minds 
of men became jaded to their abilities. Brace was the last 
man on Earth to believe in magic. Stubbornly he clung to 
what he knew to be true, and spread what knowledge he 
could throughout the centuries. 
"Magic," he said in his mild English tone, "is nothing 
more than an extension of all that is good in the soul of 
man; it is graven into every corner of nature. There was a 
time when people lived and breathed according to this 
doctrine; a doctrine we called 'essence'. If you yield to it, 
it will make its presence felt in everything and everyone 
you encounter. I beseech you: believe." 
I remember the tingling up my spine as he said the word 
"believe". I realized then the monumental burden he had 
carried throughout the centuries as the rest of his kind gave 
up. 
One last thing I must tell you about that last night. 
When Brace had finished his tale, he was the oldest, most 
dignified looking man I feel I will ever encounter. I see him 
I closed up early tonight because of the cold and because 
Jake and Hank are due in at midnight. It's funny, but the 
more I think about it (and obviously write about it), I find 
tonight marks the one year anniversary of the visit of 
Covington Brace. So much has happened on account of 
what we learned as we got drunk with that strange and 
wonderful man on a frigid evening a year ago. 
Brace had the unique misfortune of being the last of his 
kind anywhere on Earth. Simply put, he was the last of 
the wizards. Throughout the rest of the night, he regaled 
us with stories and legends from around the world, from 
different centuries, different lives. He never told us how 
he came to be, how he learned to do the things he could 
do. 
* 
Lynard Skynard's "Freebird" began its soulful whine 
from the jukebox. We stopped laughing and looked to 
Covington Brace. 
He now seemed older, the tux was oversized and his 
mop of hair had stubborn wisps of black in a sea of grey. 
Sadness and resolution reflected from those piercing grey 
eyes with the emerald chips, and he motioned for us to sit. 
Hank and Jake took seats to his right. I reached over 
and grabbed the bourbon and the cognac and drew a pitcher 
of beer. Then I switched out the outside lights and locked 
the big mahogany door. Brace sat and I joined him to his 
left and poured drinks all around. We raised our glasses in 
a silent, nervous toast to the unknown. The parrot disap- 
peared without a sound, leaving three men and some kind 
of wizard to share the bar story of a lifetime. 
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"Now gentlemen, where was I? Oh yes, the world was 
at stake." He looked at the three of us then, the emerald 
flecks flaring, the wry smile fading from his lips. ·1 have 
your undivided attention, I presume?" 
We did our best to give him just that. Jake turned his 
head to Brace and his eyes rolled in unison to "look" at him. 
I held my hand over my tongue-less mouth and gave him 
a wide-eyed nod of assent. Hank senled beside the bowl of 
nuts, croaked his agreement and snapped up a nut with his 
new tongue. 
Brace closed his eyes and took in a breath. There was 
pain on his face. His hair seemed more grey than black all 
of a sudden. "Lads, I have a tale that bears telling, and I 
have chosen you as the beneficiaries of my travels and 
knowledge. Open your minds and hearts to me now, revel 
in what you cannot deny as truth, and be saved. I am 
running out of time." 
As if to confirm his statement, he stood and walked 
over to the juke. His steps were short and he stooped 
slightly in an almost pained posture. He plunked in several 
quarters and made selections, and when he turned to come 
back to the bar, we saw the lines in his face had deepened 
to mini-canyons and he seemed to have shrunk an inch or 
two. 
"Would any of you object to being returned to nor- 
mal?" he said, stepping back to the bar. "This is quite an 
effort as it is, and quite against the few rules I am bound to 
live by." . 
Jake's eyes rolled around in approval and he nodded 
vigorously. Hank hopped and croaked with glee, and I 
made positive grunting sounds. The parrot reappeared on 
Brace's shoulder and ruffled its feathers. 
"Essence, it is done!" he boomed as he flourished his 
arms and the parrot flapped its rainbow wings. 
Jake's eyes bounced into the air, waited dutifully for 
him to move his hands out of the way, and slipped back 
into their sockets. My tongue wavered in the air until I 
could summon the nerve to open my mouth. It popped 
right back in like it had never left. Hank hopped up and 
down on the bar, still like a frog. 
Covington Brace looked at his parrot inquisitively. It 
squawked and shook its beak. "Pyro, it is necessary." 
"Craaat!" it squealed defiantly. 
"I would imagine he doesn't fancy you, either." 
"craaat?" 
"Please, my old friend. Time grows shorter for me." 
The parrot did its best to shrug and nodded its head. 
Hank appeared on the bar sitting indian style. He ran his 
hands over his body, unconsciously giving his crotch a pat. 
We composed ourselves then, Jake swiveling his head 
and taking in all his eyes could see. Hank hopped off the 
bar and stamped his feet on the tile, breaking into an 
impromptu jig. I ran my tongue across my teeth and 
trolled "Rrruffles have rrrridges, "over and over. We broke 
into inspired and relieved laughter and forgot about Brace 
momentarily. 
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Then Zeus in anger spoke: 0 blind Foresight, 
knowing destruction is the end of art 
when skill's divorced from conscience to discern; 
may you be chained upon the mountain height 
until your thoughts, like vultures, tear your heart, 
for man is lost, and all the world shall bum. 
Prometheus, the wily trickster, chose 
to bring to man a self-sustaining fire, 
uranium atoms in a shielded pyre, 
burning as matrices quickly decompose. 
In south Chicago first the beat arose, 
tightly controlled; the Titan did thus inspire, 
and man was happy that secret to acquire- 
Prometheus laughed; no shield would long enclose. 
THE FIRE13RINGER 
by Joe R. Christopher 
My bar isn't the most popular place in town. But with 
Jake and Hank and me here, together, united on the same 
magical page, there is a special energy that is felt by the 
guests that drop by. Something in them changes as they 
absorb the power of what we keep alive. And in this day 
and age, maybe that is enough. I cannot be sure, which is 
why I'm leaving after me and the boys down a bellywarmer 
in honor of Covington Brace. 
You see, right after I closed up tonight I looked into the 
big mirror behind the bar. My eyes had flecks of emerald 
in them. It didn't surprise me. Nor did it surprise me when 
a large, multicolored parrot appeared on my right shoulder 
and squawked me a hearty greeting. 
His wife Mary has something to do with it. His new son 
Covey had a hand in the new Jake as well. He is jovial and 
outgoing and a friend to all who enter here. 
Hank Buckman has seen as well. He now curtails his 
drinking and is home more with his wife Shelley and their 
spanking new baby boy, Mojo. He has since gone back to 
school part time and is coaching midget football on the 
weekends. Hank has agreed to get out of the hardware 
business. Tonight he goes into the bar business. 
Me? Well it's almost time for the boys to arrive so I'll 
be finishing this up. I'll leave it with Hank along with the 
keys to the bar and the juke and the pinball machine. 
Someday, he'll give this to someone who really needs it. 
clearly, stooped in front of that huge door, his tuxedo 
hanging from his frame like ill-fitted pajamas. He did his 
best to draw himself straight and he said: 
"I am too old and too tired to go on in this, the dawn 
of a new age of man. I depart willingly from my travels, 
knowing I have been many things to many people over my 
lifetime. On this, the twilight of my wonderful, terrible 
life - I pray I have given three men the essence of my soul, 
the soul of the world. Gentlemen. One cannot survive 
without a soul. Believe." 
He turned and faced the door, making a weak gesture 
with his right arm. The parrot materialized on his right 
shoulder. The garish bird had bowed its head and was 
cooing gently into the old man's ear. 
"Yes, old friend, I shall never forget you ... I'll regale 
them all with your legendary exploits ... yes, even Merlin! 
The bird made a soft purr. Brace turned to the bird, eyes 
glistening, and kissed it gently on the beak. "I love you 
too, Pyro." 
He looked to the door and opened it, the wind howling 
around and through him again. He began to disappear; one 
final trick. "Gentlemen," he said over the wind, "you hold 
the keys to the world. Please guard them ... wisely." The 
parrot flapped into the air and shrieked "Remember!" It 
flew out the door against the wind, over its master's head. 
Soon after, only the wind remained. 
Which brings me full circle to tonight. Very shortly I 
will be drinking a toast to that man with two of the finer 
gentlemen I have ever met. Jake Edwards has seen into the 
heart of the world and come away cleansed. He now sells 
a good many more Ford trucks and is the life of any party. 
She took his vital signs {temperature, respiration rate, 
pulse and blood pressure) and found nothing alarming in 
them. Then she examined his wound. It was a long, slashing 
cut along the left abdominal wall, deep enough to draw 
blood but not to damage the internal organs. He'd need a 
dozen stitches and about five days rest. 
The examination completed, she started the interview. 
"Your name, sir?" she asked. 
"Clayton Robert Samuelson," he said. 
"And your last occupation?" She assumed he was un- 
employed. 
"That's not so easily answered," he said. "By 'occupa- 
tion' do you mean what I call my work, or what I labor at 
for money?" 
"Whatever you prefer, Mr. Samuelson." 
"First of all, I'd prefer that you call me Clay," he 
grinned through teeth that were white, well-cleaned and 
real. 
"Clay," she repeated. 
"Though 'Mud' would be a better name for me," he 
laughed. "I'm a writer by trade, a sweeper of floors and a 
washer of dishes by profession." 
"I see." She wrote down his answers. "How old are 
you?" 
"Seventy-four last May," he said, "and still hale and 
hearty; I'm sure to last another ten years, unless contrary 
measures are taken." 
Ms. Giovani wrote down 'suicidal tendencies,' thus 
making him eligible for care at CCP. 
Just then Dr. Tze arrived; she greeted her favorite nurse 
warmly, then took over the examination. Dr. Tze, though 
trained as a psychiatrist, had been getting more practice 
treating bodily ailments than mental ones. She and Ms. 
Giovani worked so well together that they became an 
impromptu crisis team, affectionately called "the Tiny 
Tornadoes." 
After reading the nurse's notes and examining the 
wound, Dr. Tze said "Mr. Samuelson, I'm going to have to 
give you stitches, and I must ask you first, do you want 
general or local anesthesia?" 
"Local, by all means, Madam Doctor. I wouldn't want 
to miss the performance of such a skilled physician." 
"Why, thank you," the doctor replied. "I hope to live 
up to your high expectations." 
Half an hour later, when the minor procedure was 
finished and extravagantly praised by Mr. Samuelson, Dr. 
Tze turned to Ann and said, "I should send all my low 
self-esteem patients to him." 
"He does give the ego a boost," Ann replied, "but I 
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The phone rang again, delaying her coffee break for the 
third time. On the night shift it was nearly impossible to 
maintain a high level of productivity without regular ad- 
ministrations of caffeine; but Ann Giovani {a small, pert 
beauty with raven-black hair) was the charge nurse and was 
responsible for answering and processing all incoming calls. 
So she dragged herself to the switchboard without the help 
of the blessed stimulant. 
Physician's General Hospital was sending them an- 
other deadbeat. All non-homeowners without valid Blue- 
Cross cards were automatically transferred to County 
General Psychiatric regardless of their true mental state. In 
order to be eligible for care, however, a patient needed a 
psychiatric disorder. Consequently CCP's infirmary {its 
largest ward) was occupied with manic-depressives treated 
for acute appendicitis, schizophrenics choked with pneu- 
monia, or even paranoids in advanced labor. 
When the ambulance arrived from Physician's General, 
An had all the paperwork ready to be filled out, an intra- 
venous drip stand set up, a full oxygen tank handy, and the 
on-duty doctor alerted. 
The ambulance driver backed his vehicle to the receiv- 
ing doors, then he and an attendant got our,' they opened 
the back of the ambulance and unloaded the stretcher and 
patient. As they pushed him inside, the patient, an old man, 
screamed for his "work;" they informed him that it- -a pair 
of old suitcases-would be looked after. 
"It shall be looked after, by me!" he groaned, "so, unless 
you want me to rise and fight and perhaps dislodge this 
phenomenal band-aid that restricts my life's ebbing away, 
then I suggest that you fetch my belongings back to me 
instantly!" 
"Doesn't talk like the typical wino," Giovani thought. 
Then she confronted the ambulance driver, intervened for 
the patient, and secured the old man's "work." 
The patient was a street person and had been assaulted 
by another of the vagabond crowd who wanted his suit- 
cases. 
"My boundless gratitude to you dear lady," he said. "My 
very soul resides in that squalid luggage." 
"Well, your soul weighs a ton," the ambulance driver 
complained. 
"It's astonishing how massive paper can be," said the 
old man. Then he turned to Ann Giovani, caught hold of 
her hand and gently kissed it. "Though I'd prefer to talk 
with you informally, at a corner table, in my favorite 
bistro, I fear, instead, that we are due for an examination 
and a highly proper interview. And, much as even invol- 
untary rudeness pains me, I must ask your indulgence on 
one thing: that we conduct our talk while I remain supine." 
"Of course," she said, then got to work. 
by CR. Schabel 
TIIE LAST PARAGRAPH 
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Not three miles from the hospital bed Mr. Samuelson 
sat in, a drama of a differentsort unfolded. A fifteen-year- 
old girl, a runaway, argued fiercely with her pimp after be 
had claimed that the tally of drugs and money she had been 
looking after was short. He blamed her for the deficiency. 
After shouts and threats, the pimp chased her into the 
streets, meaning to beat the truth from her. He was so 
enraged that he might have hospitalized or even killed her, 
but the car hit her first. 
So late at night, neither the fear-stricken pedestrian nor 
the sleepy motorist expected the other. The car got a 
two-hundred- dollar dent in its fender; the girl got two 
broken ribs from the car and a major concussion from the 
Pain filled his expression, but he fought it down and 
smiled again. 
"You can't recriminate yourself for having such 
thoughts," Giovani said, "that's pathological guilt. It's guilt 
that leads to no resolution, for no constructive purpose, for 
something you've not even done." 
He answered. "Though your opinions arc expertly 
thought out, in this instance I must disagree with them, for 
it is not guilt that upsets me about these fantasies of mine, 
but their sheer necessity. They remind me, acutely, that 
I'm to remain in the realm of literary oblivion forever." 
turned to me-form letter attached-ten years ago, and I 
haven't mailed a story out since then." 
She looked at his suitcases. 
"Yes, they're in there," he said. "I carry them about 
with me, my stones of Sisyphus. I gave so much to them 
that I could never stand to be parted from them. There's 
much more of me in that luggage than there is left in this 
dried-up body." 
"I see." She sat back and thought carefully about her 
next statement. "You're not bitter about it all; I find that 
remarkable." 
His eyes fixed on hers sternly. "Ms. Giovani, I have 
bitterness that would make the herbs of a Passover table 
taste like Swiss chocolate. I hide it, but oh! the things I've 
thought of doing." 
"Can you tell me about them?" she asked. 
"To a psychiatric nurse," he said, "there is a certain 
danger in that and a certain excitement." 
Hew sat up straight and collected his thoughts. "I've 
often dreamed of buying a nine mm automatic pistol, 
capturing an editor of one of the larger publishing houses 
and holding him or her hostage until one of my novels is 
on the bookstore shelves. 
"At other times, I've wanted to get a hold of an army 
surplus flame-thrower, sneak into a bookstore after it was 
closed and torch the whole thing. 
"And, when in my darkest moods, I've wanted to 
murder a best- selling author, just shoot him or her down 
right in the middle of a book signing, and, in that way, get 
my revenge on the literary world for not letting me into 
it!" 
wonder if anyone looks after his ego's needs? He says he's 
a writer, but must scrub floors to make money." 
•As long as I am here," Dr. Tze suggested, "I'll watch 
the desk. You go talk with him, until he sleeps," 
Ann thanked the doctor, then got her notebook and 
returned to Mr. Samuelson. Since there was no internal 
damage, he could eat and drink normally, so Ann brought 
him some decaffeinated coffee. She sat down next to his bed 
and asked, "Do you feel up to a few more questions?" 
"What would you like to know?" he replied. 
"Just more about you, about your life, your philosophy 
if you like, and your writing; I'm a fervent reader." 
Samuelson fortified himself with coffee. "There was an 
Indian term, 'Karma', that was in vogue awhile, in the 
sixties, do you remember it?" 
"I was rather young then," she said. 
"Karma, crudely defined, is what someone is supposed 
to learn from their lifetime(s); life's lessons," he explained. 
"By definition then, my karma, for this particular lifetime, 
is to learn about extreme humiliation, with a minor degree 
in frustration and disappointment." 
"I see," she said pensively. "Is this because your books 
don't sell?" 
He grinned at her. "Were it only so, my dear Ms. 
Giovani. You see, my books never had the chance to sell; 
none has ever been published. I've been writing for more 
than half a century, submitted a hundred and forty-three 
short stories, eighteen novels and twenty-four plays to 
publishers all over the world, to all major and minor houses 
of literature, and not once has any of them been printed. 
Only about half a dozen times have they even been read." 
"Arc your works highly controversial? Perhaps they 
offended the political or religious beliefs of the publishers," 
she asked. 
"No, my stories are all harmless politically; they're 
about unicorns, Cyclops and other mythical creatures. 
They're written strictly for entertainment and nothing 
more." 
"Have you thought of some other type of writing?" she 
asked. "I like murder mysteries myself." 
"Me too. Some of them arc well written," he said, "but 
a writer, like any sort of creative artist, must follow his 
inspirations-what the Muses send to him. And what the 
Muses have sent to me, what those she-devils have allured 
me into creating these past five decades, has been a lot of 
marketless fluff: plots and characters that moved my soul 
profoundly, but were as neutral as helium to those who 
controlled the printing presses. It was as if Calliope, Erato 
and their sisters were using me as a garbage disposal, a sewer 
for the creative impulses not meant for those in their true 
favor." 
"Many artists are never recognized in their own time," 
the nurse said. "Consider Van Gogh ... " 
"And many more artists are never recognized at all," he 
said, "and the likelihood is that I will fall in the latter 
category, considering that my last contribution was re- 
The first day he recited to her for over ten hours, only 
pausing to take some hot tea for his raw throat. 
The girl, locked in a dark, velvet cell they called coma, 
listened. She knew they were words, but couldn't under- 
stand them. 
They fluttered away from her mind's grasp like butter- 
flies on a breeze. 
Occasionally, a word would touch the edge of her 
memory, like the half-recalled name of a distant acquain- 
tance. 
Then, suddenly, a few at a time, the words started to 
click into place, to arrange themselves meaningfully in the 
picture-puzzle of her mind. She heard 'unicorn' and knew 
Mr. Samuelson placed his chair close to the comatose 
girl's bed; his suitcases were within easy reach and un- 
locked. 
"Hi," he said. "I'm the story man, here to tell you tales 
that I hope you'll find at least interesting. 
"I realize that your parents, wise in their advice, must 
have warned you not to talk to strangers, but I think we 
can have an exception in this case. I live right here at the 
hospital, the doctors and nurses know I'm in your room, 
and we'll leave the door open while I tell you my stories." 
He reached into his neatly ordered suitcase and drew 
out a folder labeled number one, a short story he wrote 
when he was seventeen tears old. 
"Once upon a time ... " 
Giovani had to call Dr. Tze at her home for the authori- 
zation to allow a male patient on a female ward, but the 
doctor not only approved the plan, she expressed greater 
enthusiasm for it than Mr. Samuelson had. 
And so it was permitted. 
""; t 
._;...__ ~ 
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"What was all the commotion about this morning?" 
asked Samuelson. 
"Another patient was brought in," Giovani said, as she 
pushed his wheelchair toward the cafeteria. "A girl, in her 
middle teens, was struck by a car. The poor kid is in a coma. 
But Dr. Tze feels that her chances are fair-to-good. The 
doctor even has us play a radio for her to help bring her 
out of it. She's that close to consciousness." 
"Wouldn't it be better if someone spoke or read to her?" 
"Of course, the personal touch is always better, but we 
haven't the staff to spare to do it, nor have any interested 
relatives or friends come forward to sit with her." 
Samuelson sat in his chair silent. When they had almost 
reached the cafeteria, he suddenly motioned for Ann to 
stop, got out of the wheelchair, took it from her, pushed it 
back to his room, and loaded his suitcases into it. "Where 
is this girl now?" 
"She's in the next wing," Ann said, "but that's a 
woman's ward. You can't go in there." 
"Don't be ridiculous," said Samuelson. "Let me see this 
unfortunate child." 
Ann sighed, seeing his enthusiasm. "I'll try." 
pavement when she landed, thirty feet from initial impact. 
The driver, though aware of possible lawsuits, stopped 
to help. He saw the pimp and called to him, scaring him 
back into the building. The driver thought of calling an 
ambulance, but couldn't be sure if any of the pay-phones 
in the neighborhood would work, or if any of the fearful 
inhabitants of the area would allow a stranger into their 
homes to use the telephone. No police were in sight. So the 
driver gently picked the girl up and carefully put her in the 
back seat of his car, then took her to County General 
Psychiatric and the gentle ministrations of Tze and 
Giavani. 
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Let's celebrate the marriage of rare Psyche- 
Or god or monster in her bed, how liked she! 
"I do not care to see my husband nightly," 
Said she, "so long as he can long excite me!" 
by Joe R. Christopher 
PSYCHE'S MARRIAGE 
The girl recovered quickly and left the hospital; she 
only returned to the streets long enough to search for the 
Story-man, but never found him. 
She finished high school and worked her way through 
a state university, studying literature. She became a writer, 
composing stories that came to her like remembered 
dreams. By her twenty-eighth birthday, she had sold her 
first novel, entitled "The Last Paragraph." 
"Wait just a moment," she said, then telephoned the 
girl's ward for a report on her condition. 
"You're right Mr. Samuelson," she said. "The girl is 
awake, and she's asking for you." 
"No," he said firmly. "I've forced that poor child to 
listen to my weird, unsold stories for weeks; she may have 
hated them all and is waiting to tell me so, I couldn't take 
that.• 
"Now you're being ridiculous," Giovani said. "I'm sure 
she's very grateful to you for all you've done for her." 
"Gratitude is not the same thing as literary apprecia- 
tion." 
"I heard some of your stories, Mr. Samuelson, and I 
thought they were very good. You should submit them." 
"I haven't the strength to endure another rejection slip." 
"Ah, but maybe the next one won't be rejected," she 
said. 
"I've told myself that for the last five decades. No, it is 
over. But thanks for your encouragement anyway, and 
thanks for letting me read my stories to the girl. I'll be a 
little happier knowing that my words have done someone 
some good." 
"It is we who owe you the thanks." 
"How could I resist a captive audience?" he smiled. 
Ms. Giovani opened the door and watched him walk 
away, dragging his suitcases along. And, even though he 
never wandered more than twenty miles from CCP, she 
never saw him again. 
what it was; consequently she had to know what horse and 
horn were as well. Then the unicorn appeared to her, she 
could see it clearly, almost touch it. It was fabulous, beau- 
tiful! And when the unicorn spoke to her a whole world 
appeared around it, as if from the shroud of a mist. It was 
a world that welcomed her, where she could be more than 
just some meat, where she bad a soul, where she could fight 
back. She was a fairy princess in the unicorn's world, a 
wielder of magic, pure, unsoiled and untouched. 
There were horrible things in this world as well: giants, 
dragons, witches, demons, false-knights; but they were 
counterweighed by heroes, good wizards and benign sor- 
ceresses. She didn't always defeat the monsters in this 
bright world of magic, but the girl at least had a sword to 
fight with. 
Page after page be journeyed, taking her along with 
him. She toured his literary world as if he had made it just 
for her. 
The girl tolerated the discomforts of the comatose: the 
intravenous needle, the naso-gastric feeding tube, the elec- 
troencephalograph wires, the bed pan and the catheter, and 
dared not open her eyes, even when she felt she could, quite 
easily, even just to look at the Story-man; for she feared 
that if she did, and he found out she was no longer fully 
unconscious, that he'd stop holding her hand and stop 
telling her stories. 
In all her years of brutal intimacy, no one ever simply 
held her hand and talked to her. 
Exhaustion forced him to finish his first day's reading. 
He reassured the girl of his return after food and rest. The 
images bis stories created remained with her; they filled her 
sleep, and half-sleep, with beautiful dreams. 
Hours of reading became days; Samuelson exhausted 
his supply of short stories and began on bis novels, hoping 
that the slower pace of the longer works didn't bore her. 
The girl was pleased that he now read things that didn't 
end so quickly. The short stories were like pleasant ac- 
quaintances, the novels were to become like old friends. 
He finished five novels in as many days. 
Then, near the climax of his sixth novel, during a 
particularly dramatic paragraph, he noticed that she gasped 
and her eyes fluttered. He knew that she was waking up, 
and he became afraid. 
Carefully, while still reading aloud, he packed up his 
work and walked to the door. When he was out in the hall, 
he turned and said, "I'm sorry, but there is no more for me 
to read, that was my last paragraph." 
Startled, the girl called out to him, but only beard his 
footsteps receding down the hall. She was too weak to get 
up and follow. 
Mr. Samuelson returned to his own ward and con- 
fronted Ms. Giovani. 
"Can you release me from here, now?" he asked. "The 
girl is awake." 
"You're free to leave anytime you wish," she told him. 
"Good, then open the door please." 
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Coyote, left behind, unable to rise, offers the night a series 
of short barks, and then a long, quavering howl. 
Maya turns away, fading into the whisper of sagebrush. 
Coyote waits. The mate does not come. 
Only one pup remains. Feed the pup. Feed Coyote. Ravag· 
ing hunger drives Coyote once more from the blackened 
tunnel. Ribs poking from skinny sides, she emerges with the 
pup in her mouth. Coyote forces shaking legs to support her. 
A woman stands in the desert, hands outstretched to the 
shadow shape of Coyote. Her legs crumble beneath her, and 
Coyote drops the pup into the waiting hands, watching with 
moon-silver eyes as the baby is hugged into woman-smell. 
The dark den wavered, and Maya came back to her 
bedroom in a stark fright. The sting of gasoline still in her 
nose, she tried to go back, tu will herself, force herself, back. 
Coyote trembles. Clods of dirt fall, pups whine and shiver 
and crawl over each other in blind panic. 
Thunder. Unnatural rumble. Thump. 
Silence. A bad smell in the tunnel, bad smell. 
Fire. 
The dreams were more real than reality, more alive than 
life. She wanted to settle in the den dream, live the life, of 
the coyote. 
But she always came back. 
Coyote finds a burrow, miffs staleness. She begins to dig. 
Coyote works until the tunnel suits her, long and narrow with 
a small chamber. 
Coyote settles into the den, into the dark, content. For a 
while, she won't have to hunt. The new mate will bring food. 
Maya woke in the night, twisting in arm-snaring sheets. 
She fought the tangled bedding and struggled up to open a 
window. Far away, carried to her bedroom on a freshet of 
wind, yips rose to a howling chorus, paused, and began 
again. 
Black·tipped hair prickles on Coyote's neck. Fresh meat lies 
on the ground, the smell of blood tantalizes. But under the good 
smell, all around the meat, is another smell. The meat stinks 
of warning. 
Hungry, wary, Coyote leaves the bloody lump. 
The powdery soil under her feet shimmered, faded. The 
strong smell of sage receded. She felt, first, the solid rigidity 
of the wooden seat under her legs, and then the chill of her 
lifeless hands. 
Maya's head turned, her eyes wide, as the darkened 
nighttime vision of dumped boulders and dry grasses was 
replaced by the reality of fluttering hands over whispering 
mouths. They watched her return, laughing at her, their 
noses crinkling. 
The wrenching in her stomach started again. Again, in 
view of others, she had crossed over. She felt the urge again, 
overpowering, to run. 
Coyote scans the sandstone rocks, yellow eyes searching/or 
movement, tawny body taut with anticipation. Shadow of 
owl .. Coyote': head tilts toward the night sky. The competitor 
for food is already goru. 
Patiently, ears tipped forward, tail drooping, Coyote waits. 
Flash of jackrabbit, flicker of mouse. 
by Christina Blasi 
DESERT DREAMS 
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top table. He felt the warm breeze. smelled its sweetness as 
it glided seductively through the lush gardens of flowers. 
"Hey mister, you okay?" 
Jake, startled, looked down. A kid with orange hair 
looked back. 
"Yeah, I'm alright." 
The kid, chanting a childhood rhyme, scampered down 
the sidewalk, looking back several times. 
Jake rubbed his eyes and looked back to the empty 
porch. He wished he hadn't stayed up all night. Hours 
earlier the alcohol- throbbing pain had finally left his 
temples. But now he had that hollow, drained-out feeling. 
And apparently hallucinating. He shrugged, gave one last 
glance at Crestrnont, then squeezed through the space 
between the chained gate, cursing at the resulting smears 
and tears on his favorite Polo. 
With the breaking of a window, the passing of an hour 
and a half, and a slight cut on his forearm, he now stood in 
what he thought must be the downstairs parlor. He tried 
to swallow the dry lump in his throat. Damn pledge rituals. 
Dust, lots of dust. Everything that remained in the 
house was covered with it. The kind of dirt that's been 
there so long that it doesn't wipe off, but sticks to its host 
like a thin film of dull fur. Jake picked up a dirty porcelain 
doll and smiled as he was reminded of those hollow plastic 
toys that are coated with a gritty film and dangle from the 
rearview mirrors of old Chevrolets. The kind you win on 
some back street carnival midway, by knocking over lead 
weighted coke bottles with a lopsided baseball. 
After as much of a search as he could muster Jake 
halfheartedly sat down in the parlor, coughing from the 
dank smell that fumed up from the old chair. Hearing 
through the busted window it start to rain, he thought of 
the orange-haired kid's rhyme: 
Emily Sutton 
don't mean nothin. 
Whose pillow, 
will you lay on tonight? 
Feeling the damp air as it flowed through the window, 
past the weathered sill that boasted its origin through 
cracked remains of varnish; 
Emily Sutton, 
don't mean no thin. 
You never married, 
but it's alright. 
Watching the dressings of yellowed Victorian lace that 
hung limp and heavy, worn where they touched the sill, 
wiggle in the breeze; 
Emily Sutton, 
Some things aren't a matter of choice. Jake's father, and 
brother before him, and the other brother before him, were 
Alpha Chi, and former residents of Weaver Hall, the oldest 
frat-house of Crestmont. Never a Greek, always a geek, his 
brother had been fond of saying. 
Jake Lambert stood on the sidewalk that bordered 
Pennsylvania Avenue, staring at the school which over- 
looked, with earned prestige, the hamlet of Hartsthorne, 
The village had made the school, but now, 115 years later, 
Crestmont made the town, or the money in the local banks. 
An exclusive institution of higher learning. Exclusive to 
high grades and well-heeled backing. And to men. Though 
most of its inhabitants, or students, were boys. And even 
that bore a loose definition. 
But his destination now occupied his thoughts. He 
breathed out, heavily, slowly. Why was this such an ordeal? 
He had to get hold of himself. After all, hadn't it been he 
who, in a completely sober state, entertained a cheering 
crowd by sipping champagne and dancing on the rusty 
railings of the South Trenton? And hadn't it been he, and 
only him, who finished the ceremony by diving off that 
same bridge, hoping desperately as the wind whipped his 
black tux that the bungee cord would do its job? Waiting 
around for sunrise in a decrepit old two-story didn't even 
compare. It had been at least a century since anyone other 
than City maintenance, or a few brain-dead pledges, had 
even went near the place. It just didn't feel right, that's all. 
From the beginning it had been a shared venture, even 
walking on the edge. 
But when the moment of truth arrived, the others 
dusted off their Cole-Haans and beat a retreat for the 
dorms. Except for Taylor. Oh, he didn't jump, but he did 
stick around. 
Jake put down his knapsack and leaned against a rock 
and wrought-iron fence, that looked to him as though it 
could, at any moment, disintegrate into the very soil on 
which it stood. It completely surrounded the Sutton house. 
But getting inside wouldn't be difficult. He lit up a cigarette 
and surveyed the massive oaks that towered above the 
sidewalks, cracking the old cement with their anchoring 
tentacles. Covering the picket fences, the greasy asphalt, 
and the automobile-lined curbs with a dense canopy of 
vegetation. A shade so awesome that it not only weakened 
the sky's light, but dampened the air with a moldy thick- 
ness that seemed to make his lungs work a little harder. For 
a moment he thought he could hear a faint sound, a 
humming, or singing. He followed the sound, up the hill 
to the house. A woman. An old woman. Her eyes caught 
his. Not old, young/beautiful. She smiled. Then her eyes 
were his eyes, his face. The pressure of the wicker rocker 
was against his backside. He looked down, a half-glass of 
lemonade sat beside him, perspiring heavily on a ceramic- 
· by Bob K. Avey 
TIIE HAZING OF JAKE LAMBERT 
No, for the modem seer Freud has said 
that Ego lies with Memory, who bears 
Confession, Stoicism, and Despairs, 
Ennui and Suicidal Thoughts; they've bred 
both Printism and Sexual Stress; emerges 
Trivial Escape and strange Subconscious Urges. 
Who lies with Mercury? Is it high Zeus, 
engendering the Muses? Recorded right, 
there's Celebration. Beauty. and l)djgbt; 
Festivity and Choir, with praise profuse; 
Joy of Dancing. and one who'll make and loose, 
ah. Many Songs; another, Heavenly bright; 
and Lovely Voice, Oh. glorious to recite. 
if it were he. the offspring she'll produce. 




always loobd to him like tarnished brass. Taylor had 
bmged on the door earlic:r. tdling him that he'd been 
staring out the damned window for three days. He couldn't 
remember. The black South Trenton nm hung waiting in 
the closet. He'd tried to tell them of the murder. No one 
would lisleo. It would be the thing to do. There had been 
oo suicide He may as well have told them the lake was 
6Ued with W'31er. 
Jake pushed through the havy doors of knowledge. as 
be had more times than he cared to remember, and echoed 
his footsteps down the hallowed balls. swearing as the 
awkward can banged hard against his leg. Pouring the 
liquid in jerky splashes, he made his way toward the 
library. stopping • the end of Wing Hall to glare ~ the 
painting. The othas would see the flames soon. bUl rt was 
an old building. The picture hung there. as it always had. 
stmnch, an ever-vigilant sentry of knowledge. justic.e, and 
the American way. Father of Hansthomc. Founder of 
CnstmoDL Jake stared into the eyes of the pauiarch and 
shuddered.. Pale gray eyes. 
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The tiled spires outside Jake's dorm room window had 
don"t mean .oothin. 
Take the bbde, 
and make it right. 
Jake downed his third beer and faded off to sleep. 
In a cold sweat be awoke swldrnly. feeling the wet 
sheds. Tbe smell was like a service Sblioo restroom. How 
had be mamgul to pl ~ He had &Jim asleep in the 
chair. A dream ~but it didn"t fed as such. Tben be 
mv the mowanmt. a shadowy figure by the window. He 
had seen this before. Tbe County &ir • .mt was it. The man 
behind the boorh.. His~ pounded as the shadow ame 
throagb the window. like before. and stood • the foot of 
the bed, h was him again. He knew tb1t. felt tb1t. just as 
sure as be by there. He loobd down and be was her again. 
The girl OD the porch. Tbe mall was OD him DOW'• his wrists 
damped He loobd up and it was his ~ looking back. 
He fought to pl free. but be was too strong.~ felt his lips 
being oovoed. by his lips. bot and WU. pushing too bard. 
Probing tongue filled his moadi.. He baud it. wanted to 
kill him. C.Ouldn"t breathe. Thm be was pcnelr.lUd.. He 
felt himwlf enter. 6Iling his whole inside with his own 
penis. Apio be mv. It w:am't ~ h was a man. be~ a 
man. Pale gny eyes. Wearing a SW'L He De'9d' wore a SWL 
But he was a man.. God be baud men. He saw the blade 
glisten in the moonlight. He saw the moonlight glislen in 
the man's eyes. Pale gny eyes. He felt the cold hard sud 
cut the side of bis diroa h burned like fire, but be 
wdcomed it. Welcomed deadi's cat3in release from this 
throbbing mass of flesh. · 
Jake jumped up &om the chair and screamed with a chill 
that permeated the night like it had JQJS before. He was 
in the parlor. The chair was d.ere.He fell to his knees and 
cried, He cried for his sins, and cried for her sins.. He cried 
for his bther. and fdt his mother. Then he aied. cried for 
the blood of the lamb. He cried for the loss. He cried for 
tears. Then be slept. 
Familiar 'WOias 6Jtered through the air. 
·Jae. wake up man!. 
•Hey Lambert, c'mon, • 
Jake dragged himsdf out of the chair and stood. wau:h- 
iog. as Taylor Pm.o.i.ogton djmbed in through the window. 
followed by sewcnl otbas. 
Taylor g;ne Jake a look that he .m:ogniud. A look not 
unlike the look his bther had givoi him after catching him. 
for the second time, in the heated dutches of SCJt with 
Ma.rjori Giavani 
"Man you look like W2rlDed over shit.• Taylor com- 
mented. 
Bryan Smythe stood a couple of steps back, looking 
nther pleased.. '"Y cah. • he said. •ten-e it to Lambert to try 
and overachieve his own fucking hazing.• 
T aylorthrewa shut up look at Bryan. '"You know what 
time it is. man?• he asked. turning back to Jake.. 
•h•s 2 p.m., • Bry.m blurted in. 
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"Christ, Ari." 
Lilian Montellan gently took hold of her son's chin and 
turned his face toward her. A massive bruise discolored the 
pale skin along his left cheekbone, patterning his face with 
blue and yellow. 
"Why must you be so clumsy?" But her words were 
gentle as she pressed an icy compress upon the hurt. 
Ari carefully removed her hand and settled back on his 
heels. They sat on the wooden floor of his room, the 
summer smells of new-mown grass and gasoline drifting in 
through the windows, golden light hazing the sky just 
above the patchwork fields. 
He shrugged and moved his piece across the chessboard 
between them, capturing her scarlet bishop. 
"It just happens." He would not tell her that his bruises 
and cuts were the result of anything other than clumsiness. 
He knew it was a stupid, twisted loyalty, but he could not 
tell their mother that Julian was the cause of his grief. 
"Hey.• Julian's slender silhouette appeared in the parlor 
doorway. 
Ari blinked where he sat in the huge armchair, his thin 
shouiders twitching when he heard the voice. In the shad- 
ows cast across his face, his eyes widened. 
"Go away,Julian," he murmured. 
His older brother stepped before him. In the dim 
lighting of the parlor, his chestnut hair glinted like wet, 
autumn leaves. 
"It's your turn to make dinner.• 
"Leave me alone." Ari turned his face away and huddled 
deeper into the chair. 
Julian smiled. 
What followed was expected. 
deteriorating, forming a crooked silhouette against the sky. 
The windows were shattered, the doors gone, replaced by 
a massive iron grating wreathed with dead ivy. Small, white 
things like ivory sticks gleamed within the brown foliage. 
He moved up the steps and reached out a hand. 
And drew it back, because the white things tangled in 
the ivy resembled finger bones. 
Uncertain now, he peered through the grille ... and 
choked on a hastily indrawn breath. 
Beyond, in the darkness, a disembodied white hand 
came toward him, clasping a candle of gnarled wax. 
Ari turned and ran. 
And the dove his overactive imagination had mistaken 
for that gruesome vision flew through the grating and 
soared into the sky, far above the boy's fleeing figure. 
Clutching the business card he'd been given at the 
carnival, Ari followed the weed-tangled path up to the 
small copse of wood. Farm fields stretched to his right. 
Smudging the sky before him was a glade of dark firs. 
He found the cemetery, which had been one of the 
instructions he'd been given, and, as he passed amidst the 
crumbling headstones and broken, fallen angels, he lifted 
his head to see the church. 
Even in the day, the abandoned building was an eerie 
sight. Its stones had turned black long ago, its Gothic arch 
"I'm leaving." 
The boy standing at the window lifted his head as he 
spoke, the fading light burnishing his white hair with rose, 
brushing his pale skin with pink. 
He turned, his wide, almost colourless gray eyes fixing 
upon his brother, Julian, who sat in the room's single 
armchair. Elegant, cruel Julian, who hated him. 
"Where will you go, Ari?" Julian asked, slyly, not 
bothering to look up from his book. 
"Away." The boy's voice was faint as he moved from 
the window and dropped into a wicker chair, resting his 
cheek against the braided-straw back. 
Julian looked at him, hating the boy's pale, bony face, 
like a ghost's, the thin, slight frame which housed such a 
strong will. 
Ari was an albino. Despite his stubbornness, he was a 
quiet, frail boy, and completely helpless at times. And 
helplessness was something Julian despised. 
"I have to get away from here," Ari murmured, the 
twilight continuing to paint his profile with soft gold. 
"Then go." Julian turned a page in his book. 
"I've found a place that can help me." Ari was still 
gazing toward the window, his face turned away. He didn't 
seem to care whether Julian listened to him or not. 
Julian sighed and stretched to his feet. "Yeah, yeah ... " 
Ari fell silent, bowing his head. Julian looked at him, 
watching, covertly, the withdrawn look shadow his 
brother's child-like face. 
He moved to Ari's chair and knelt beside it, grasping 
his knee. 
"I'm sorry, Ari. What is this place?" 
Ari's eyes were half-closed. "I can't tell you. Especially 
you." 
Julian dug his fingers into Ari's knee, hurting him, and 
Ari gasped. Julian's lips curled. 
"You won't go. You never do. Liar." 
Ari bent his head again and did not look up until Julian 
had left the room. 
by KA. Harbour 
UNDERGROUND 
With a flourish, he swept off his hat, and a lanky young 
man stood smiling at Ari, seemingly quite ordinary at first 
glance. His dark hair fell into narrow, smoke-colored eyes, 
slanted, giving his face an exotic look that added to his 
mysteriousness. 
He tilted his head to one side, lips curving. 
"Well, then, what've you come to Tuath for?" He gazed 
at Ari slyly, pocketing the gold-engraved black card. 
"Tuath?" 
"It's what we call our place." The young man walked 
past Ari and closed the grille. The metallic clang it made 
echoed throughout the church. "So, answer my question, 
er-what's your name?" 
"Arion Montellan, and I've come ... " He hesitated, 
watching as the young man sauntered to stand before him 
again. "I've come to ... to get ... " He sought for the appropri- 
ate words. "Some color." 
The young man's eyes glittered as he looked Ari up and 
down. "Ah. Yeah. I can see why. Albino, huh?" 
"Yes." Ari eyed him sidelong, smiling drolly. 
The young man folded his arms across his chest, shaking 
his head slowly. 
"We only accept those with no hope of recovery in the 
world. No eyes, amputated limbs too tricky to replace 
properly, bad hearts-" 
"The man at the carnival said you could help me." Ari's 
voice shook, but his chin was up. He would not back down. 
The young man sighed. Suddenly he reached forward, 
pulling Ari from the bars of sunlight streaming into the 
church. Already, an angry redness had formed along the 
boy's arms and one cheekbone. 
Ari touched his reddened skin, winced and cursed. 
The young man swore softly, slowly meeting Ari's 
eyes. 
"Is it always this bad?" 
Ari nodded, lowering his gaze. "I need to wear winter 
clothing in summer, and sunglasses-even my hair dries 
out." Sensing he was getting through to this odd sentinel, 
he let his voice break in mid-sentence and added a tiny 
quiver for effect. 
"Come with me then, Arion Montell an." The young 
man gently took Ari's hand and led him into the soothing 
darkness of the church's hallowed interior. "And, by the 
it. 
As the sun began to rise over the fields, Ari hurried up 
the steps of the ancient church, reaching for the latch that 
would open the iron grille. No morbid apparitions would 
stop him this time. 
The grille swung inward and a figure stood there in a 
long, dusty overcoat, a wide-brimmed hat shadowing bis 
features. 
Ari stared at him, then, with a band he forced to keep 
from shaking, he held out the business card he'd been given 
at the carnival. 
The bizarre figure took the card, flipped it over to read 
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Slouched in the front seat of the old Chevy, Ari kept as 
far away from his brother as he could get. It was getting 
dark already, and he felt so tired. 
Julian tossed his head back and glanced at him, his 
chestnut hair brushing against his shoulders. The 
streetlights streaked his face, caused his narrowed eyes to 
glisten. 
"So. How are you doing? What did the doctor say?" His 
soft, sonorous voice, deceptive, was touched with amuse- 
ment. 
Ari wasn't going to answer him, but Julian poked him, 
his eyes fixed on the road. 
Ari huddled against the door with a sigh, the bruise on 
his cheek aching. 
"The doctor said I was fine, Julian." 
"Good." Julian steered the car into their drive and 
parked it. 
But as Ari reached for the door handle, he leaned over 
and slammed his hand down over it. Ari flinched, steeling 
himself. 
"Look, Ari. I'm sorry.• Julian sat back. "It's just that, 
y'know," he sighed, "you can be a stuck-up little bastard 
sometimes. But I do love you. You're my little brother. 
Okay?" 
Tears brightened Ari's eyes. 
It was always this way. First the hurting, then the 
apologies just before their mother returned, or their father 
if they were staying with him. Maybe Julian really was 
repentant-but maybe he also knew that the apologies 
would make Ari feel too guilty to tell. 
He didn't say anything. He slid from the car and ran to 
the house. 
Lilian scowled, angry that he'd tried to conceal the 
bruise from her. 
Julian called from downstairs, then, that her cab was 
here, and she sighed, checkmating Ari's queen. She leaned 
over and kissed his brow, reaching for her small satchel and 
her coat. 
•1 wish your father could have taken the two of you for 
the weekend. I hate leaving you alone.• She moved to the 
door with Ari, her pale hair glowing in the soft lamplight. 
•But you'll be all right with Julian. You always are." 
She kissed him again, brushing back his hair, looking 
at him with anxious eyes. ·1 don't suppose you'd like to 
come with me to the conference?" 
"S'all right." He spoke solemnly. "We'il manage, 
Mom.• 
"Mom! C'mon!" Julian yelled and Lilian sighed again. 
She hurried down the hall, casting one last, troubled glance 
back at her youngest son before disappearing down the 
stairs. 
Ari stepped back into his room, closing the door care- 
fully. 
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A young girl- danced in the lamplit gallery where gar- 
goyles and nymphs gazed down at her from a network of 
balconies above. The great stairway of marble sweeping 
down to the checkerboard floor gleamed with reflections 
of the dancer's movements. Her lace skirt swirled as she 
moved to the silent music, her dark hair whipping into her 
eyes, across her face. 
Ari watched her from the top of the stair, one gloved 
hand clutching the filigreed banister. He was swathed from 
head to toe in black. Only his eyes were revealed. 
He'd been in Tuath for half a year now. In another 
week, Harmony had promised, the treatments would be 
finished. No more strange drinks or injections which mot- 
tled and discolored his skin, bloating his limbs. It had been 
worse than he'd thought, in the beginning. He'd sobbed 
himself to sleep and kept to his richly appointed rooms for 
months. 
Curiosity and boredom had finally drawn him out into 
this strange, underworld realm, where the young were wise 
and the old seemed youthful. 
He continued to watch the dancer, who stopped sud- 
denly and turned. One of her feet beneath the lace skirt was 
carved from ivory, the toes jointed and able to move like 
those of a marionette, connected by Harmony's mysteri- 
ous art to the nerves of her leg. She was one of Finn's 
masterpieces. She was his lover. 
Finn, Ari had learned, was an artist-a sculptor-and a 
genius in the mechanical sense. He could mould the most 
perfect limb from ivory or cast bronze, and Harmony 
would then perform the surgery which attached it to the 
"You must trust me, Arion. I can give you strength." 
Ari blinked as Harmony whirled away, toward the 
stained-glass window, stretching his arms out to either side 
as if revelling in the glorious colors of the jewelled glass. 
Ari wasn't sure of the man's sanity, but Finn nodded, 
his long, boyish face somber. 
"No shit, Ari. He can do it." 
Ari released a pent-up breath. He wished he didn't feel 
so pressured. 
"Are you a surgeon?" He tilted his head back, cynical 
now. "Why don't you do this in a hospital-" 
"You may go back.• Harmony's voice had become 
cold. 
Back to Julian and hiding from sunlight. 
Turning, Harmony saw the answer in his face. He held 
out one hand to the androgynous, jade-masked person, 
who gave him a paper and a quill pen. 
Ari slowly read the quaint lettering of the contract. He 
understood all of it. 
He signed his name with delicate precision. 
Harmony took the document from him and handed it 
back to his secretary. 
"On holidays you're free to go above. Greensleeves will 
show you to your room." 
The passage ended outside, in a small, sunlit glade. As 
Ari watched, Finn strode to a waist-high mound of earth 
and lifted a carpet of moss, revealing a wooden square with 
a metal handle. He pulled that up. Beyond, a damp, stony 
staircase led ominously down into the earth. 
Ari found himself following the young man through a 
maze of torchlit corridors. Neither of them spoke. 
The last frescoed passage led to a narrow, windowless 
chamber lit by paper lanterns strung high along the ceiling. 
A tall, stained-glass window depicting a blue-robed, hol- 
low-faced saint leaned against one wall. Candles were set 
behind it, and its rich red and lucid blue glow was cast upon 
the figure standing before it, 
Ari stared. Though bronze hair cascaded down the 
figure's slim back, the shoulders beneath the white shirt 
were broad. 
"Harmony," Finn stepped forward. "I've brought 
someone interested in joining us. This is Arion Montellan." 
The bronze-haired man turned, ribbons fluttering on 
his sleeves, bits of bright metal shining on the dark velvet 
breeches he wore. Calf-high boots of dark suede gave him 
a cavalier look. 
And the beautiful gold mask covering his face, perfectly 
fitted, lent him the features of a god. His hands were gloved. 
"I can see why you have come." The voice which 
emanated from the mask was young, melodic. The creature 
stepped forward, taking hold of Ari's hand, holding it up, 
examining it as if it were a purchase he considered. The 
hand's white skin glowed against his glove's red velvet. 
He gravely met Ari's eyes, releasing him. 
"I can give you what you lack, but there is a price, Arion 
Montellan." 
"All right," Ari whispered, his mouth dry. "What is it?" 
"A year in Tuath, at my service." 
Ari swallowed and glanced at Finn. 
Beside Finn stood now another person, slighter, fea- 
tures concealed by a gargoylish half-mask of green jade. 
Hair dyed a metallic silver cascaded to his-or her-ankles. 
Garbed in a green velvet robe, the newcomer's gender was 
untellable. 
"A year?" Ari glanced back at Harmony, suddenly 
frightened and very, very cold. The only things that kept 
him from running back home were pride and hope. "What 
will I do?" 
"This is a city beneath the ground. We've our own 
gardens, a series of rooms. Do what you like. Compose 
music. Write poetry." Harmony shrugged, nonchalant. 
"Work in the gardens. Live." 
"How will you do it?" Ari clenched his hands together. 
"Give me color?" 
by, my name's Finn." 
"Finn," Ari repeated wonderingly, as he was led down 
a gloomy stairway. "Where are we going?" 
Finn replied blithely, "To the city of dreams." 
As he neared his house, he felt the doubts begin. 
What would he tell his mother? And Julian? And, as to 
explaining his appearance ... 
He sternly told himself to stop the excuses and marched 
up the paved walk, onto the veranda. 
the sky as dead leaves danced in and out, turning to soot, 
falling like black snow. 
Ari watched the dancing, listened to the musicians 
where he sat beneath a black oak, the crisp cider he drank 
setting his senses ashimmer, making him forget his loneli- 
ness. 
Familiar voices drew his attention to Nysse and Finn. 
The young man wore an overcoat the color of sapphires, 
his black hair tied back with a blue ribbon, his cheeks 
flushed apple-red from the chill. Beside him, Nysse was in 
snowy lace, her laughter like a young boy's. 
Harmony stood beneath a maple, its bright leaves cas- 
cading around him and his three masked servants. The 
robed entity, Greensleeves, spoke with Willow, a woman 
who was lovely even wearing an ivory mask. The third 
member of the trio was named Jack Lantern, a slight boy 
who wore the ebony mask of a slant-eyed imp. 
Watching them, wondering about them, Ari felt his 
eyelids begin to fall. 
He woke to stillness, disturbed only by the popping of 
embers and the faint shush of wind-tossed leaves. The glade 
was deserted. 
Frantic, he scrambled to his feet, running to the hidden 
entrance of Tuath. It would not open. 
As he sank against the hill, he heard laughter from 
within the church. 
Rising to his feet, he walked toward the Gothic silhou- 
ette and pushed open the door which led to the chapel. 
Stepping through a curtain of cobwebs into the nave of the 
church, he saw three figures standing near the main en- 
trance. The grille had been opened all the way to let in the 
last, scattered bits of sunlight. 
One of the intruders was Julian, his eyes and auburn 
hair glinting in the jewelled shadows. He was speaking 
softly to the youth and the girl with him, leaning against 
one of the stone saints. 
Ari shrank back against the altar, not daring to breathe. 
When Julian and his poet friends moved from the 
building, Ari slunk after them, watching as his brother 
kissed each of his companions before walking off. 
He didn't know why he did it, but he followed his 
brother as Julian maneuvered his way through the tomb- 
stones of the churchyard, unaware of his shadow. When 
they reached the gates, Ari paused near the marble image 
of a praying child, staring at the familiar street beyond. 
It had only been six months. He wasn't supposed to 
leave yet. But Harmony and the others seemed to have 
forgotten him. 
And he wanted to go home. So very much. 
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. Laughter, music and voices filled the chill night air, as, 
m the wood behind the church, Tuath's folk held Hallow- 
een revels. A bonfire had been built, its flames arcing into 
Ari's dark drapings finally came off, revealing pale skin 
flushed with health over taut young muscles. Blood-red 
hair spilled about a sculpted face with eyes of jade green 
and a curving mouth of seashell pink. 
Ari stared at his reflection in the mirror held between 
two curving cats of gold. He touched his hair cautiously, 
pinched his arm to watch the blood rush to the mark, 
revelled in pure narcissism. 
Io a daze, he slid his clothing on and stepped into the 
room where Harmony waited. 
"Well?" The voice beneath the mask was gentle. 
Ari laughed, delighted. "It's perfect. I mean, "he blushed 
at his own immodesty, "thank you." 
Harmony's mask seemed to smile, but in the flickering 
light it was hard to tell. He leaned against his monstrous 
mahogany desk, a long cigarette in one hand, occasionally 
exhaling smoke like some sleek, glorious dragon. Over 
crimson breeches and boots, he wore a dark overcoat 
embroidered with red roses and golden leaves. His rather 
long nails were painted scarlet. 
"What will you do now?" he asked, and his tone had 
changed. It was cooler now, no longer indulgent. 
"l...don't know." Ari hadn't been doing much of any- 
thing these past six months. Sometimes he would help in 
the gardens, or go with the foraging parties to steal from 
farms and houses what Tuath needed. He'd also taken up 
playing the violin, taught by a russet-haired, wolfish man 
whose gloves hid delicate hands of jointed bronze. 
"You may leave." Harmony glanced away, aloof now. 
"This room." 
Ari turned and left the ebony chamber, feeling like a 
chi!~ d~smissed by its parent. And he could not suppress 
one insistent, uneasy thought. 
If Harmony could fix anything, why did he wear a 
mask? 
person. 
"'lo, Ari." The dancer moved to kneel beside him as he 
sat. "Worried? Don't be. Harmony knows what he's do- 
ing.• 
He shrugged, his shoulders hunched, hands hanging 
between his knees. "Nysse, why does Harmony ask a year 
in Tuath as his price?" 
Nysse frowned down at her hands. "I don't know, Ari. 
But it keeps the city full. Some don't even go back up. I 
didn't. Finn didn't. We've been here seven years 
and ... memories kind of fade after awhile." She shook her 
head and stood. "Look .. .I gotta go. Good luck, Ari." 
He watched her move off across the checkerboard 
floor, leaving him a dark forlorn figure on the white 
staircase. 
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He woke from troubled dreams, curled up in the arm- 
chair, wondering what had awakened him. The room was 
dark. The floorboards in the hall creaked beneath a heavy 
tread and he pressed back into the chair as the parlor door 
began to open. Harmony ... 
The lights came on and it was Julian who stood in the 
doorway, staring at him as if at a ghost. 
"Arion." That was all he said as he stepped in, as if Ari 
had been gone a mere hour and not six months. "Why did 
you come back?" 
Ari frowned, confused. Wasn't Julian curious about his 
skin color? His hair and eyes? 
"I'm not sick anymore, Julian,• he began cautiously. "I 
won't be a burden to you anymore, or Mom-" 
"Mom and Dad are back together, you know." Julian 
leaned against the doorframe, hands in the pockets of his 
overcoat. His face was half-curtained by his reddish hair, 
giving him an eerie, eldritch look. "They're still lookin' for 
you. Funny. After you disappeared, they just-" he snapped 
his fingers. "Got together." 
Ari didn't know quite what to say to that. He hunched 
down in the chair. 
"Julian ... " 
Julian straightened and stalked toward him. "You 
know what? I thought they'd keep you forever. They 
promised me they would. And I went to all that trouble." 
Julian's easy, nonchalant tone almost caused Ari to miss 
the meaning of his words. 
"What?" he whispered, sitting up. 
"How you do think that lot found you?" Julian smiled 
and the malevolence in that smile went beyond any of 
Harmony's threats. "I met that guy at the carnival, and he 
told me all about these people who help cripples and freaks. 
I told them all about you." Julian put one booted foot on 
the chair and leaned toward his white-faced brother. "And 
they said they'd keep you forever. How did they do this?" 
Ari flinched as Julian tugged on a lock of his red hair. 
out and gently tipping up Ari's face. Tears streaked the 
boy's flushed cheeks. "If you do not want to return, 
someone must serve in your place. Someone who is missing 
something. Someone who needn't be willing. Just bring 
them to us. And, Arion, this someone will never return to 
your world. That is the price." 
Ari stared at the golden mask, horrified. He could never 
do that. To anyone. 
"You've a day to decide, then we come for you." 
Harmony stepped back, into the aquatic shadows. Real 
sunlight suddenly blazed through the windows and Ari was 
alone. 
He sank back into the chair, despairing, and acciden- 
tally knocked a book from the armrest. He reached to pick 
it up. Keats. It was one of Julian's books, worn and dog- 
leafed. 
Even then he did not realize what he would eventually 
do. 
He reached for the door latch. The dawn light turned 
sea green, the sky a storm gray, while the grass and tree 
foliage gleamed blue. Ari's heartbeat faltered in shock, then 
accelerated. 
Summoning up every bit of his stubborn will, he 
pushed open the screen door. 
The hall before him was patterned with bars of shad- 
owlight, and empty. It seemed to stretch on forever as he 
walked toward the parlor door, into the room beyond, 
even knowing what was waiting for him there. 
Harmony sat in Julian's armchair. He was smoking a 
cigarette, as usual, clasping it between two crimson-nailed 
fingers. Greensleeves stood beside the chair, his eyes hol- 
lows, his mouth curving beneath his half-mask. 
"Well," Harmony breathed. "Well. You broke our 
agreement, Arion." 
As he finished speaking, Greensleeves flourished the 
document Ari had signed beneath Ari's nose. 
"No." Ari shoved it away. "I can't go back there, 
Harmony. It's boring. It's lonely." 
Harmony's hollow chuckle made Ari shiver. •A year, 
Arion. You agreed." 
Ari snatched the document away from Greensleeves, 
staring at the writing, searching for a clause which would 
get him out of this. He let the document fall to the floor. 
His face was white. 
"What are you?" 
Harmony sat back and gestured to Greensleeves, exhal- 
ing smoke- rings. Greensleeves removed bis mask. 
Ari stepped back. 
Greensleeves was a boy, but not a human one. His 
golden eyes were large and slanted, the bones of his face 
delicate and inhumanly perfect. His lips curved back to 
reveal tiny, sharp teeth. With the silver hair cascading to 
his ankles, he was a stunning sight. 
He smiled at Ari. Seductively. Invitingly. 
Ari blinked. Slowly, he looked back at Harmony. "I 
don't understand." 
"No? We are the eldest race on this earth, boy. Have 
you never heard of fairies? Or elves?" The sly smile could 
be felt in the cruel voice. "Now, you are returning for the 
rest of your-" 
"No! I can't! I'll go crazy!" 
"You will not." Harmony stood, crushing his cigarette 
in the palm of one hand. "Six more months, Ari. Come. 
You can manage that." 
"No! I'll lose my memory. I'll forget everything. I 
know that's how you work, Harmony." 
"Arion," Harmony sighed languidly. "Do not try my 
patience." 
"Take it back," Ari pleaded hoarsely. He couldn't be- 
lieve how much he wanted to see his mother. And his dad. 
And his best friend, Katie. And ... 
His hopes faded as the ruler of Tuath shook his head. 
"No. That will be quite impossible." He paused, reaching 
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The tales had never told how Hermes' sister 
the lovely Mousika, had danced and sung 
unto those tunes he'd played at first, and she, 
upon his gifts, with none there to assist her, 
made pipes and lyre, surpassing all that blew or strung- 
nor hinted tales she invented both, not he. 
Hermes, it's said in ancient tales, invented both 
the lyre and later the pipes; the first he gave 
to Lord Apollo, the second to Pan-they'd craved 
in different ways those strings and winds, in truth 
delighting in their sound. Apollo with couth 
plucked then the tight intestines, the tones he wove, 
resounding the scooped-out tortoise shell; a grove 
Pan had then filled with pipings, in Gea's youth. 
by Joe R. Christopher 
For Judy Woods Gorton, upon her passing her doctoral examinations 
HERMES' SISTER 
Ari walked to school:A1one this time. 
Ever since Julian's disappearance, his parents had been 
watching Ari like a hawk. He felt guilty about the lie he'd 
given them concerning his own disappearance; that he'd 
run away, that sunlight had eventually given him his health 
and color back. 
He slowed his walk as he neared school, hoping Katie 
and his other friends would be there early. If they weren't, 
Julian's gang always sought him out to torment him. As if 
they knew. 
Katie, though, always managed to dispel the bad things, 
and he smiled, thinking of her dark eyes and crooked smile. 
"Hey, Ari." 
He stumbled back, wide-eyed with horror. 
Julian stood before him, the hem of his black velvet 
overcoat billowing about his booted ankles. A cigarette was 
held in his gloved fingers and his long hair flickered about 
his face. He smiled and flipped up a small business card 
between his fingers. The card was black with gold filigree. 
"Katie's got a bad heart." It was all he said. It was all he 
needed to say. 
He turned on his heel and moved off. 
Ari closed his eyes, sinking back against a telephone 
post. Julian hadn't gotten a soul from Harmony. He had 
become one of Harmony's servants. 
He could warn Katie, but she would go with them 
anyway. His friends always did. Julian could be very con- 
vmcmg. 
"You sold me to them," Ari choked out, and something 
broke inside of him, hardening his eyes. 
"No. You weren't worth anything. I just gave you to 
them." 
The tears in Ari's eyes were not from any kind of 
sorrow. His hands were white-knuckled as he clenched the 
chair arms. "G ... gave me ... to ... " 
"Gave you to them." Julian kicked his ankle gently with 
one foot. "You took everything, brat. Sick and sniveling, 
with Mom and Dad hanging over you at every moment. 
They hated you." He stepped back, smiling. "So get the hell 
out. Go back to your fairies." 
Ari did not move when Juli~ left. He felt numb, 
dulled, as if he weren't in the real world. 
Julian had once locked him in an abandoned house 
when Ari had been seven. When Ari was ten, Julian had 
held his hand onto a hotplate. He had pushed him out of a 
tree once, and laughed about it aherwards. 
Well, now Ari knew why. It was just the way Julian 
was. His malice didn't have anything to do with jealous 
hatred. It was all part of his soulessness. 
He touched the book of Keats in his lap, caressing its 
worn leather cover. 
The parlor door opened again. It was not Julian who 
entered this time, but a masked figure in green robes. Ari 
slowly lifted his head, smiling welcome. 
"I've found someone to take my place." 
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the Massacre. I've heard so much about the work you do 
in the Gorbans." 
Lynd ignored him and knelt beside the pallet. "What's 
wrong with the child?" 
"Lung-rot," replied the man, Angkor. "I can't have her 
dying, y'understand. She works ... well for me." 
"Works?" Lynd's steely gaze impaled him. "What do 
you mean by 'works?" 
"Not what you think!" He shook his head in violent 
denial. "I ain't the kind to sell a child! No. I'm an honest 
tinker, I am! But Tali begs for me when trade's been slow. 
She's comely and folks give plenty." 
Lynd stared at Tali's pinched face, unnaturally aged in 
the candlelight. Poor creature, she thought, sometimes I 
wonder if it wouldn't be kinder to let you die. But perhaps, 
one day, you'll find the strength to escape. 
Angkor was shuffling his feet impatiently. "Are ye just 
goin' ta stare all night?" 
She tossed her chestnut locks back from her face. "Go, 
and I'll do what I must. But remember, old man, you're 
getting this service for free." 
Angkor sidled out of the chamber, leaving Lynd with 
Tali. Lynd stood up and cast back the shutters on the 
window. Moonlight flooded the floor, streaming into the 
face of the sick child. Lynd closed her eyes, and began to 
chant the words her mother taught her in their house in 
Newtown, so long ago it seemed a dream. They had been 
hiding under the stairs as the Priests' soldiers sacked and 
looted, reducing all the merchants, tradesmen, and magic- 
workers of Alikh into paupers overnight. "Never forget 
your heritage," Merissa Raelin whispered into Lynd's hair 
as she held her in the dark after imparting the secret words 
of the mages. "No matter what happens you'll always have 
the gift of the mage. Use your powers to help those in need, 
and perhaps, in a happier time, the oppressed shall rise and 
fight the Priests." 
Lynd sighed. Two days later, the Priests had taken her 
mother, and she had never seen her again. Merchants and 
workers were taxed beyond endurance or had their goods 
confiscated, but mages were put to death. The Priests 
claimed their powers contradicted the teachings of 
Lutherum, a mighty God whose worship had supplanted 
that of the Blessed Lady and Her Son, under which Alikh 
had thrived for many a year. 
Lynd forced the memories away. A fearful past must 
not be her focus, if she hoped to save Tali. Raising her arms 
to the moon, she embraced its light and continued to chant. 
She started to sway, moving sylph-like around Tali's pallet. 
Leaning over the child, she placed her hands upon her 
brow. Sweat beads broke and ran between her fingers like 
jewels. 
Night descended over the slums of the city of Alikh. A 
crescent moon slashed the tile rooves of the shanties that 
huddled like frightened children around the bastion of the 
Priests' Temple. Rats chattered in the gutters, bloated with 
rotten fruit gleaned from the day's market. Smoke coiled 
over the streets-a grey shroud that hid the beggars and 
cutpurses of Alikh. 
The smoke-shroud also hid Lynd Raelin as she scuttled 
between the rowhouses, woolen cloak pulled tight about 
her shoulders, hood up to cover her face. She peered 
furtively this way and that, scanning for the city. 
She smiled grimly to herself as she passed through one 
of the four gateways leading into the Gorbans. Now she 
need not fear the guards so much. Although Alikh was one 
great teeming slum, save for the Temple, the ancient streets 
of Eastside were considered the most dangerous and unde- 
sirable of all-not worth the expenditure of armed patrols. 
Murder and mayhem were the course of every night in the 
Gorbans. 
Lynd opened her clenched fist and glanced at the parch- 
ment in her palm. A sketchy map directed her through the 
Gorbans to the house of Ankgor the Tinker. 
Moving swiftly, she strode down a narrow sidestreet, 
her worn leather boots squelching in the slime that oozed 
between the cobblestones. Her eyes scanned the buildings 
ahead, nodding in approval as she spied the lantern swing- 
ing gently from the gable of the last house in the row. That 
was the signal that she was still to be welcomed at Angkor's 
house. 
Approaching the door, she grasped the iron knocker 
and banged. Moments later, a scruffy woman answered, 
and guided her inside. "So ye received my summons," she 
croaked. Her breath reeked of rum. "You've come to heal 
young Tali." 
Lynd nodded. "How is she?" 
"Like to die," the woman snapped. "Unless you can 
help. Though I don't have much faith in your kind! All the 
magics in the world didn't help when the Priests took 
over ... " 
Lynd fixed her with a sharp look, then turned to the 
staircase on her right and proceeded up the landing where 
a bedroom door gaped open. 
Inside, a man squatted beside a pallet. A little girl lay on 
the bed of straw, the dim light of a taper reflecting off her 
waxen features. "You're Lynd the healer?" the man asked 
curiously, as she entered the room. 
"I am," she said, removing her shawl. The dress beneath 
was a rag. 
He eyed her with suspicion. "You're not what I ex- 
pected. Thought you'd be older ... one of those from before 
by Janet P. Reedman 
SORCERESS OF THE SLUMS 
Lynd affected a fierce stance, trying to assess the 
strength of the man before her. "Let me free," she growled, 
"or I swear I'll make you wish you had never come near 
me!" 
The man halted, and tossed back his cowl. Lynd gazed 
into a pleasant, broad face, with side brown eyes and a 
generous mouth. Black hair cropped in a straight line 
gleamed just below his ears. "Although I am a Priest, you 
need not fear me," he said mildly. "I am Brother Holt. I 
only wish to talk to you." 
"So it was you who abducted me?" She eyed him with 
cold suspicion. 
He nodded. "I did not believe you would come peace- 
ably.Now-will you take some green tea with me? It will 
help the headache you must surely have after inhaling the 
drug." 
He turned around and walked over the lawns, without 
waiting for Lynd. The young woman stared in puzzlement, 
then hurried after him. He seemed harmless enough. Ob- 
viously, her death was not foremost in his mind. 
She followed him to a stone patio outside the door of 
his cottage. A fountain flowed in the middle of the patio- 
the source of the running water she had heard earlier. A 
round marble table and cushioned chairs stood to one side, 
shaded by shrubs in glazed pots. 
Brother Holt sat down and rang a bell attached to the 
branches of one of the plants. Several servants emerged 
from the house, bringing a great pitcher of tea and two 
beakers of sky-blue porcelain. Lynd started as she recog- 
nized the dour men as those who had taken her in Ankgor's 
house. So, they were not soldiers at all? 
Picking up her steaming beaker, she eyed Holt from 
beneath lowered lashes. What was his game, she wondered. 
Holt sipped his tea, then rolled and lit a fire-stick-a vice 
normally forbidden to the priests of Lutherum. Sticking 
the stick between his lips, he blew out a cloud of smoke, 
then leaned back in his chair. His deepset eyes traveled 
slowly over Lynd. 
"You don't recognize me, do you, Lynd Raelin?" he 
asked after a while. 
She shook her head. "We'd hardly be expected to meet 
socially!" 
He chuckled. "Lynd, before I became ... Brother 
Holt ... my name was Tarn-Weth Bligh. My family lived 
beside yours, and we played together-until the Time of 
Reckoning." 
"You mean the Time of the Massacre." 
He looked contrite. "Yes, it was that. But you can't 
blame me, Lynd, just because I wear Priest's garb! I .was 
only a child." 
"But you joined them! And they killed your parents, 
too!" 
A strange expression flitted over his features. "I never 
saw the bodies, and didn't learn the truth until after I'd 
been in the Sect for years. They'd convinced me by 
then ... that it was necessary to kill the mages, that all free 
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Lynd awoke to the sound of water tinkling into a bowl. 
Opening her eyes, she gazed blearily at the night sky. She 
took a deep breath. She was somewhere in a garden. And 
the only ones in Alikh who owned gardens were the 
Priests ... 
Breathing heavily, she sat upright and stared about her. 
Green lawns lit by lanterns on trellises stretched up to an 
adobe house with windows of bubbled glass. The smell of 
eucalyptus trees and magnolia blossoms hung heavy in the 
air. Shakily, Lynd clambered to her feet. She didn't know 
where she was, but she knew she had to find an escape-at 
once. The whole place reeked of the Priests of Lutherum, 
"Don't run!" a low whisper made her whirl. She gasped 
loudly as a Priest swirled toward her, a nebula of white in 
the eerie lantern-light. 
Concentrating, she entered Tali's mind, probing gen- 
tly. She felt heat, and immediately saw dark visions: drunk- 
ards brawling, lechers with groping hands, beggars on a 
corner in a freezing wind ... "It's all right, Tali," Lynd 
soothed. "Cast those thoughts away-until you have the 
strength to bear them." 
She renewed her concentration, forcing pleasant visions 
of a banquet, heaped high with food, and a warm fire on 
the hearth, into the girl's mind. There were silk dresses, 
and dolls with glass eyes and plaits of human hair. Lynd 
smiled, as Tali stirred under her hands. She seemed less 
troubled, her face less pinched. 
Slowly, Lynd bent over her till their mouths nearly 
touched. She delved deep into Tali, touching the root of 
the sickness. I command you to leave this child, she addressed 
the ebon spectre that hovered above Tali's lungs, and she 
began to draw up the darkness, as the moon draws the tides. 
Seconds later an acrid taste filled her mouth. Gagging, 
she spat. Green venom smeared the warped floorboards. 
On her pallet Tali began to sob, her fever apparently 
broken. Drained, Lynd stretched out on the floor next to 
her. She had succeeded. The infection was gone. Now she 
could return home ... 
She was startled by the sound of the downstairs door 
banging open. Angkor's woman screamed, and Angkor 
himself yelped in protest. Alarmed, Lynd dragged herself 
to her feet. Who could cause such a commotion? 
She leaned against the door and listened, but even as she 
pressed her ear to the thin wood, the door burst inward 
and she was flung onto the floor. To her horror, she stared 
up into the face of a Priest. 
"Take her!" he ordered the black-dad men at his back. 
Lynd struggled up, reaching for a dagger concealed 
beneath her robes. One of the men kicked it from her hand, 
while the other grabbed her from behind and looped an 
arm around her throat. She was dragged over backwards, 
still struggling weakly, fear taking her voice away as a rag 
soaked in a violet-colored fluid descended over her nose and 
mouth. She tried to claw it away, but even as she flailed her 
arms, the world spun into a roaring void of utter blackness. 
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Lynd stood within the confines of the Temple, trying 
not to stare. Her borrowed Priest's robe billowed around 
her like a tent, half-tripping her as she shuffled through the 
Great Hall beside Tarn-Weth. "Don't attract attention to 
yourself," he whispered to her, as they approached a dias. 
"Shamash himself is seated up there, and if he finds out 
you're an impostor both our lives are forfeit." 
Lynd crossed her arms protectively across her chest and 
continued to shuffle across the mosaic floor. Peering cau- 
tiously from her hood, she caught a glimpse of High Priest 
Shamash-the man who had brought the Book of Lutherum 
to Alikh, and ordered the downfall of all disbelievers. 
Shamash was a corpulent man, with a domed, hairless 
head covered in spiraled tattoos. Opulent robes the color 
of the peacocks that strutted behind his chair draped his 
limbs. On either side of him his concubines strutted in 
flimsy gowns, giggling and feeding each other grapes. 
Lynd felt a stab of anger at the sight of him, then forced 
the feeling back. Emotion must not ruin her chance at 
saving Lysan. 
As they passed the throne, Shamash leaned forward 
with a lazy yawn. "Greetings, Brother Holt. How fares our 
prisoner?" 
"She is in great pain, your Holiness," Tarn-Weth mut- 
tered in a low voice, "yet she still defies Lutherum." 
Shamash's eyebrows rose into the crinkles massed on 
his forehead. "She still does not fear death? She has not yet 
begged for mercy?" 
"No, your Holiness," replied Tarn-Weth. 
"Then you have not done your duty and put the fear of 
Lutherum into her!" Shamash roared, pounding his meaty 
fist on the arm of his throne. "I dismiss you from your 
guard duties! Let the honour of converting the heathen 
whore fall to ... say ... the brother next to you! What is your 
name, man?" He pointed to the hooded Lynd. 
"1...1 am Brother Pertroc, your Holiness," Lynd qua- 
vered, trying to force her voice down to a man's timbre. 
"Very well, then, Brother. Go to the infidel's chambers 
and begin your duties. Lysan must be converted before she 
dies=-it is the will of Lutherum. Use any means you possess 
to break her spirit!" The fat man's eyes gleamed in their 
fleshy sockets. "1...ah, the great Lutherurn ... will not be 
defied by any mere female!" 
Lynd bowed awkwardly, then let herself by dragged 
toward the exit by Tarn-Weth. "Better than I'd hoped," he 
told her, when they were out of range of hearing. "Now 
you will have direct access to Lysan!" 
Lynd ... • 
The slender woman smiled slightly. "You're infatuated 
with her, aren't you, Tarn-Weth?" 
He nodded shyly, then drew again on his fire-stick. 
Grey ash tumbled into the folds of his pristine robe. "Will 
you assist me?" 
Lynd brushed her hair out of her eyes and slopped back 
the remainder of her green tea. "I will," she replied softly. 
folk had fallen under their spells, and that the only chance 
for release, and salvation, was to rid the world of them." 
He sighed. "But all their teachings blew away like dust a 
few weeks ago. And that's when I knew I had to find you, 
Lynd." 
"How did you know I was alive?" she asked in a 
whisper. 
"The registers didn't record your death. I assumed 
you'd been taken in by someone .... And I'd heard tales of 
a steel-eyed wench who used 'foul ministrations of magic' 
to heal the sick." 
Lynd shook her head; the lantern light bounced off 
blond strands in her dark riot of curls. "Childhood play- 
mate or not, you're still one of them. I don't know what 
you could desire from me-except my death." 
Tarn-Weth puffed on his fire-stick. "You have me 
wrong! I need you, Lynd Raelin, more than you can 
imagine. The Priests have a captive in the Temple." 
"A captive? Who?" Lynd leaned forward in interest. 
Tarn-Weth took a deep breath. "The Royal Highness 
Lysan Elveron from Muri Keep." 
Lynd reacted with surprise. "Lysan Elveron! The war- 
rior-princess!" 
Tarn-Weth nodded emphatically. "The same. She came 
here on a mission from her sire, King Arvon. She tried to 
convince the High Priest Shamash that he was wrong to 
persecute those deemed 'impure' in the book of Luthe rum- 
-and he had her imprisoned!" 
Lynd leaped from her seat. "You're lying! Lady Lysan 
wouldn't have let herself be taken so easily. She trained on 
lni Skaa, the Isle of Heroes, and it's rumoured she's one of 
the best swordswomen that ever drew blade!" 
"She is at that," agreed Tarn-Weth. "She killed a dozen 
guards before she went down-hamstrung by a traitor's 
blow." 
"Hamstrung!" Lynd was aghast. She remembered hear- 
ing of Lysan's exploits over the years; the Princess had 
seemed almost invincible. Lynd had always looked up to 
her as a worthy figurehead, someone whose strength could 
be admired ... 
"And that's why I need you. You're proficient in the 
healing arts. You must heal Lysan so that she can escape- 
before Shamash offers her up to Lutherurn." 
"Surely he wouldn't dare kill her?" breathed Lynd. 
"The Lords of the Nine Keeps would never tolerate such 
an act-already the High Priestess of Muri has set Alikh 
under interdict." 
"Shamash is a fanatic," said Tarn-Weth. "Fanaticism 
mixed with greed always goes far." 
Lynd was silent a moment. "One thing I still don't 
understand. What made you turn traitor and decide to 
rescue her?" 
A blush crept up into the roots of his shiny black hair. 
"I was appointed her guard. We spoke long into the night. 
She made me see the truth-and my memories of the glad 
days before Lutherurn flooded back. I owe her everything, 
An hour later a drained Lynd leaned over the grimy 
table. Lysan drowsed on her pallet, her exposed leg black 
and blue, but otherwise whole. Lynd swallowed deeply, 
then took a swig from the rum-jug that stood before her. 
Tonight she had worked with all her skills, concentrating 
until the pain in her head had almost made her scream ... but 
her efforts had been a success. Now, all she had to do was 
get Lysan out of the temple to safety. 
Dragging herself from the chair, she approached the bed 
and shook Lysan's arm. "My lady," she said, "I know 
you're tired, but we can't risk the guards coming in here 
and finding you healed. We must go." 
Lysan rose groggily, rubbing her sword-scarred arms. 
"How can we go when there are guards posted outside? If 
I had my sword, we'd have a chance, but they took her 
from me ... " 
Lynd drew up her hood as an impish look crossed her 
face. "I'll tell them you converted," she giggled, "and that 
I'm taking you to Shamash to beg for forgiveness." 
Lysan suppressed a chuckle. "Smart thinking, Lynd 
Raelin. May they be stupid enough to believe!" 
Taking Lysan by the elbow, Lynd led her to the door 
and tapped. Seconds later the guard opened it. He glowered 
"Well, what are you gaping at?" asked Lysan, rolling 
onto her back. "Begin the tales! I must hear what a wicked 
sinner I am! Gah, you are slow-witted, aren't you? If you're 
going to stand there all night, you may as well get me some 
rum to drink ... " She gestured to an earthenware crock on 
the rickety table at the center of the room. "My wounded 
leg burns like the flames of the Underworld you Priests 
always yammer about!" 
Lynd took a strike forward and tossed back her hood. 
The faint light emanating from a grille on the wall cast 
weird shadows over her f ea tu res. 
Lysan gasped. "You're not one of the Priests!" 
"No, your Highness." Lynd dropped to her knees 
beside the older woman. "I am here to rescue you." 
"To rescue ... But how? LI cannot walk, girl. My leg 
was slashed!" 
Lynd grinned. "Your Highness, I possess the art of 
healing. If I had the light of Mother Moon upon me, I 
probably could do a better job-but I can at least get you 
walking." 
Lysan grasped the other woman's hands. "Praise the 
Lady and her Son, you've come," she breathed. "I knew that 
somewhere in Alikh, there were the faithful..." 
Lynd nodded. "Most stay hidden in crypts beneath the 
city. I come above to help the weak and sick, for that was 
my mother's wish ere she died. I will heal you and then 
take you to the mage's abode.• 
"My thanks," said Lysan, gratitude obvious in her eyes, 
and then she swept aside the blanket that had covered her, 
revealing her slashed and mangled leg. She nodded towards 
it, with a grim smile. "Do what you must, little sorceress," 
she whispered. "Let me walk again.• 
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He led her down umpteen corridors into an area where 
the walls were carved from black jet. There, guarded by a 
soldier, stood an iron door. "That's where Shamash keeps 
her," whispered Tarn-Weth, as the two glided forward over 
beslimed flagstones. 
"Who goes?" Eyes slitted, the guard leveled a pike in the 
newcomers' direction. 
Tarn-Weth glared haughtily at him. "I am Brother 
Holt, you blind idiot! I have come to show in Brother 
Pertroc-he is to take my place as the convenor of the 
Infidel." 
The guard grunted ill-naturedly, and lowered his pike. 
Taking a key from his belt, he unlocked the door. Thrust- 
ing it open, he nodded toward the darkened interior. 
"Enter," he growled. "But be careful." 
Tarn-Weth drew Lynd aside for a moment. "Go on," 
he whispered. "Heal Lysan and try to devise a way to free 
her from the cell. If you succeed we'll hide somewhere in 
the city. I wish we could head straight for the gates, but by 
the time we arrived, the alarm would be up. Best we lie low 
for a few days." He scratched his head. "I don't know 
where ... " 
"Don't worry." A sparkle lit Lynd's clear grey eyes. "I 
know of a place Shamash and his men have never touched. 
All the mages who survived the massacre hide there; some 
even make it their home!" 
Tarn-Weth gripped her shoulder warmly. "You're bril- 
liant, Lynd!" 
The guardsman cleared his throat. "Come on, Brother," 
he snapped. "That's enough talk! I don' like havin' this 
door open-she's a tough trollop, that Lysan, and I don' 
want her tryin' to escape." 
Lynd moved back from Tarn-Weth. He gave her a 
reassuring nod, and then she stepped into Princess Lysan's 
cell. 
The room was dark and musty, the walls stained with 
damp. Yet, Lynd reflected, at least there was some light and 
air. If Sbamash had willed, he could have thrown Lysan 
into the oubliette, the bottle-dungeon, where she would 
not have even been able to sit down. 
As she glanced around the dungeon, a rustle came from 
the direction of a pallet in one corner. Seconds later, a wild 
head of tawny hair raised itself from a blanket, and a gaunt 
face with a dusting of freckles turned toward Lynd. Thin, 
determined lips jerked up at one corner in a mocking smile. 
"Oh, so I have a new priest, do I?" muttered the Princess 
Lysan. "Come, tell me more of Lutherum and his lovely 
exploits-how in his loving kindness, he ordered all unwill- 
ing 'heathens' murdered, be they men, women or children. 
Oh yes, tell me more good priest .. .I long to hear. The tales 
only heighten my resolve never to bow to your will." 
For a moment, Lynd could only stare. She had expected 
a demi- goddess-but this thin, wiry woman could have 
been any tavern wench in Alikh. Yet there was a defiant 
light in her eyes, and the tattoo of her noble House shone 
in red upon her brow. 
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before it, looking bored. Their main function was to keep 
the Gorbans' rabble out of the temple's vicinity, rather 
than to prevent anyone from passing into the slum. 
As Lynd and the others approached. the guards sprang 
to attention. "What's going on here, Brothers]" asked one. 
"Unusual to have three of you straying into the Gorbans.• 
Tarn-Weth sidled over to him and pressed a coin into 
the man's palm. "Take this, and keep your silence, good 
fellow," he said in an oily voice. "My comrades and myself 
are merely going ... to attempt to convert the fallen. In the 
stews." He nudged the guard in the ribs. 
A leer spread across the guard's unshaven face. "I know 
exactly what ye mean, Brother. Have an ... entertaining 
time. Pass." 
The three headed through the gate, Lynd in the fore- 
front. In silence, she guided them down an alley and into 
the ruins of what had once been a thriving tavern. Charred 
prongs of wall stuck up into the gloom; the remains of 
benches and tables lay in sodden piles on the ground. Lynd 
glanced hastily around, making sure that no one was hiding 
in the corners, then led the others to a rotted wooden door. 
Throwing it open, she revealed a pit of blackness that 
stretched down to an unknown distance. With a nod to 
Lysan and T arn-Weth to follow, she swung one leg into the 
pit. 
"Lynd, what are you doing?" Tarn-Weth's eyes were 
wide. "You could kill yourself!" 
She shook her head. "This is the secret passage into the 
underground vaults of the city. There are rungs set in the 
stone about three feet down. You can feel the first one with 
your foot." She continued on down, and with great caution 
Lysan followed her. 
Tarn-Weth was leaning over the hold, expression fear- 
ful. "I can 't ... do it," he whispered. "I detest heights. Besides, 
maybe I'd best return to the Temple ere I'm missed. I can 
work to get you out the front gates better if I'm not wanted 
for treason myself." 
Lynd nodded. "Yes, you had better go back. When will 
we see you again?" 
"Soon," he replied. "You can count on it, Lynd." And 
then his face vanished from the opening above. 
Lynd stared at the black bulk of Lysan, clinging to the 
rungs. "We haven't far to go," she said. "You must be 
exhausted-magic takes its toll on both the giver and the 
receiver." 
Lysan smiled wanly at her. "I've been bred tough, little 
sorceress. So lead on, and have no fear for me!" 
"Lynd!" The jolly red-haired girl threw her arms about 
the slender woman as she entered the sepulcher of the 
Kings. All around, crowned figures of men and women 
glared with stony eyes-overlooking a sea of makeshift beds 
and furniture, and a little fire on a hearth of stones. 
Lysan stared about in wonder. Some of her own ances- 
tors lay here; she recognized the effigies of King Artador, 
Queen Azenor, a dozen others. 
"How are you, Maril?" Lynd asked the red-headed girl. 
suspiciously at Lysan, who stood with head bowed. look- 
ing contrite. •where are you takin' the prisoner?" he 
growled. 
Lynd puffed herself up, careful not to reveal her face. 
"The infidel has seen the error of her ways,• she intoned. 
"She goes to His Holiness, the Lord Shamash, to beg for 
mercy. Now stand out of my wayl" 
The guard stepped aside, with obvious reluctance. 
"Shout, if she causes any trouble," he said. "She's a tough 
bitch, that one." 
Slowly, Lynd and Lysan headed down the corridor, the 
Princess playing the part of a penitent with aplomb. Ahead, 
Lynd spied a flutter of white robes in a side passage and 
sighed with relief. Tarn-Weth was near at hand. He'd know 
the way out. 
She had nearly reached his hiding spot, when a shout 
made both women whirl. The guardsman was starting 
towards them, sword drawn. 
"What's the meaning of this?" Lynd's voice emerged 
shriller than intended. "Why do you draw on me?" 
The soldier's face suffused with color. "'Cause you ain't 
headin' toward the High Priest's chamber-and because the 
prisoner ain't limpin' any more!" 
Lysan clapped a hand to her brow. "What a fool I've 
been! It feels so good to walk again, I forgot to pretend I 
was still injured!" 
The soldier continued towards them, head down like a 
charging bull. His progress was rudely halted as T arn-Weth 
leaped from the side corridor and slammed a moldy beer- 
keg over his head. The man collapsed without a sound, and 
Tarn-Weth turned to the two women. "The way is clearto 
the outside," he said, gesturing to the corridor. A fresh draft 
blew down its length. "I shall take you through the gardens, 
then Lynd will lead on to the secret hiding place she knows 
of." 
Lysan nodded. "What of pursuit?" 
Tarn-Weth shook his head. "They don't know you've 
escaped yet." 
The three quickly hurried down the passage, Lysan 
draped in an extra robe Tarn-Weth had brought. Soon the 
corridor ended, and the fugitives emerged into the gardens 
of the temple. Honeysuckle and wisteria climbed on sun- 
bleached statues of Lutherum, here depicted as a fat, bald 
man-not unlike Shamash. 
Passing wraith-like through the growing twilight, 
knocking aside the huge moths that battered the lanterns 
strung from the shrubbery, they eventually reached a 
wicker gate leading into the city. Tarn-Weth unlocked the 
chain, and they entered a cobbled lane that led toward 
Northgate, the Devil's Door and fourth entrance to the 
Gorbans. 
Hugging the buildings, the companions hurried 
through the shadows. The occasional harlot or drunkard 
reeled by, but no soldiers were in sight. Before long North- 
gate became visible, its age-pitted stones glowing eerily in 
the muted moonlight. Several guards lounged on stools 
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"Maril, what ails you?" Lynd approached her, full of 
concern. 
The girl grabbed Lynd's tattered sleeve and pulled her 
closer. "Listen," she said. "In the corridor. I can hear 
footsteps ... the clash of weapons! Oh Lady, we're all going 
to die!" She sank to her knees, head bowed in despair. 
Lynd listened at the entrance, color draining from her 
cheeks. Sure enough, she could hear men shouting and 
swords clashing. Poor Tarn-Weth-the other Priests must 
have caught him and forced him to divulge what he knew. 
She hoped he hadn't suffered too horribly at their hands. 
At her back Princess Lysan swung round on the cow- 
ering, weeping folk. "You're mages, aren't you? Act now 
and save us!" 
"Our powers are minimal," quavered the Matriarch. 
"We no longer possess the ability to split stone or create 
phantom armies to help us in need!" 
Lysan tossed back her tawny hair in an agitated motion. 
"Then at least give me a sword, so that I may die fighting!" 
The Matriarch stumbled back into the clutter of sar- 
cophagi. Reaching into one broken tomb-chest, she 
plucked forth a dinted iron blade. She handed it hilt-first 
to Lysan. "Take it, your Highness. It was your ancestor's 
anyway. May it balance as well in your hands as his!" 
By the mouth of the chamber, Lynd pushed Maril aside 
and stood ready, dagger in hand. 
"This is the place!" She heard a man's voice roar from 
the corridor. "We'll crush out their cursed race forever. 
Onward Brothers, to the glory of Lutherum!" 
The Priests swirled into the sepulcher in a frenzy of 
white. Lynd lunged from her spot beside the door, taking 
the first one down. She rolled on the flagstones, struggling 
with the robed man, trying to maneuver her dagger to 
strike. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw Lysan spring 
"Is all well in the Sepulcher?" 
"As well as it will ever be, living in a tomb like a pack 
of maggots," said Maril with a touch of bitterness. "But it's 
you I want to hear of They said you'd been captured by a 
Priest. The community's been in mourning!" 
"Maril speaks truth." A white-haired matriarch stepped 
from behind a sarcophagus and strolled toward Lynd and 
Lysan. As she moved, others came forth from the shadows- 
-men and women, boys and girls, all with pinched, grim 
faces. "Tell us how you escaped, Lynd!" 
"I wasn't truly captured, Old Mother," said Lynd excit- 
edly, grasping the woman's frail shoulders. "Rebellion is 
fomenting in the citadel. Some of the priests turn against 
Shamash's teachings, due to his ordered execution of Prin- 
cess Lysan. The leader of the rebels had me use my magic 
to heal Lysan's wounds, then assisted us to flee the temple." 
The matriarch glanced over at Lysan. "Is it truly you, 
Royal Highness?" 
Lysan nodded in assent. "It is I, Old One." 
"Praise the Lady and Her Son that you are safe." 
"Thanks to Lynd Raelin." The Princess clasped Lynd's 
arm. "May your magic ever flourish, little sorceress.• 
Lynd smiled wistfully. "My powers are minimal-com- 
pared to those of my forbears. Much knowledge was 
lost ... in the Massacre.• 
Lysan touched her forehead. "You've used your arts for 
healing-and that is noble. But other powers reside in you, 
also, and one day they, too, may be quickened to life." 
At that moment the red-haired girl Maril, who had been 
standing near the door where she'd greeted the newcomers, 
gave a cry of alarm. Everyone in the chamber whirled to 
face her. She was clinging to the crumbling stonework, her 
lips quivering in fear. "Blessed Lady, Blessed Lady ... " she 
moaned. 
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The following eve, Alikh lay silent, drowsing under a 
misty pall. Lynd stood with Lysan, overlooking the great 
temple. Shadows darkened every window. 
"Do you suppose they're all dead?" asked Lysan, lean- 
ing on her sword. 
Lynd nodded. "The wraiths were angry-their wrath 
burned in me like fire. But they are back at rest now, and 
will stay so-unless summoned." 
Lysan placed a band on the other's arm. "I knew you 
bad the strength. I owe you much." 
"I didn't do it willingly,• Lynd admitted. "Such violent 
powers I mistrust. I prefer to give life-not take it. Though 
I will kill when I must-as in Tam-Weth's case." She bowed 
her bead, still remembering the little boy she had played 
with as a child. 
Lysan drew her cloak around her shoulders. "Within 
the hour I shall return home," she said, changing the 
subject. "I will have workers come to rebuild Alikh and 
make it great once more. A just Overlord will replace the 
Priests-and the mages will no longer be forced to hide. 
New schools will be opened to teach them their untapped 
strengths. Lynd ... • She met the younger woman's eyes. "I 
owe you my very life. I want to reward you. Would you 
assist in the ruling of Alikh, the teaching of your people? 
If so, I'll have the position declared yours." 
Lynd smiled at the Princess, then slowly shook her 
head. "No, your Highness," she said softly. "That's not for 
me-at least not yet. Not until there are no more lepers and 
beggars and sick souls upon the streets of Alikh. When they 
are all gone, you can summon me to the palace." 
She flashed the startled Lysan one final brief smile, then 
slipped away into the evening, walking with purpose and 
determination toward the smoky alleys of the city slums. 
They began to scream, as the green essence took on the 
shape of skeletal men and women bearing weapons of ages 
past. With leering mouths and baleful eyes, the wraiths of 
the Kings of Alik.h descended upon those who had ruined 
their once-great kingdom. 
The soldiers tried to flee, but the dead army was unstop- 
pable. They engulfed the men inside their glowing.spectral 
bodies, and left them lying like crushed worms, hearts 
stopped with fear. Then, the wraiths passed up the corridor 
on a dark wind, borne toward the Temple of the hated 
Sbamasb. 
into action, meeting the onrush with her blade. Priests fell 
before her, grasping vainly at her weapon, which darted 
like a striking snake. 
Lynd continued to struggle, eventually managing to 
wrap a fold of cloth around her opponent's throat. Drag- 
ging it tight until he began to choke, she raised her dagger, 
hating what she had to do, but seeing no other course. And 
then she saw the man's face, purple in the folds of his hood. 
"Tarn-Weth!" she cried in horror. 
He spat weakly at her. "Fool! You fell for the lies I spun 
you like a gullible child! You did all I wanted and helped 
lead the Priests to this den of evil!" 
"The only evil is in the mind of Shamash, • she wept, 
choking back tears. Through her gullibility she had led her 
folk to doom. "And in the heart of a faithless traitor!" 
Hands shaking, she brought the knife down. Tarn-Weth 
jerked and died, a malign sneer marring the face that had 
seemed so pleasant before. 
Lynd struggled to her feet. Glancing around, she no- 
ticed Lysan embroiled with the soldiers who had followed 
the Priests into the Sepulchre. Despite her exhaustion, she 
fought well-but she was sorely outnumbered. 
Noticing Lynd's stare, the Princess called out: "Lynd! I 
cannot hold much longer! Use your magic-none of the 
others will!" 
Lynd glanced at the rest of the mages, huddled in the 
stone alcoves of the crypt. "I can't help," she called back. 
"None of us can! We told you; the powers are lost to us!" 
"And I tell you, they're only dormant! I beg you, find 
the strength and save us all! Seek inside, Lynd. Destroy the 
foe with your powers!" 
Tears welled from Lynd's eyes. "I-I can't. I'm a healer, 
not a killer! A fight using arms if fair-but to use magic?" 
"Lynd!" Lysan stared at her in desperation. She threw 
up an arm to block a descending blow-and staggered 
weakly, almost falling. 
And then the young healer knew there was no course 
but to act. She couldn't see Lysan and her friends slaugh- 
tered. Especially since she had fallen for the ruse that had 
brought destruction upon them ... 
Falling to her knees, she began chanting fragments of 
spells heard from her parents. Darkness engulfed her, and 
it seemed she walked through a black void with only a 
gibbous moon above. Even as she watched, the benign 
moon decayed into a rind that bore a faint resemblance to 
a death's head. And she knew she looked upon the Goddess 
as Destroyer. She raised her arms in supplication, and a 
dark energy coursed through her, flowing down from the 
ghastly moon. With a laugh she flung up her arms, as the 
power flared from her fingertips. 
Then the Moon was gone. She stood in the Sepulcher 
again. Yet a change was taking place. Seeping from every 
sarcophagus, from every urn, a greenish essence wound its 
way across the flagstones. The smell of death was in the air, 
as tapers died to darkness with a hiss. The soldiers ceased 
their assault, staring this way and that in fright. 
It's a fine name. A noble name. I'll wager you a basket of 
tarragon that at least forty villagers in your own town are 
named John. Are they not fine men?" 
"We think you need a magical name, Sorcerer John," 
said Nancy. "We've been working on names and have three 
we think you would like." 
The disruption had worn off and the twins were acting 
more like their normal selves. 
"Theoprastes, Archilanchus and Glenweld Mighty 
Grasp," Nathan proposed. "Glen weld Mighty Grasp is my 
idea. I like it best." 
"We have more if you feel none of those suits you," 
Nancy said. 
"Suits me? Why, none of those ridiculous names suits 
me at all. They are some other person's names. My name 
is John. John, it will remain. Eat. And Nathan, use your 
fork, not your fingers.• 
The twins could tell by John's balled-up fists resting on 
the table that the name conversation was over. They ate 
quietly, yet they wanted to complain mightily about the 
fare. Even though they were from a poor family, they were 
used to having mutton and bread with their meals. "Master 
John's garbage pail," as they called it only when speaking 
to each other, was a mystical blend of roots, herbs and 
greens. They felt John's "salads" were more suited to sheep 
and goats than humans. Especially a sorcerer's human 
apprentices. 
"Dogflies, deerflies, catflies, horseflies, sheepflies, 
houseflies ... there is no end to the cursed species." John was 
off again on his latest maledictory. "They bite, they crawl 
over one, they wander through one's food as if it were their 
own. They sap the very blood from one. And that shall be 
your task tomorrow." 
The twins looked at each other in puzzlement. 
"Are we to catch them or curse them, Master?" Nancy 
inquired. 
"I am thinking, child. The task shall be in two parts. 
The first, due promptly three hours after sunrise, is to 
devise a way to rid the world of flies. You are to be 
restricted ... no magic. For the first portion of the task, you 
must use only the mundane and your imagination. Hope- 
fully, they won't be one and the same." 
John rose from the table and wiped his long brown 
mustache on his silk sleeve. He stood five feet ten inches 
tall, and chose not to have a beard. 
"Finish eating, clean the table, and join me in the study 
for an hour of fantastical learning. Then to bed." 
Nancy and Nathan hurried their chores and entered the 
study much sooner than John had anticipated. He was 
looking forward to a small segment of time alone. He 
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"Blasted flies," he screamed and whammed the huge 
leather belt down on the table. Plates and goblets flew into 
the air and crashed back down on the table. 
"I curse you, fly." Wham! 
"Back to your cursed father, Baal-zebub, vermin." 
Wham! 
The table was in total disarray. The twin apprentices, 
Nancy and Nathan, seemed frozen in their chairs. Neither 
moved. Neither spoke a word. Their eyes were wide, like 
two sets of twin moons in a cold, still sky. 
The twins had been apprenticed to the sorcerer John 
for only a month now. They had never seen him in such a 
tantrum as this. 
The fly, a biting deerfly, had yet to be touched. It 
seemed to anticipate every swing of the huge belt, a quar- 
ter-inch-thick piece of leather, three feet long and half a foot 
wide, with a braided handle on the end. John had made it 
just for killing flies. 
John swooshed the belt wildly in the air as he chased 
the deerfly. 
"Cursed be Abriman, Seth, Baal-Zevuv, Lucifer and 
Venus ... all one ... all the same." He smashed the belt above 
his head on the exposed timber forming the ceiling joist. 
John noticed the apprentices were quiet. A rare occa- 
sion for the twin twelve-year-olds. He might have to get 
irritated more often if it would keep their ever-questioning 
mouths closed. 
"Humph. Got away." He seated himself back in the 
huge, polished oak chair at the head of the table. In his regal 
chair he regained his regal composure. 
"Eat, Nancy. Eat, Nathan. You will both need fuel to 
help you clean this mess caused by the most cursed of all 
living animals, the fly." John drank a large draught of 
spring water from his silver goblet, the only one that 
remained upright. He speared into his salad with his 
wooden fork, searching for crisp leaves of butter-bur and 
feverfew. 
"What were we discussing when we were so rudely 
rent?" John requested. The apprentices were slowly eating 
their salads. 
"We were discussing why you have such a weird name, 
oh powerful one," Nancy timidly offered. 
John banged his fist on the table. "No honorifics. I told 
you and your brother. I am not the 'powerful one,' the 
'divine wizard,' the 'consummate astrologer,' et cetera, et 
cetera. I am John. If need be, John the Sorcerer. No more. 
No less." 
"But John is not a sorcerer's name," Nathan volun- 
teered. 
"And why," John asked, "in the name of Magusai not? 
by &rl G. Fisher 
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"Flies. I have a personal conviction, based on scie~tific 
observation, that flies have what I call an 'aura.' This aura 
is so constructed that flies have a perception that is beyond 
our comprehension. 
"For example. When I kill a fly, another immediately 
zooms in to take its place. It is fantastic. I believe that when 
I killed the first fly, his aura, which can cover aslirtle as 
one square inch or as much as one square mile, ceased to 
exist along with his life. His brother fly feels this existence 
perish and knows he can quickly fill the void with his own 
aura. I kill these parasites night and day, yet on the morrow 
there are as many as the day before. I suggest that it is due 
to these auras that these amazing events transpire. And 
with that helping of philosophy, I bid you good evening." 
The apprentices were marched off to bed and John had 
an hour to himself for contemplative thought. Then he, 
too, made his bed. 
He enjoyed arising just before sun-up. This gave him a 
little time to plan his day before he awakened his charges. 
The following morning was spent, the twins grumbled, 
the same as other mornings. They gathered herbs and 
berries for breakfast, ate, and cleaned the kitchen, which 
was, as Nathan often said, gigantic enough to prepare meals 
for eighteen sorcerers and their apprentices. 
After the morning chores, John allowed the twins to 
study as they wished. One of the few tendencies they 
possessed that John admired was a desire to learn on their 
own. Like curious youngling squirrels, he often observed, 
they would sniff here, and probe there, constantly curious 
about the world around them, and John the Sorcerer's 
world in particular. 
Since he knew they could carry on without him, and 
they had an assignment to work on, John left them to their 
own stratagems and went outside to work the herb garden. 
When John thought it was close to precisely three hours 
after sunrise, he checked the sundial, beamed at his shrewd 
observance, and gathered his apprentices in the study. 
"Nancy?" he inquired. "Begin." 
Nancy held up a two-foot-long section of willow bark. 
She placed it on the desk. It was a half-round, so it stood 
on its own. "A trap, Master. I mixed a concoction of honey 
and rye flour to form a paste. I then spread it on the inside 
of the willow bark." 
John peered down at the inner surface of the bark. 
"Interesting. It has attracted the flies and captured them. 
Interesting. Nathan?" 
"I have made an aura enhancer, Master," Nathan said. 
H~ produced ~ tightly woven, reed cage, two-feet-square 
with a small, hinged door, that buzzed with activity. "I have 
captured over forty flies and confined them to my aura 
enhancer. If you place the enhancer hereabouts, the com- 
bined aura of the flies within will create an aural wall to 
keep away other flies." 
"Hi;nn:im,".John said, and he examined the cage. He 
couldn t rmagme how the boy caught and confined so 
many of the pests. "Interesting." 
groaned. 
"Tell us about the wars," Nathan insisted. 
"Yes," agreed Nancy. "Tell us about the times you 
fought in the wars.• 
"Sorcerers do not," John said slowly and forcefully, 
"fight in wars. The days of wizards blaring away on shofars 
and trumpets to goad armies into battle are long gone. Nor 
has any Magian ever cast spells over opposing armies, 
regardless what you read and hear. I was a surgeon. Noth- 
ing more. Nothing less. By the time you need my care, the 
two of you will also be qualified to mend and patch the 
fools who choose to cut and flay each other, if you so 
desire." 
John paused and took a draught from his golden goblet. 
The apprentices knew it was wine. The sorcerer drank only 
wine from his sun-bright snifter. 
"Back to our discourse, which will not be about war- 
ring. Tonight we will discuss flies." 
The twins moaned and sat dejectedly on cushions at 
their master's feet. 
"Listen and learn, apprentices. Two thousand years ago 
there were no flies." 
The twins looked at him, disbelief causing their eyes to 
squint. 
"You doubt me. I can tell. No matter. In all my vol- 
umes-" he waved a hand around the study which contained 
a mountainside of books. The twins feared the books. Not 
so much because they didn't want to read, but rather they 
were afraid they would one day have to read them all. Such 
a task would seem to apprentice them to John forever. John 
continued, repeating his words for effect. "In all my vol- 
umes, there is never a mention of the cursed, winged, biting 
vermin until about two thousand years ago. Spewed and 
spawned upon our planet at that time, they became a 
scourge that even the powers of one like myself cannot 
cause to abate. 
"The ancient Egyptians, who performed many great 
feats, were so defeated by flies that in appeasement they 
made standards that bore the emblem of a fly. It helped 
them naught. In the writings of the Israelites, in their book 
of Psalms 78:45, it says, 'He sent divers sorts of flies among 
them, which ate them alive.' Also, in their book called 
Exodus, it says, ' ... and there came a grievous swarm of flies 
into the Pharaoh's palace ... the land was made vile by reason 
of the swarm of flies.'" 
John paused and smiled gently at the children. "You, 
too, will know cf these and other wonders after you learn 
to read Latin, Greek and Hebrew." 
"Master," Nancy inquired, "is it not enough that we 
learn to read and write the Celtic and Germanic languages?" 
"Enough? Heavens no, child. We will also study the 
Sanskrit, T ocharic, Hittite, Baltic and Illyrian idioms dur- 
ing your tenure here. Plus, I have several manuscripts in 
Chaldean, Babylonian, Chinese, Aramaic and Arabic that 
have yet to be translated. I was hoping for you and Nathan 
to aid me in that quest. Back to the subject, though. 
facing the ends of the table. A long tress hung from each 
end of the rod. The tresses looked like horsetails. 
"It looks remarkably like a box with two horsetails 
attached," John deduced. 
"Exactly, Master," Nathan said. Nathan sat down in a 
chair facing the box and pushed on a treadle under the table 
with his feet. The pendulum began moving from side to 
side and caused the horsetails to swish back and forth at the 
end of the box. 
"I have always wondered, Master John, what a horse's 
tail was good for. Yesterday you spoke of flies. Horse flies, 
too. The only reason a horse has a tail is to keep away the 
horse flies. I have observed horses scientifically, Master. 
Their tails will keep flies away from the table in the dining 
room, as well." 
John was amazed. It did look as if the boy was correct. 
There were no flies in the vicinity of the swishing tails. 
What amazed John most, though, was that Nathan had the 
audacity to bore a hole in the middle of one of the finest 
tables in the kingdom, so he could run a cord and pulley 
from the treadle to the pendulum. Also, John had no 
horses. If the knight who pastured his mounts nearby had 
two war horses with missing tails ... he hoped the knight was 
still in mortal fear of magic. 
"Yes," John said. "We will see how well it works this 
evening at our last meal of the day, with you at the treadle, 
I presume? Nancy? What surprise might you have in store 
for us this time?" 
"Ta-da," Nancy chimed as she laid John's personal 
fly-killing belt on the table. 
The hole Nathan had bored through the table had made 
John dizzy. Now, as he beheld his belt, he had to grab the 
edge of the table for support. His weapon had been muti- 
lated. Nancy had drilled what looked like a thousand holes 
in the leather strap. Why she had done it was beyond John's 
comprehension. 
"Watch, Great Sorcerer John." Nancy hefted the now- 
useless belt high over her head. "I have removed the aura 
of the belt! The flies can no longer tell of the belt's exist- 
ence." She quickly swung the massive ruination down on 
a yellow sweatfly perched lazily on the table. Splat! 
"Got him!" Nancy shrieked. "It works, my Teacher. 
The aura of the belt has been cut away, and now you can 
slaughter flies as easily as you can summon up spirits." 
The twins grinned and looked at John. They were 
radiant. They were clearly pleased with the results they had 
attained. 
John breathed deeply ten or eleven times. He was sure 
he had never vexed his own tutor near as badly as his 
charges did him. 
When John had bargained with the children's parents 
thirteen years ago, it was to take into apprenticeship the 
offspring to be born the following May. His dreams had 
clearly shown the child to be a boy. When twins, a boy and 
a girl, were born, the parents assumed, quite reasonably 
John had to admit, that both would go to be apprenticed 
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John searched the apprentices with his eyes. Obviously 
they had expected something more than "interesting" from 
him. 
"Very good. Very good," John said. "Both ideas were 
clever and imaginative. However, both are also unaccept- 
able. They have a common failing. I have found, through 
astute observations, that not only does a fly's aura attract 
other flies when it dies ... but whey they are alive, their auras 
perform in much the same manner. I do not hesitate to say 
that at this very moment, all of these flies are sending out 
thought waves to their brethren and sistren to come join 
them. And, although these particular flies offer us no 
menace, when their kin arrive from every bog in the 
countryside, we shall be inundated. 
"Again, apprentices. One more try. You may use a tiny 
bit of magic, if you see fit. No more. Use your imagina- 
tions." He shouted at them, "Summon up all the powers 
that exist between your ears and put them to use. Two 
hours." 
John arose and went back outside to his herb garden. 
He left the apprentices staring numbly at each other. 
John was on hands and knees, weeding a round plot of 
motherwort and squishing the hapless mealybugs who had 
mistakenly chosen the sorcerer's garden to dine in, when 
Nancy tapped him on the shoulder. 
Although Nathan was the more rambunctious of the 
twins, Nancy was the braver. 
"Master John," she began. "Nathan and Lfeel we have 
failed your expectations. We know not which trail you 
would have us travel. We were hoping you could shed some 
light our way on how we are to engage this problem." 
Good Lord, he thought. The child should be a priest or 
king's counsel with such flowery talk. 
"My guidance in this instance," John said, "is to offer 
no guidance. Worry not about failure, or pleasing me. Find 
an imaginative solution to the problem. Do not concern 
yourself over whether or not your findings are worthy. 
Now go, or I will have you weed the herbs and I will go 
and ruminate." 
Nancy departed and John resumed weeding. Actually, 
he thought, he could think better while in the garden than 
elsewhere. 
When two hours had elapsed, John convened with the 
two apprentices in the study once more. 
"Nathan. You first, this time." 
"My solution is in the dining hall, Master," Nathan said. 
John arose and they all three went to the dining hall. 
On the center of the table, which could seat twenty or more 
people, was a mechanical contraption that John would 
have thought was beyond Nathan's capabilities. Especially 
in so short a time span. Nathan had lashed together willow 
and oak branches to make a rectangular box that stood six 
feet above the table. Within the box was a pendulum 
fashioned out of spare armor parts John kept in a shed. The 
pendulum was fastened to a wooden rod that ran through 
the rectangle and poked out at the end on the two sides 
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Never ... never let failure stop you. Everyone ... swordsmen, 
priests, farmers, sorcerers, scribes and minstrels... espe- 
cially sorcerers, scribes and minstrels... fails. They fail 
constantly. Only the ones who keep trying will be truly 
successful. That is what you have learned today. You have 
both succeeded. 
"Now, Nathan, chop wood and gather roots for supper. 
Nancy, pick greens and bring the wood to the k..itchen. 
Even great sorcerers and first-class apprentices must ear." 
The twins skipped as they noisily existed the dining 
hall. John looked with sadness at the hole in the table and 
his mutilated belt. He remembered how many years he had 
been apprenticed to the great sorcerer, Roger. He won- 
dered how many years the twins would be with him. Roger 
had white hair when he had finally decreed that John was 
capable enough to be on his own. John had never thought 
of Roger as being old enough for white hair. 
John picked up the belt and whooshed it through the 
air. He sat at the table and treadled the horsetails. He 
laughed. Ingenious, he thought. Those two would be sor- 
cerers, yet. 
to Great Sorcerer John in their twelfth year. Ever since, 
John had discarded as unreliable all magic that had to do 
with dreams. 
He took a great gulp of air and pinned the apprentices 
in place with his eyes. The twins feared bis eyes, and John 
knew it. 
"So.You have both done well." He felt clearly that they 
had, yet because of his personal loss, be was disinclined to 
tell them. "And what have you learned today? Aside from 
acquiring an expertise with boring tools which I had no 
idea you were familiar with." 
"How to kill flies," Nancy said. 
"How to chase flies," Nathan added. 
"No, no, no," John reprimanded. "Today you have 
learned something of far greater value than dispatching 
flies. You have learned how to handle failure." John 
thought the words sounded similar to those his own tutor 
had once used. "This morning you both failed. This after- 
noon, you both ... ah ... succeeded." 
The twins looked puzzled. 
"You have both found a way to use your imagination 
to overcome an obstacle. Remember how you felt after you 
had failed? I had to goad you into making another attempt. 
The schoolbus was late that morning, as usual. Tiffany 
dug a pencil out of her book bag and tried to check her 
math homework while she waited. It was fractions again, 
multiplication of fractions, division of fractions, fractions 
till her eyes went funny and she imagined how nice it 
would be just to give that old oven a good cleaning tonight. 
She was checking number nine again when she smelled 
shampoo and bubble gum. She knew it was Jen without 
even lifting her eyes from the page. 
"Tiffany, I can't believe you!" 
"What?" said Tiffany. "What'd I do?" 
"I thought we were wearing dresses today." 
Tiffany slapped her own forehead. 
"You're right, Jen. I'm sorry. I completely forgot." 
Jen was a little paranoid sometimes. Like every morn- 
ing before school. 
"You never forget things, Tiff. This is some sort of a 
joke. I bet Allison and Ginny are all wearing jeans today 
too, right? And I'm gonna look like a total dweeb?" 
"No, I forgot, okay? You look pretty. I was thinking 
about something else and-" Tiffany's eyes fixed on her 
younger brother, who was emerging from a wooded lot 
twenty-five yards down the street. "Oh, Lord Frank's 
going to be late again. FRANK!" 
Frank Mcilvaine froze in his tracks, surprised and 
embarrassed that his sister had caught him. He was small 
even for a nine year-old, with light red hair and freckles 
like Tiffany's, but brown eyes instead of green. The truth 
was, he hadn't planned on going to school at all today. He 
cradled an electronic metal detector in one arm, his fourth- 
grade reading workbook in the other. His earmuffs were 
looped around his neck. He wore them when he was 
working, combing the earth for the treasure that pirates 
* 
ago, it was as if Tiffany had gone from being nine years old 
to thirty-nine with only a single day in between. She did 
most of the cooking and cleaning now, and she kept a sharp 
eye on little Frank. And she did all of this without com· 
plaint, seemingly without a second thought. 
She was far more mature than her mother, Anne 
reflected, who ought to be out of bed by now! Anne sat 
up with a start and looked at the clock. It was only 5:20, 
still early. But maybe since she was awake she'd start 
breakfast for herself, and surprise her daughter. She swung 
her feet out from under the blankets and drew her flannel 
robe around her. She walked down the hallway, past the 
bathroom and the rumble of the shower to the kitchen. 
The water for coffee was already boiling . 
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Tiffany's mother, Anne, heard her daughter running 
the shower just after dawn. This was a little odd, because 
Tiffany was a girl of precise habits. Every morning she 
woke at 5:30. She padded into the kitchen, put the water 
on for coffee and watched it until it boiled. Then she 
walked back down the hallway and tapped on her mother's 
door. Sometimes she had to tap several times, because her 
mother slept soundly. 
Anne Mcilvaine had to leave the house by six to make 
it to the Lazy C Stables in time. She had fourteen horses 
to feed and turn out, fourteen stalls to clean and sand and 
level. Some of the horses needed medicine or a change of 
dressing. A few needed extra hay, or vitamins, and all of 
them, Anne figured, needed a kind word and a pat on the 
neck. She worked until mid-morning in the stable, and 
after this she helped out in the feed store just next door. 
In the afternoon she prepared feed for the horses all 
over again, and helped to bring them in from the pasture. 
The little girls showed up for their riding lessons after 
school, and the accountants and doctors stopped by to say 
hello to their Rustys and Sparkles and John Henrys. After 
they left, Anne watered and settled the horses for the · 
evening. On a good night, she was back home by six-thirty. 
It was a grueling schedule. Sometimes her back ached 
from hauling hay, or her legs went black and blue where 
the colt had kicked her. But even working twelve-hour 
days, Anne made only just enough money to pay the rent 
and the bills and to keep the family in groceries. She 
wouldn't have been able to keep it up without the help of 
her daughter. 
Tiffany was an odd, intense little girl, and Anne didn't 
pr~tend to understand her. She was always doing some- 
thmg, always in motion, studying her Texas History or 
Earth Science for school, dribbling her basketball around 
old shoes in the driveway or tackling the endless chores 
around the house. After the death of her father two years 
.. 
It was headed straight for Tiffany Mcllvaine's house, 
which was bad enough. She was sound asleep, which didn't 
help. But what really made the outlook bleak for everyone 
concerned was the nature of the dragon itself. 
Its teeth were tough as diamonds, and sharp as shred- 
ded steel. Its eyes were the color of blood in deep veins. 
The tail, though short, was barbed, and could batter down 
the stoutest door. No bright blade had ever punctured this 
black hide, nor stunned this awful head. 
Tiffany awoke. 
It was three o'clock in the morning, and her cheeks 
were wet with tears. 
by Bruce McCandless Ill 
SAINT TIFFANY AND THE DRAGON 
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Tiffany gripped the bedposts and realized that she 
wasn't breathing. Then she saw it again: a fleeting shadow 
that broke the shafts of moonlight for only a moment. She 
took a deep breath and slid out of bed In the silver light 
she saw that Alexander the Great watched her with drowsy 
eyes. "Shhh!" she whispered to the cat. 
Then she bent down and pulled the sword out from 
under the bed. It was heavy in her hands. Too heavy? she 
wondered. Tiffany slipped off the scabbard. The great 
blade glowed dully in her hands. It seemed to make a low 
* 
The dragon had flown for five nights. It came from an 
island in the southern seas, where fruit ripened and rotted 
on sagging branches and armies of bats blackened the skies 
at evening. There were wild pigs on the island. Mostly 
they foraged for food in the shade of the trees. Visitors 
often wondered if there had been larger populations of pigs 
in the past. They wondered because of the piles of bones. 
Now, far away from the southern seas, moonlight 
flooded dry fields. Clouds hurried out of the sky. The 
dragon circled twice, then began its descent. 
Mrs. Knowles looked up from her desk. "I suppose 
you're wondering why I asked you to stay after class." 
"Did I do something wrong?" asked Tiffany. 
"Heavens, no," said Mrs. Knowles. "I just wanted you 
to know that I can help." 
"Help?" Tiffany figured she could screw up the multi- 
plication of fractions just fine on her own. "What, with 
math?" 
"I admit my mathematics is a little rusty. I mean, with 
the dragon." 
Tiffany was silent. 
"It will be here tonight, child. Are you prepared?" 
"Then it's real?" said Tiffany. "I wasn't-" 
"Dreaming? No. But you're not alone." 
"I'm not afraid, either." 
"Then you may ask me for any three things you desire." 
Tiffany thought for a moment. 
•A sword," she said. 
"Against this monster? Ach. Might as well use a butter 
knife." 
"Not just any sword, Mrs. Knowles." 
"No?" 
"Excalibur." 
Mrs. Knowles snapped the pencil she had been writing 
with. There was a faint smile on her soft, lined face. 
"Not just any sword is right," she said. 
* 
"Good morning, everyone. I'm Mrs. Knowles, and 
I'll be your teacher while Miss Cabaza is out with the flu. 
There's a high pressure area stationary over much of the 
Gulf Coast, which means that we should have splendid 
conditions for mathematics the entire rest of the week. I 
trust you've all done your homework!" 
Mrs. Knowles looked like the kind of woman who 
stayed home and baked things with raisins in them, 
thought Tiffany. She was a big, bulgy potato sack of a 
woman, with soft cookie-dough arms and pudgy fingers. 
Her hair was honey-blonde, probably dyed. Her green 
eyes crinkled into slits when she smiled, which was often. 
The class groaned at the mention of homework. 
Usually when they had a substitute teacher, homework 
wasn't collected. Everyone knew that subs were basically 
clueless. This one, for instance, had turned her back to the 
room. As she wrote her name on the chalkboard in wide, 
loopy letters, Raymond Blackledge prepared to welcome 
Mrs. Knowles to Seabrook Intermediate School. Tiffany 
watched him load a mushy spitball into the hollow pen 
cylinder, and raise the cylinder to his lips. 
"Now, Raymond," said Mrs. Knowles, though she was 
still facing the board, "do you really want to do that? It's 
a slippery slope, you know. First it's spitballs, next comes 
shoplifting Mars bars, then felony robbery. Just how long 
do you think it will be before you find yourself lying face 
down on the floor of a convenience store, staring at the 
motor oil additives on the bottom shelf as the police 
officers read you your rights? Hmm?" 
Raymond slowly lowered the cylinder. His eyes were 
the size of walnuts. Mrs. Knowles worked the first three 
homework problems on the board, and all three of her 
answers were incorrect. 
had reportedly buried in the area almost two centuries ago. 
The earmuffs shut out the world and helped him to con- 
centrate. This morning he had hoped to run a thorough 
scan of the weedy banks of the old gravel pit, an area where 
his father had once found three spoons, a bent screwdriver 
and a perfectly good pocket knife, all of which he had given 
to Frank. 
He could forget these plans now. He had emerged 
from his hiding place just a few minutes too soon. Tiffany 
was sure to call from the junior high and check on him at 
some point during the day. Frank knew that if the school 
secretary said that he wasn't there, he'd face a grounding 
even worse than the last one, when he hadn't been allowed 
out of the house even to go to the mailbox. 
Without saying a word, Frank Mcilvaine turned and 
trudged in the opposite direction. He'd never find a single 
doubloon at this rate. His family would be stuck in the 
ratty duplex on Belgrove forever. 
Chalk up another one for St. Tiffany, he thought. He 
kicked every rock he could find. 
That evening, Tiffany wrapped three potatoes in alumi- 
num foil and placed them in the oven. She dropped the slab 
of frozen peas in the saucepan, scrambled eggs in a plastic 
* 
"You're stuck?" said Mrs. Knowles. "You need help?" 
"I can do it!" Tiffany looked at the ceiling, then back 
down at the teacher. "It was scared of the sword," she said. 
"I raised it, and the sword made a sound, like it was singing 
and it frightened the de-frightened it." 
"It will be back." 
"I know," said Tiffany. From her perch, she gazed 
around the room like the look-out on one of Frank's pirate 
ships. Below her, the girls in her class sat in a ragged circle 
on the mats at the base of the rope. Poor Jen was dearly 
confused by what she was hearing. 
On the other side of the gym, the boys were playing 
dodgeball. The red balls flew back and forth like bullets, 
and boys in white shirts charged and fell back, screaming 
at each other aqoss the green center line. Little Larry 
Wyrostek had tripped while going for a ball and now lay 
on the wood floor, groping for his glasses. He couldn't 
even see Raymond Blackledge, who had scooped up the ball 
as it rolled across the line and was laughing like a crazy 
hyena as he dosed in on Larry. 
Raymond released the ball just as the steel whistle 
sounded, like a hundred angry tea kettles come to a boil at 
once. He turned instantly to face Mrs. Knowles and when 
he did, the ball ricocheted off Larry's hip and struck 
Raymond squarely on the side of the head. He went down 
on his stomach, stunned but not hurt. 
Mrs. Knowles still held the end of the rope, and she 
called out across the large room. 
"Remember, Raymond," she said. "You have the right 
to remain silent! You have the right to an attorney! If you 
cannot afford an attorney, one-" 
"Mrs. Knowles?" said Tiffany. 
"Yes, dear?" She squinted up the rope. 
"I know it's coming back tonight. I need a horse." 
•A horse?" said Mrs. Knowles. 
"Not just any horse," said Tiffany, and her mouth was 
set hard. 
"I might have guessed that. Which, then?" 
"Pegasus." 
Mrs. Knowles bowed her head for a moment. "I hope 
you know what you're doing," she said. 
Tiffany summoned up the last reserves of her strength 
and pulled herself once more up the rope. With her right 
hand she reached up, was inches away from the white 
paneled ceiling when she lost her grip with her left. She 
slid the twenty feet down to the mat and landed hard on 
her back. Her classmates gathered around her, but she 
waved them away. 
"I'm all right," she gasped. "I'm fine." 
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Mrs. Knowles wasn't in Math the next morning. Miss 
Cabaza was back, looking as fit as a fireman, and she wasn't 
at all pleased when Tiffany, ordinarily one of her very best 
students, came up with the wrong answer for number six 
on page 189. Tiffany felt that she was lucky to have found 
page 189 to begin with. She scarcely knew what she was 
doing. Her knees still trembled when she thought of what 
had happened only a few hours before, and she had to locate 
Mrs. Knowles. It was quite literally a matter of life and 
death. 
Mrs. Knowles was in the gym. 
She wore the same royal-blue crepe dress as yesterday, 
only now she had on high-top basketball shoes, and there 
was a large steel whistle on a yellow lanyard around her 
neck. She looked about as much like a gym teacher, 
Tiffany thought, as Jen looked like a linebacker. 
"Good morning, girls!" she called. "Mrs. Grant has a 
severe case of laryngitis. Or that is the assumption, any· 
way, because no one in the office quite understood what 
the poor dear was trying to say when she called in sick. At 
any rate, since I have been advised that my teaching talents 
are probably not mathematical, I volunteered to help out 
with your physical education. Now, how many of you 
here have sailed around the Cape of Good Hope on a 
three-masted schooner? None? Well, it can be a dreadful 
trip, that's certain, but if you had, you might understand 
the practical benefits of excelling in our program today, 
which is rope climbing." 
Jen was wearing blue lycra tights and a Rice University 
sweatshirt. She rolled her eyes at Tiffany. 
"Who is this psycho?" she whispered. "Mrs. Grunt 
never makes us climb the rope. I thought we were going 
to play badminton again.• 
"I don't know how to climb rope," mumbled Tiffany. 
"I can't even climb out of bed," said another girl. 
. . Tiffany narrowed her eyes. "How high do you think 
rt is?" 
Jen said, "I thought only the boys climbed rope." 
Tiffany came close to reaching the top. She was 
twenty feet up, only one length of her body away from the 
ceiling, when she had to stop. 
"Come on, Tiff!" yelled Jen. Even she was excited by 
her best friend's effort. 
* 
humming sound, too, almost as if it had been struck by a 
hammer. Alexander's eyes were wide open now. 
In the hallway, Tiffany dosed Frank's door. She went 
into the other bedroom and kissed her mother softly on 
the cheek. Then she tip-toed to the front door. 
"No, Alexander," she said, and nudged him away with 
her foot. 
She carried the sword in both bands as she stepped out 
into the night. 
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The next day, Mrs. Knowles was behind the lunch 
room counter, serving up fried fishwiches and golden- 
brown tater tots. She wore baggy plastic gloves on her 
pudgy hands and a net over her honey-blonde hair. 
"Thank goodness, child," she exclaimed when she saw 
Tiffany. "I wasn't sure you would make it." 
"I wasn't either," said Tiffany. 
"You look dreadful. Have you slept? Or eaten?" 
"I usually just have a fudgesicle." 
"Well, not today. Tell me what happened." 
"We .. .lured it away. Pegasus was faster. The dragon 
couldn't keep up. We flew to where there were mountains 
and snow, and the trees looked like skeletons sticking up 
through the ice." 
Mrs. Knowles handed a fishwich plate to the boy in 
* 
It was two o'clock when she woke up this time. 
Alexander raced her to the back door, his black tail 
twitching with excitement and irritation. She had trouble 
keeping him inside. 
The moon was bright again. The clouds were dark 
with bright edges, like a photographic negative, and the 
field behind her house was oddly luminous. Pegasus thun- 
dered toward her like a dream, pulling up just short of 
where she stood and pawing at the frozen earth. His breath 
was like fog in the chilly air. Tiffany clutched the sword 
with one hand, grabbed his mane with the other and pulled 
herself up. When the black shadow passed in front of the 
moon, Pegasus snorted, as if he were blowing an unpleasant 
odor out of his lungs. Then he raised his head, and his cry 
was a call to battle. 
They were off. The horse's big wings welcomed the 
wind. The clouds dampened Tiffany's short hair, and stars 
filled her shoes like sugar. 
* 
guard, a street fighter capable of routing even an eighty- 
pound Weimaraner who wandered up the driveway look- 
ing for a little excitement. The cat was getting old now. 
There were fine white hairs interspersed with the black. 
One of his ears was split in two, and there was a large gray 
scar between his eyes. He had a habit of collapsing when 
and wherever felt sleepy. At the moment, this was the 
counter-top. He watched drowsily as Tiffany stirred milk 
into the eggs, and only came back to life when she tossed 
him a piece of cheese. 
Suddenly there was a crash and a metallic rumbling 
outside the house. 
Probably raccoons getting into the garbage, Tiffany told 
herself. Sure, that was it. She was fine. She picked the fork 
up off the floor, and held her hand over her chest as if she 
could catch her heart. 
"Did you do your geography yet?" 
"I told you, I don't know where it is." 
"You don't know where anything is, which is exactly 
why you'd better get back into that pig sty of yours and do 
your geography. I've been doing homework all afternoon 
while you were out there picking up rusty nails." 
Frank was looking through the Scars catalogue. 
"Believe me, when I find treasure I'm not going to eat 
stupid scrambled eggs anymore," he grumbled. "We didn't 
eat eggs when Dad was alive." 
Tiffany counted to ten, trying to control her temper. 
"Well, now we do, okay? And I'm going to make 
them like I always do, and you're going to eat them because 
you' re nine years old and your arms look like toothpicks." 
This was true, and Frank wore long-sleeved shirts even 
when it was ninety degrees so that no one could see how 
skinny his arms were, but he didn't like to hear about it. 
The catalogue went flying, Frank stormed out of the room 
and Tiffany speared frozen peas with a fork. Maybe it was 
her lot to have Frankie hate her, she thought. Maybe 
everyone would end up hating her, but she had to get things 
done. She was going to keep the family together if it killed 
her. Her mother didn't like to cook anymore, and had no 
time for it anyway. Frankie was a troubled kid, moody 
and unstable. Once, after their father died, he had slept for 
three days straight. Searching for buried treasure was about 
the first thing he'd managed to work up any enthusiasm 
for, and Tiffany hesitated to distract him from it. Evi- 
dently she had, though. She could hear her brother throw- 
ing things against the walls of his room. 
Alexander the Great leaped suddenly from the table 
to the counter-top and landed with an undignified grunt. 
Tiffany had to laugh at his pitiful expression. 
"You're not hungry," she scolded. "I just gave you 
your dinner, and part of ours." 
Alexander licked his lips and blinked solemnly at her. 
I'm surrounded by misfits, thought Tiffany. Her father had 
only agreed to adopt the cat after it had loitered at the back 
door for three weeks. No one ever found out that Tiffany 
had been setting out tuna fish for the animal every after- 
noon when she got home from school. Her father had 
named him Alexander the Great because he felt that the cat 
had probably conquered all of his own known world. 
Alexander soon proved himself to be a scoundrel, a black- 
out." 
bowl and dumped the powdered orange juice into a pitcher. 
Frank came inside twenty minutes after she'd called 
him. He carried the metal detector over his shoulder like 
a rifle, and his earmuffs were still in place. 
"Sorry, Frankie. Dinner won't be for another half- 
hour. Mom called and said she has a sick horse." 
"What?" said Frank. 
"Dinner!" said Tiffany. She pointed to her ears, and 
Frank finally got the picture. He took off the earmuffs. 
"We'll eat in half an hour." 
"I can cover a lot of ground by then. I'm going back 
Tiffany bled from her nose and her ear. 
They'd been hit just over the shallow drainage sluice, 
and Tiffany had dropped the sword. Pegasus was hurt too, 
but she couldn't see him now and didn't know how badly. 
The dragon glided slowly upward in a long circle, 
visible only as a dark smudge against the black sky. The 
moon was hard as marble, the stars as sharp as stones. 
She propped herself up on one elbow. Finally, in her 
pain and fear, she realized what she needed. But she didn't 
know how to ask for it. 
The dark smudge was a distant kite, lost in the sky. 
Maybe she could still walk. If only she could locate 
the horse, she-the ankle gave way, and she collapsed to the 
ground again. The pain was working like a drug inside her, 
slowing her senses, her thoughts. She had to get up. 
Now the dragon turned in its long arc, veered around 
toward her. It was corning back. 
"I'm hurt," she said out loud. "Please?" 
How long did she have, now? Two minutes? Three? 
She couldn't do it herself. What she needed was help. And 
Mrs. Knowles had said-what bad she said? To ask. 
"Somebody, please ... Mother! Mom! FRANKIE!" 
She screamed, again and again. 
A light came on in the backyard. Anne Mcilvaine 
appeared at the door and, a second later, Frank squeezed 
past her. He held his metal detector, and his earmuffs were 
looped around his neck. He peered out into the darkness. 
"Frank!" cried Tiffany. "My sword! It's near the 
sluice. Try to find my sword!" 
"Mom?" said Frank. 
* 
Anne put one hand on her daughter's shoulder. "Why 
are you crying?" 
"I'm not." 
"Darling, please. Tell me what's wrong." 
Tiffany dropped the scrub brush and ran from the 
sink. Anne knew better than to go after her. She found 
Frank instead. He was going over his maps. 
"Nothing, Mom," he said. "I swear. I even said I'd do 
the dishes, but she wouldn't let me. She's having another 
one of her St. Tiffany spasms. She won't let anyone do 
anything." 
"She's tired, Frankie. 'Dyou find any treasure today?" 
Frank frowned. 
"Nothing," he said. "I never find nothing, Mom." 
"Anything, dear. I never find anything." 
"Yeah," said Frank. 
Anne stopped in front of Tiffany's door. She put up 
one palm, as if she could feel her daughter through the 
wood, and put her cheek and her temple against the frame. 
She sighed once, and rubbed her eyes. It was almost time 
to wake up. 
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Her mother had another colicky mare at the stables 
that evening, and Tiffany ate her dinner alone. She hated 
to admit it, but her little brother was right. Scrambled eggs 
with green peas was getting old. Frankie was in his bed- 
room, drinking instant coffee and watching an old Errol 
Flynn movie on TV while he recharged the batteries of the 
metal detector. He was a keen student of pirate behavior. 
He knew just when to hoist the Jolly Roger, how to make 
an English prelate walk the plank, and the correct way to 
raise a half-gallon jug of brown rum to his parched lips. He 
was definitely the oddest nine year-old she had ever encoun- 
tered. 
Anne Mcllvaine arrived home just after ten o'clock. 
The first thing she asked was, where was Alexander the 
Great? Tiffany was washing dishes. She said she thought 
the cat was probably hiding from her, just like Frank. 
When Anne saw her daughter, her heart sank. Tiffany 
looked tired. Her short red hair was lank and dull, and her 
green eyes glowed with tears. 
"Tiffany, what's wrong?" 
"What-?" 
* 
line behind Tiffany. Raymond Blackledge thanke.d her 
politely, and excused himself as he st;pped ar~und Tiffany 
to get to the ice cream freezer. He d had ?is home":'ork 
ready for Miss Cabaza this mornin~, ~d rt was entirely 
possible that he'd bathed at some point in the last twenty- 
four hours. 
"It won't fall for the same trick twice," said Mrs. 
Knowles. "If you run, it won't chase you. It will just wait. 
Dragons are as patient as glaciers." 
"I was afraid of that. It's not going to go away, is it?" 
Mrs. Knowles shook her head. "Sooner or later, you'll 
have to face it." 
"Tonight, then," said Tiffany. 
"What else will you need?" 
"Courage, I guess." 
"Child, if you had any more guts you wouldn't be able 
to digest your dinner. You have faith and a fine, true heart. 
But you need something more." 
"What, then?" 
Mrs. Knowles absent-mindedly lifted a tater tot to her 
lips and nibbled it. "I'm afraid I can't tell you," she said, 
and tossed the tater tot back over her shoulder. "But you 
will know. At some point you will surely know. And 
when you do, ask. Ask loudly." 
"But whar-" 
"What, dear?" 
"What if I don't know until it's too late?" 
Mrs. Knowles frowned, and was silent. ·Tiffany took 
the plate and moved along the serving line. She ate without 
really tasting her food. She returned for an ice cream, but 
Mrs. Knowles was already gone. 
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The sword wished to fight before she did. It was as gray 
as the granite in an Irish church, and its song calmed the 
young girl's heart. Pegasus climbed like a rocket. Tiffany 
felt the horse's rage in the pull of his muscled shoulders, 
the power of his pearl-blue wings. In the last bleak mo- 
ments before dawn, Pegasus dived. Tiffany leveled the 
sword. It was the only thing she knew to do, and they hit 
the dragon high, between its shoulders, hit it with a force 
that could have shattered stones. 
There was a brief ballet above the clouds, a momentary 
recognition of powers won and lost. Tiffany raised the 
sword again, but the dragon fell before she could swing it. 
The first rays of the sun impaled the creature in its descent, 
and the sky burst into bright flame. 
She had no idea how long she laid in the grass. The 
ground beneath her was cold and hard, but she held it so it 
wouldn't leave. Her mother's hands rubbed softly at her 
neck. Soon she would stand. Soon the two of them-three, 
because Frank was here, too-would walk to the house, and 
she would find her bed. She would sleep soundly for the 
first time in days. But for now the ground was enough. 
"Tiff," said her mother. "Here. Let me help." 
Tiffany smoothed the hair away from her eyes. She 
smiled at the sight of the empty field, and slowly she held 
out her hand. 
Frank found the sword. 
It lay, half-submerged, in the diny water of the drainage 
sluice, and he dried it on his shin before he started back for 
home. He had just climbed out of the ditch when he met 
his sister. At least, he thought it was his sister. She looked 
pale and fierce, and was riding a horse that had wings. 
"I found it!" he shouted. "I found it just looking!" 
"You did; said Tiffany, and she couldn't help smiling. 
"Keep Mom inside. Protect her, Frankie." 
He handed her the sword. 
"'Dyou lose anything else?" said Frank. "Anything 
made of metal?" 
"Too early to tell," said bis sister, and then she was gone. 
covered his left eye, and the partial blindness had panicked 
him. 
Anne held out the sugar cubes she'd found in her jacket 
pocket, and spoke as softly as she could. The horse backed 
and circled her, trying to keep her to his right. Finally she 
reached him. He pushed the sugar cubes out of her hand, 
and she realized that he knew what she was trying to do. 
Carefully she plucked the long lock of hair out the wound. 
Pegasus could see again, and before Anne could say another 
word, the horse galloped toward where Tiffany lay in the 
trees. 
Anne Mcllvaine approached the frightened horse 
slowly. Pegasus had advanced out onto the field toward 
Tiffany but stopped before he reached the tallow trees. 
Anne could see why. Pan of the horse's mane had gotten 
caught in the long red slash on his forehead. The hair 
* 
The dragon's cry was different this time. This time it 
held pain. Blood welled in the creature's slitted eye. It 
staggered sideways, reeling with agony, as Alexander 
picked himself up off the ground. His snarl came from 
deep in his chest, rose to a shriek when the monster turned 
toward him. Alexander was attacking again when he died. 
* 
"Go," said his mother. 
"Yeah, but what kind of a sword? A cutlass? A rapier?" 
"Anything, Frankie, now go!" 
Anne turned off the backyard flood lamp and in the 
moonlight, finally, she could see where her daughter lay, 
twisted and unmoving, in the field. And she could see 
something else, something awful: a figure in the sky, grow- 
ing steadily larger. She clamped her hand over her mouth. 
Alexander the Great was already moving. He covered the 
small lawn in a flash, leaped up on the woodpile and cleared 
the chain link fence by a foot. 
Tiffany flexed her throbbing ankle. It bent. Using her 
elbow, she pulled herself across the grass, heading for the 
stand of slender tallow trees. 
The dragon swooped low and pulled level, using its own 
momentum to sling itself along the flat earth. Its hard belly 
scraped high weeds and saplings. The dragon lit just a few 
feet away from its injured prey. The skin of its wings 
flapped like the sails of a rotting ship. Its breath was a 
stench. The dragon watched emotionlessly as Tiffany 
stood and stumbled another few feet. The end was near. 
There was no need to rush. 
One step further, and the dragon let out a shriek of 
hunger and triumph. Its tongue flicked out like a pitchfork 
as it bent toward her, spit dripping from the wicked jaws. 
It did not see the black blur until too late. 
The human Alexander, son of Philip of Macedon and 
prince of all nations, attacked his enemies where they were 
strongest. He drove them from the field by wild force of 
will. Now the cat leaped, snarling, at the lowered head of 
Tiffany's attacker. The dragon wailed with dismay. It 
dropped to its knees, rolled, whipped its head back and 
forth on its long neck and still could not shake the cat loose. 
Tiffany half ran, half crawled to the trees. She saw 
Pegasus standing fifty yards away. Blood flowed from his 
forehead, and he reared in fright and confusion. 
Tiffany shouted, "Mom, the horse! I need the horse!" 
Anne Mcilvaine ripped her jacket away from where it 
had snagged on the fence, and set out across the field. 
laura. Can you hear me? 
Of course, silly Julie. But don't look my way. 
What do you think of him, laura? He is rather handsome, 
wouldn't you say? 
Well, he's not bad looking. 
He's trying to decide which of us to marry -. 
Yes, I know. And father wants us married so badly. Oh, 
what will we do, Julie? 
There are only three choices. He'll marry you. .. me ... or .... 
"Harold. See that large hyacinth over by the rock? I 
must have it or I die." 
"Your wish is my command, Julie, my dear." 
"Harold. There's another just behind it. Steady your 
foot on that rock. Be my prince. But do be careful, my 
love." 
"Sweet Laura, I'd do anything for you." 
Two young women sit demurely in the bow of a boat, 
eyes sparkling, bodies swaying mischievously to the sound· 
less count of one, two, tbr. .... 
They are captivated with me, I'm sure. Neither talks. 
They smile. They hum. They have lived with each other 
so long they must know the other's thoughts. 
Ah, but they cannot know that I will choose one to be 
my bride. Their father, a good man, although not prosper· 
ous, has given his consent. 
He smiled, in anticipation I suppose. I know he wants 
them married. What father in his position would not? My 
business is secure, and I am not without good looks. My 
reflection in the pond testifies to that. And only twenty· 
eight, very eligible. 
I shall decide before we dock. 
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Two young women sit demurely in the bow of my 
boat. Which will I choose? Look at them • two cameos 
mirroring each other, framed by a parasol of yellow orange. 
Pure whites, yellows, and deep greens of water hyacinths 
capture beams of sunlight, reflecting on their faces. The 
skiff settles easily in the shallows, engulfed by plant life. 
My muscles tense in my arms, outlining themselves against 
the fabric of my long sleeved shirt. 
Their eyes turn quickly aside when I look their way. 
What an interesting game they play. And what a dilemma 
for the unlucky one! Ah, but life is full of disappointments, 
as well as surprises. 
I let the blades settle into the soft water foliage. May 
the moment never end. Julie and Laura. What beautiful 
sisters. God's gift to man. This man. 
Julie is the younger and, perhaps, frailer of the two. 
Her cheeks hold the constant blush of sunset. The face 
narrows into a diminutive chin. A straw bonnet haloes her 
dark rich hair. Her arms ease gently from her shoulders. 
From the soft folds of her dress, long trim hands show the 
purest white, cool, soothing to the touch. Ah, surely.Julie 
would find me nonpareil. 
The hyacinths struggle against my oars to no avail. I 
lift them slowly, steadily, allowing the water plants to slip 
silently from the wooden paddles into the green-gold mo· 
rass. Julie looks my way, smiles. My heart stops, mornen- 
tarily. 
Then there is Laura. So feminine. But with flourish. 
A red rose graces her chapeau. Dark hair pulls away from 
her ears showing the whiteness of a slim neck. The nose 
turns upward, coquettishly. Lips straight, not full. A 
white organdy dress fits closely around her waist and clings 
tightly to her arms. Her hands lie languid. A picture of 
serenity and peace. 
by Arnold Cheyney 
TWO YOUNG WOMEN 
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1banks so much for this considered response.. You make a 
lot of good points. For nOfll I'll not join into the disamion of 
Gwm-yth's poem-I hope mukrs vlill share their thoughts. &a 
I strongly mdone your advi« about ~ to start a short 
A tlxntgbtfo/ leuer, Ch.rks, which raises the inleresting 
point of the moral responsibility of the writ.er. You appo:tr to 
be s.ying-<orr«t ~if I am VJTOng-that • writ.ersho.Jd refkct 
this world and its ramifications (the •larger c.anvasj in the 
writer's 'ID01*. But a writ.er of fanwy must go beyond this 
'WDTld. as must, I think, any writer in the romantic tradition, 
w~ I T1JO.Jd p/aa Hood's poem: If we must confi~ oursJves 
to this fl10rld and its ramifiations, -~ will uie ford our 
bnoes? In rul life, Ill lust as I perttiw it. tbere is no potmti.al 
bno without bis sh.Jaw; no saint without a flaw, no kaJer 
undogged by cb.os and war. no mtirely sJfkss aplom-. Shall 
t« therefm-r -~ these limits into our work! Of COUJV, 
some modern fan14Sists have done precisJy that. crafting 
fasci1111ting if elarlt stories. Other fantAsists continue in a man 
idulistic tradition, mining nuggets of bnoism from the muck 
to polish than into stArs. 
Sorry to go on Ill such length, but I felt that the~ Charks 
raised mmuJ man than the CNStomary few won/s. Of COUJV, 
ourmukrs 1714Yhawcompkk/ydi/fermt 'tliews. Rudas?-TC 
Charles de Unt 
Ottawa, Canada 
with its echo of that famous verse attributed to T aliesi.n. 
In her letter, Gwenyth Hood is quite correct in staling 
that short verses are intensiv~ as is Christine's response 
that intensive verse can (should?) evoke an intense re- 
sponse. lalso ~with Hood that hervenewas legitinwe 
and would like to reiterate that rmnotsayingshesbouldn't 
have written it. My disagnanent with it md nothing to do 
with how the verse might be considen:d politically incor- 
rect in certain circles, but because I've long hdd a disdain 
for Columbus and other explorers who are venerated for 
•discovering• new lands. As those native to this continent 
have said before, they never knew they were lost in the first 
place.And the subsequent exploitation and genocide which 
inevitably followed such "discoveries" seems to me more a 
matter of shame than celebration. 
Now don't get me wrong. rm not saying that Hood 
was cdebraring such negative aftereffects of Columbus' 
discovery in her poem; I don't think she even considered 
them in the first place, and that's where I see the problem. 
I believe that as writers we have certain moral responsibili- 
ties th.at we can't shirk, no matter what we wri~ and it's 
for that reason that an author should always consider the 
larger canvas-even within the confines of short verse. 
I hope Hood will forgive me for going on at such length 
about her verse. I don't mean to belabor the point; it just 
seems that the verse sparked a good jump-off point for this 
discussion. 
I also hope the editors will forgive me for going on at 
such length in general. Thanks again for another fine issue. 
Until again. Dear Editors, 
Thanks for issue fifteen. My favorite story this time out 
was Tim Waggoner's "Huntress." It started somewhat un- 
evenly, but that seems to be a problem with all too many 
stories and novels. The authors forget that they only have 
a few chapters, or in the case of a short story, a few 
paragraphs, to capture the readers interest, 
Here's a piece of advice that's worth considering. I can't 
remember who said it, but I remember bearing once that 
one should finish one's novel, and then throw out the fust 
chapter, inserting any necessary information from it in the 
subsequent text. The same should be done with a short 
story, albeit on a I~ scale. The point is to sun in the 
middle of the story, when things are already happening. 
And this doesn't ~ply only to an action-oriented story, by 
any means. h's ~e rare piece of fiction for which it doesn't 
work- On the other hand, while the above is worth keeping 
in mind, like all "rules" of writing. it exists to be broken if 
the story calls for it. 
I've digressed. To get back to Waggoner's piece, once I 
made my way past the first few paragraphs, things im- 
proved remarkably. I especially liked Jerry's charac- 
terization as revealed in the dialogue between himself and 
the narrator. 
My favorite piece, overall, however, was Janet Elliott 
Waters' "Skull Grip," though I can't begin to tell you why. 
I just found myself rereading it a half-dozen times for the 
sheer pleasure of how the words followed each other and 
resonated in my mind. Her "Circle Way• was also good 
UTTERS OF COMMENT 
Wdcom~ in this holiday season, to the bust issue of 
71Je Mythic Cink. . 
We have md occasion, of late. to consider again the role 
that myth plays in fascinating and shaping the human 
spi.riL We both have small children-T ma has the triplets, 
now two and a half, and CISL has Brandon, who is only a 
little younger-and the childrai are becoming interated in 
•stories..• And even so young. the stories they favor reflect 
the perennW mythic themes. The hero triumphs over 
adversity even in the tale of the Three Little Pip. Character 
is fundamental, even in Pinocdllo. Here are values made 
t.angibl~ ideals given color. We are contemplating. with 
muted rapture. the joys of aading 71Je Hobbit to them for 
the first time. .. 
The human need for myth is a hunger of the spirit, as 
fundamental as any hunger of the flesh. It is a perception 
for us to celebrate, since we try to serve that need. 
May a festival spirit be with you in the turning of the 
year. 
EDITORIAL 
to be read and words meant to be spoken are fascinating to 
me (as a songwriter, I suppose that makes sense; I learned 
some time ago that poems and lyrics are very different 
things). I like Dvalin's courage and Brunni's spunk and I 
like Sharon Rossman's almost-primitive style of illustra- 
tion; I think it nicely compliments the tale. But the real 
delight was having the opportunity to meet both Doug and 
Sharon in person at Mythcon in Minneapolis this last 
summer! After years of seeing his work (and now hers) in 
Mythic Circle, it was great fun to sit down together and 
talk. 
Artorius Wyvernis provides a fun and different view of 
a dragon from the common one; I enjoy Leigh bumping up 
against her own prejudices (in this instance, the "mindless 
jock") and I do love the image of a dragon privately auditing 
a college course ... Shore Song is charming and the accompa- 
nying illustration fits perfectly - what a delight! 
It took me awhile to sit down and read The Latest Model 
and it proved to be nothing like my expectations · I like 
that! What a concept, a living carpet gone beserk and 
keeping it anyway as a form of child abuse! Gwyneth 
displays a good sense of typical human rationalization 
which makes the outrageous premise work. 
I like Huntress a great deal, with Lana's sad self-realiza- 
tion - it's not an immediate change. I especially enjoyed 
Tim's drawing of Lana becoming a human form, complete 
with clothes (that's the way an invisible entity should do 
it! Be your own clothes - always in style and save money, 
too!). 
Heart And Soul touched me; Nicole asking for a miracle 
but not knowing it would look like a breakdown, the 
"lawsuit or psychosis" dilemma. It does leave me wonder- 
ing, however, what happens next? Between this story and 
Angelee's Sonnet for Strider, it makes MC 15 a nice dog- 
lover's issue (and I do love dogs). 
A Little Help is fun because it uses typical fairy-tale 
building blocks to create an atypical story. I was, however, 
surprised by Bronwen's desire to protect little Raven from 
the thought it might be a human being who was consumed 
outside the castle walls: this child lives in the forest and 
surely must know the dangers and realities of such a life 
(and if she doesn't, she should!). 
I thought Reunion started slowly and tended to be 
confusing until the mid-point, which made it hard to stay 
with initially; and as it's the first few sentences and para- 
graphs that must grab and hold a reader's attention (or an 
editor's, if you wish to sell the story) I'd like to see Mr. 
Hughes simplify it and tighten it up a bit because I think 
this story would be easier to place· professionally than many 
of the other fine pieces that appear in Mythic Circle - 
because it overlaps into a number of neighboring genres. 
Sanctum: "From the scan retrieval cues provided by 
glancing at the book for an instant, I forge a vague history 
of myself" - Words falling, stumbling over themselves, 
confused and vague ... ( ! ) This is also a story that I think 
would improve with judicious editing; we get too much 
information that we don't need, particularly for the left 
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Dear Tina and Sizzle, 
Another fine issue in MC 15, even if it means I must 
compliment myself on the cover! I suspect that Douglas 
Rossman's Dvalin's Doom works best if read aloud and 
knowing that Doug is, indeed, a storyteller, this comes as 
no surprise. The subtle differences between words intended 
Wendell Wagner, Jr. 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Dear Editors, 
Thomas Egan wishes in his letter in issue N15 that there 
had been a television documentary made at the Tolkien 
Centenary Conference last year in Oxford. In fact, there 
was such a documentary. (At least, I presume it was made 
then, since I don't know of anywhere else that the people 
who appeared in it could have been gotten together.) It was 
apparently made for British television and was shown on 
the Learning Channel in the United States recently. It was 
narrated by the British actress Judi Dench and contained 
interviews with many of the people at the conference: Tom 
Shippey, Rayner Unwin, Verlyn Flieger, all of Tolkien's 
living children (Christopher, Priscilla, and John), as well as 
parts of older interviews with Michael Tolkien and with 
J.R.R. Tolkien himself. It's an excellent introduction to 
Tolkien's life and works. 
You might be able to see it again on The Learning 
Channel, or you may (to make a shameless plug) wish to 
see it at the 1994 Mythcon in Washington, D.C., where we 
will be showing it in our video program. 
··Well, we didn't forget your poem! (We are at last begin· 
ning to catch up a bit on our backlogJAs for "Sandkings, "that 





Hi! I'd actually forgotten about "First King of the 
Island." It was a pleasure to see two poems in the same issue! 
(And now I can hardly wait for the next issue to get LOCS.) 
Speaking of which, I just wanted to say what an imaginative 
idea went into the people- eating carpet story. This is one 
of those stories, like "Sandkings," that stay with a person. 
("Sandkings" was published in Omni about fifteen years 
ago.) Thanks! 
story, and how often it's best to start -in medias res», It seems 
to be that a short story is like walking by someone's house and 
glancing in the window. The art comes in knowing just when 
to glance, and because of the brevity of the form, one will not 
always know all the background to what one is seeing. A novel, 
on the other hand, is like being invited into the house to roam 
the rooms, taste the food, sit in the chairs. One has the time and 
leisure to explore what one wants.-CISL 
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Thanks, Gwenyth, for your comments. Interesting take on 
"The Huntress." I wasn't as bothered by the lack of overt 
supernatural elements in that story because I thought there were 
so many hints of it. The references to demons.for example. Also, 
I rather liked not knowing how she got that way--added to the 
mystery. In "A rtorius Wyvern, "I believe the dragon wasn't 
Gwenyth Hood 
Huntington, West Virgtinia 
I really enjoyed the way "Dwalin's Doom" began. The 
political situation with the dying King and the rivalry over 
the succession was movingly portrayed. But somewhere in 
the middle, it started to unravel, I think. I had trouble 
accepting the idea that the dwarves were "dark elves," gifted 
with such perception and agility, and yet awkward enough 
to be vulnerable to the trolls. I also found it difficult to 
accept that they would be blinded by daylight. I also would 
have liked to see the tension between Dvalin and Durin 
resolved. 
Amy Wolf's • Artorius Wyvernis" has considerable 
charm in its portrayal of college life. However, I had 
trouble believing the romance between the athlete and the 
girl who was entirely indifferent (not to say hostile) to the 
sport he played. Also, I couldn't believe that fight between 
Jonathan and the dragon would be so easy to interrupt with 
a long quotation. Surely the dragon wouldn't have stopped 
with the first sentence, and if the battle had gone on for any 
length of time, Jonathan would have been dead? 
Perhaps, instead of starting a physical attack, the dragon 
could have an "overwhelming personality," like Smaug? 
Maybe they could engage in literary badinage for a while? 
As a dog lover, I was moved by "Heart and Soul." The 
description of the relationship between the dog and her 
mistress was effective and touching. However, I did have 
problems with the miraculous solution to the bureaucratic 
problem. I think divine intervention on this matter was a 
miracle of too high an order; it raises doubts about whether 
it "really" was so very impossible for the narrator to find 
housing where she was allowed to have pets. Having a kind 
of fairy godmother work the magic would have been more 
appropriate, it seems to me. And Rhonda's didactic insis- 
tence that animals don't go to Heaven struck me as a mere 
annoyance. It may have been put there to explain why the 
unhappy Nicole doesn't pray to die and join Ivy, but surely 
Nicole doesn't accept the saying? 
•A Little Help," by Joan Verba had a successful surprise 
ending. I couldn't help thinking, though that being a com- 
panion to the fairy child was not going to be a very peaceful 
retirement for Bronwen. Also, it bothered me when the 
little girl said "Yay!" Somehow I would have preferred it if 
she had said "Yippee!" or even "Yahoo!" 
An additional comments on MC 13: I enjoyed the 
rhythm, the imagery and the atmosphere of Thomas Egan's 
poems very much and am eager to read stories in that 
setting. 
I look forward to your next issue. 
Dear Editors, 
I was delighted to see "The Latest Model," in print in 
MC 15, with Bonnie Callahan's illustration adding just the 
right note of slapstick to it. 
There are some very fine pieces here. Among my favor- 
ites are the two poems by Angelee Sailor Anderson. "Sonnet 
for Strider" is a gem just the way it is. "The Two Bride- 
grooms" was both vivid and moving. However, I did won- 
der whether the young maiden could actually have avoided 
Death by any means, and also why the second bridegroom 
came to her in the end- -was it automatic? 
I enjoyed Tim Waggoner's "The Huntress," the tale of 
the jaded vampire {working by life-force absorption rather 
than blood-sucking, which I also liked) who rediscovers the 
uniqueness of her human victims when she meets a man 
who isn't an easy prey. I also loved the ironic appropriate- 
ness of the theme-bar setting for the encounter. 
But I have reservations about the story which I can't 
quite put into words. Vampires in fantasy can be many 
different things, natural or supernatural, but this story 
flirted with supernatural explanations without quite ex- 
plaining how the once-human narrator got into the undead 
state. It also implies, however, that the Vampire will just 
fade away if she stops devouring victims. This doesn't ring 
true to my sense of the supernatural vampiric; rather, it 
seems to me that Vampires can't stop being Vampires by 
sheer will power. Once they are in that state they need help 
to get out of it. If they go hungry too long, they will just 
lose whatever rational control they may have and start 
devouring people again. If they really want to stop, it seems 
to me, they would have to do something more forceful and 
definite to stop themselves. In short, "The Huntress" struck 
me as a very fine story about how a jaded sexual predator 
came to understand how what she did was wrong when she 
met a perceptive artist who wasn't an easy mark. Remove 
the supernatural element, and the story could have been 
almost the same. 
And with all that, Lynn still finds time to write a detailed 
letter! Interesting comment on "Doalin 's Doom. "Some of the 
passages do roll satisfyingly from the tongue. As a (sometime} 
poet, I'm particularly fond of such writing-TC 
Lynn Maudlin 
Altadena, California 
turn it takes toward the end - too many characters are 
introduced, and in some depth, and then never used. 
Lila /st. .. is so strange and evocative! I don't know what 
}ala heine- koene is talking about or what she's trying to 
say, but I'm fascinated. 
By the way, we didn't burn in the late October fires of 
Southern California; the fire stopped three quarters of a 
mile away when the wind died down at about three in the 
morning! My computer, with all the Mythic Circle sub- 
scription data and most of issue 16 contained therein, lived 
safely in my car for several days! 
Dear editors, 
First I would like to make special thanks to Lynn 
Maudlin for a gracious letter she may not remember, in 
response to one I wrote in a time of personal crisis. I have 
been a member of the Mythopocic Society for at least six 
years, but have never written before. It's time for a change. 
Mythic Circle #15 is superb! The stories are worth~ to 
be written, and well written for the most part. Regarding 
Douglas Rossman's "Dvalin's Doom", it seems to me that 
Brunni is underdeveloped, considering the importance she 
has by the end of the tale. Perhaps she could be introduced 
as a main player from the st.art? Also, words like prospect, 
apprehensive, uncertain, cooperation, proclamation, etc., 
. are rather jarring in a Nordic story. More Anglo Saxon 
rooted words are available, I think. 
7hanlt:s for 11 long leuer. To lllidrm IM '4st first, I agrtt 
aboNt iM sometimes nebulous border betWttn SF and Fantasy. 
Asid« from tbe dtb..te aboNt time-honored SF tropes such as 
time trawl or FrL. what matk this a nifty fantasy in my vinu 
was iM way Gren: transforms into an awtar over his tho"· 
wnd -year slttp. As for iM ckb..u owr GU/myth's poem, you 'II 
Stt some mort aboNt it in this issNe.-CISL 
lots of pr11~ for ·situ/I Grip· in iM letters. Wt agrtt, and 
~'II send iM 11uthor copies of these pages.- TC 
Mary-Edith Bridges 
Seattle, Wash. 
nearly so much (skipping ahead) as "Reunion." That one 
seemed to go on forever till it reached the obvious end-- 
though the last line was very effective. (Also, dialect not- 
withstanding, "alright" is incorrect. All right?) "Huntres~· 
was a very good story. I really like Waggoner's tone- Jt 
slipped very seldom in this piece. the likening of the 
protagonist to a shark kept sentiment at bay. Not so 
"Hean and Soul," but I don't care, I'm a sucker for happy 
(or at least poignant) ending stories with animals. This 
story was a good wallow. 
Joan Marie Verba writes very professionally. I~ fact, by 
the time I'd reached the end of her story, I realized that 
most of what you printed this time could run in the 
so-called prozines, which lately seem to be full of the same 
old stuff by the same old popular names. (Hey, I'll save you 
time and cut my own rant.) Anyway, I liked this story, 
though I wondered why Bronwen W3S such a stonehead 
about not noticing that Raven was doing magic. No doubt 
she was too busy saving their lives. Life is like thn , in 
faerie, I gather. (Give me my apartment and my six cats') 
Last, the Zumpe story, "Sanctum," was very impressively 
written, though it reminded me more of science fiction 
than fantasy. But then I like pushing the borders-much 
better than trying to read yet another rehashing of what 
Tolkien did so well. I think I would have cut that last 
paragraph, though. Aside from that, the positioning o.f the 
•Ka• poem after this made me reflect on how well the issue 
was put together. Almost thematic link.age, which brings 
me to the close: well done! 
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Dear Editors 
It's been a while since I had the urge (or the time) to 
write a LOC. What triggered my urge to reach for the 
keyboard was the budding controversy over Gwenyth 
Hood's Columbus poem. Not that it's been a heated or 
even acerbic controversy, I've been glad to note: the poem 
did not evoke any such feelings in me, and I'd be dismayed 
if it did in any others. 
But I applauded Charles de Lint's com~ent in the last 
issue. In your editorial comments, y~u hinted t~at free 
speech was behind your impulse to pnnt what might .not 
be a popular view (if not poem) and here I have to chime 
in. Having read everything of de Lint's that I can get ~y 
hands on, I would be astonished if he advocated suppressmg 
any point of view, howev~r P_Olitically correct: I expect 
what he was doing was remmding us that there is another 
point of view of Columbus' achieve~ents, which (to the 
peoples already living in North Amenca) would be better 
expressed as (to make a pun on Gwenyth Hood's excellent 
novel) THE COMING OF THE DEMONS. 
Whee! Congratulating myself on my own cleverness, I 
move on to ask if Hood has written a sequel, and if she 
plans to publish it? I liked that novel-science fiction set in 
the Renaissance, and written by someone who actually 
understands the Renaissance. (I also like de Lint's work, 
very much, and wish that HE would write some science 
fiction, and maybe less horror, which I don't like .... but 
now I know I'm rambling, and I won't be surprised if you 
print this letter with half this paragraph gone.) 
To the issue at hand. First, the art work. Consistently 
high quality, especially that of the Callahans and Lynn 
Maudlin's cover. Callahan has a marvelously lyric way of 
drawing the human body that I never tire of looking at, 
and both Bonnie and Lynn have an amazing way of getting 
humor into visual form. I never get tired of that either. 
Poems: the two that stood out for me were "Skull Grip" 
and "The Two Bridegrooms". I didn't care much for the 
'story' behind the Bridegrooms poem, but the artistry in 
Anderson's cadences makes me want to turn that into a 
song. The "Skull Grip" was perfect. I wouldn't change or 
even shift a word. (And the sonnet about the dog was nearly 
as heart- wrenching as those sonnets Anderson wrote for 
her sons.) 
Stories: I don't have much to say about Rossman's 
story, except that I read it with interest. He really knows 
his Norse stuff. Amy Wolf's• Artorius Wyvem" started off 
promising, but then got kind of silly- reminds me of those 
endless dragons-having-tea stories Patricia Wrede has been 
turning out. Nice breezy style that I really enjoyed, and 
some good images, like those boilers "clacking away like 
angry magpies." I'd like to see more by Wolf. The story by 
Gwenyth Hood seemed a bit long for the payoff, but not 
actually fighting so much as acting out a part. I assumed the 
dragon was just going to scare the two young people away, 
until Leigh showed that she was a kindred spirit with the 
quote» CISL. 
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(and to all a GoodKnight!) 
Floppity-flop-Ilop, floppity-flop-flop 
Look at Flopsy flee 
Floppiry-flop-Ilop, floppity-flop! 
With a sword stuck in his knee ... 
Flopsy the Nazgul, though a hobbit he would slay 
Lost his iron crown, saying, "Don't you frown, 
I'll be back again someday." 
Oh there must have been some magic in 
that blade that Merry drew 
'Cause when he stuck it in his knee 
The Nazgul screamed, "Boo Hoo!" 
Flopsy the Nazgul didn't want to fight that day 
But she looked so fine, he said, "What's your sign? 
And together we can play!" 
Flopsy the Nazgul went flying o'er the land 
Then he saw that Babe, with her sword she played 
As she tossed it hand to hand 
Oh there must have been some magic in 
that Ring that Sauron made 
'Cause even in full sunlight 
The Nazgul didn't fade 
Flopsy the Nazgul, oh, a hobbit he did seek 
'Cause he had that Ring so he took to wing 
and havoc he did wreak 
Flopsy the Nazgul was a nasty, wicked beast 
With two eyes of red in his ugly head 
And he flew out of the East 
Flopsy Tbe Nazgul 
The annual Mythopoeic Society Conference is not only an intellectual and scholarly gathering but, if you stay up late 
into the evening, a great and exceedingly silly good time. In the spirit of the season we print for your (ahem) enjoyment the 
ditty written by sundry Masqued Marauding Midnyght Mythies, sung to the tune of "Frosty the Snowman," entitled 
Channelling Beatrix Potter or, in the common tongue: 
Paul Meeter 
Clearwater. Florida 
lala heine-koene's "Lila ist der letzte versuch" and Janet 
Elliot Waters' "Circle Way" contain more meaning than I 
can grasp. Coleridge said something about that. I hope I can 
be enlightened. 
I am bothered by "Huntress." It has the inner consis- 
tency of reality, right up until the last three paragraphs. I 
was dissatisfied by them. I could more easily imagine her 
going back to Jerry, knowing that she would die, better to 
die with him than live such a vain terminality. Still, a very 
poignant story. 
The ending of "Sanctum" raises a lot of questions. The 
protagonist chooses a delusion over reality, largely because 
he misconstrues the League of Worlds as "science". True, 
science is part of it, but as a means toward peace and 
community. Thus Grant bungles it, and an entire race has 
to pay for his mistake. Where can he lead them, begin a 
deluded mortal? If, however, Mr. Zumpe wants the reader 
to think like a Masi, and conclude that Daniels is a demon, 
it doesn't work for this reader. If be wanted to get a reader 
thinking, he was obviously wildly successful. 
"The Wedding of Beorwine" is robust and economical, 
and I applaud Erin Lale's use of alliterative verse. I think it 
would be all right to use some of the "the's", "a's" and 
"an's". It works fine in "And the means of the court;" and 
"Melting in the brine;". The 8th stanza, 4th line doesn't 
work so well: "'For thee.' To clay they stepped, ... " - I can't 
help reading an extra beat into it. Especially good stanzas 
are #2,, 6, 12-15, for the imagery and clean dialogue. My 
favorite is the voice of Alfrun in 14. 
Amy Wolf's" Artorious Wyvernis" was a scream. I read 
it to lots of friends. If they didn't crack up over "'Isn't that 
beautiful?' the dragon asked," they died over "U.P .S." The 
beauty of it is that suddenly you open up this modem day 
door in the basement of a modern day university building, 
and there's a dragon with treasure! And then a dragon fight! 
My eyes were popping, and then the denouement. Superb! 
Get it published for profit! 
Ms's. Hood, Cacciatore, Mazza, Verba and Mr's. Wag- 
goner, Hughes, and Zumpe all write stories you forget are 
written by amateurs, if that actually is the case with all of 
them. 
Angelee Sailer Anderson's poetry is moving. A second 
reading of "The Two Bridegrooms" brings out riches of 
beauty and meaning. 
his cheeks flushed crimson, as if red flowers had suddenly 
bloomed there. "Take me to the caravan camp," he 
pleaded. "I'll work for the people there. And one day, 
they'll take me on a caravan!" 
His uncle shrugged these words away, but the boy was 
persistent, and the uncle really could not keep him any 
more. "It's a shabby place, that camp," he said. "But I 
don't want to send you off unhappy. Since you don't 
believe me, I'll take you to see it; that should cure you!" 
They set off the next morning at sunrise, and drove for 
half a day. Scorched grasslands gave way to rocky fields, 
then to acres of bare dirt that looked like wounds on the 
earth. Finally they drew up to a settlement. Enclosed 
within a rusty fence, low sheds sprawled along the bare 
ground. Coils of wire, and chain were heaped against the 
nearest buildings; bulging sacks lay along the weathered 
sides of others. There were roofed corrals where placid 
animals waited, and people busy with all kinds of tasks. 
The sounds of hammering filled the air as the workers 
hurried back and forth, paying no attention to Jon or his 
uncle. 
"You see, there's nothing in this!" said the uncle, but 
the boy didn't listen, he was too busy looking. He saw 
donkeys being loaded with heavy packs; he saw a hay 
merchant negotiating a trade, and he watched, enthralled, 
as the camp people bartered with goods they had brought 
from across the desert, with shimmering cloths and baskets 
of fantastic fruit. 
"Uncle, uncle, leave me here, I want to stay," cried the 
boy. 
The uncle was surprised, but not altogether displeased. 
"If they'll have you, you can stay," he said, and taking his 
nephew by the hand, he wandered through the camp, 
looking for the caravan master. Around and around they 
went, until they entered a scraggly kitchen garden where a 
sunbrowned man was digging in the rows. 
"We're looking for the master of the caravans," said 
Jon's uncle. 
"He's busy," the man replied. "Maybe I can help you." 
"My nephew wants to join this camp," said the uncle. 
"He'd like to become an apprentice. He'll work hard!" 
"We don't need apprentices," the man replied. 
"Then he'll be an unpaid laborer," said Jon's uncle. "He 
needs nothing but food and a corner to sleep in." 
"I told you," the man said. "We don't need anybody. 
This is no place to drop off unwanted children. Keep him 
yourself!" 
"But I'm a weaver's son!" Jon exclaimed. "I'm sure he 
would want me. I'll weave him cloth, beautiful cloth!" 
The uncle smiled to hear this. The man also smiled. 
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Until he was five years old, the boy lived with his uncle 
in a long wasteland of scorched fields, small towns, and 
scrap yards that was bounded by the desert on one side and 
the cities and their irrigated suburbs on the other. The 
uncle was a weaver; the family had been weavers for as long 
back as anyone could remember. When he was barely old 
enough to hold a rattle, the boy was set down in front of a 
small hand loom and led through the motions of weaving 
cloth. 
The family could not feed itself by weaving; they had 
been displaced by machines long ago. To eat, they had 
branched into other trades, but for joy, they passed their 
skills from father to son, because weavers were what they 
were. 
The boy, whose name was Jon, was sometimes eager 
and sometimes dreamy, but always maladroit. Though he 
loved his lessons in weaving, he was not very good at them; 
he created more tangles than anyone in the family had ever 
seen. But because be tried so hard, no one reproved him, 
and after a session at the loom, his uncle would reward him 
with cakes or stories. As his uncle opened picture books 
and pointed out interesting sites, Jon learned about the 
desert that lay before them and the cities behind. The cities 
were full of rushing people and wonderful machinery, 
while the desert was hot and dry and supported no life. 
But even in the low wasteland where they lived, it was 
dry, and after a while it became drier, so much so that 
people began to migrate to the cities. The boy's uncle could 
not carry on, and, sadly, he told the boy that he could not 
keep him any more and would have to find another place 
for him. He promised to try bard to find something that 
the boy liked. 
When he heard this, Jon began to cry. To cheer him 
up, the uncle brought out his most beautiful book, and as 
Jon looked at pictures he had never seen before, his uncle 
told him stories about the shining places that existed be- 
yond the desert, of lush lands and wonderful cities. 
"I want to go there," said Jon. 
"You can't," replied his uncle. "We are too poor for 
roundabout routes, and only a caravan could cross that 
desert. But nobody cares about caravans any more; they 
are as obsolete as weavers." 
"Surely, someone still cares," insisted Jon. 
His uncle sighed. "There is a settlement at the edge of 
the desert, a caravan camp. People who live there go back 
and forth between their camp and the cities on the other 
side of the desert, but it is a dry life they lead, and a 
dreadfully hard way to travel. The world has no interest 
in them; they are like us weavers. God knows how they 
support themselves!" 
Hearing this, Jon grew excited. His eyes sparked, and 
by Barbara f arvi.k 
TI-IE IAST CARAVAN 
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they sweated in the dry gardens and cluttered kitchens. He 
wondered why be stayed on-was it incapacity, or the scent 
of far away places that lingered in the wake of the caravans? 
- but he knew that he always would. 
One day he decided to make another try at weaving. 
He started a checkered piece of cloth, but he tangled the 
threads so badly that he gave up, and settled on unpatterned 
white. Working hurriedly, in minutes stolen from his 
duties, he wove a cotton sheet, but when he displayed it 
before the gathering it was tossed away with three words: 
"Not good enough!" And Jon withered, because in his 
heart he knew that he had labored to satisfy everyone. 
After that he had less strength and no time at all to weave 
cloth. 
It seemed that the chores multiplied every day. Trav- 
ellers went and came dancing back, but Jon was busy in the 
compound, packing things away for a later trip or sweeping 
the steps in the quiet of evening. He spent little time with 
the privileged company and much with merchants, for he 
arranged for them to come, and whenever they arrived, he 
brought them into one of the houses to see that they were 
treated fairly and did not cheat anyone, themselves. 
The compound was an outpost, and tradesmen trav- 
elled there with effort. Jon usually welcomed them when 
they arrived. He understood the life of artisans and labor- 
ers; when he used his hands it was to prune trees on the 
dusty garden strip or record transactions in thick grey 
ledgers or tighten the decrepit hinges on the door. But Jon 
wove cloth in his mind, and told weaver's tales to anyone 
who would listen. 
When the next caravan returned, and everyone ran 
around, with ~ales of the voyage, the caravan master began 
to _pace, scowl mg, through the compound, mumbling that 
t~a?gs were falling into disrepair, and declaring that it was 
ridiculous to keep sending caravans out, one after another, 
when the times were so hard. 
. Even the luckiest people became uneasy. Jon some- 
times overheard them as they whispered among them- 
selves, "If you go and I don't, bring me a spool of thread so 
I can stitch together the bolts of material I brought back 
before. Or, at least, bring me some dried flowers as souve- 
nirs of the places we've seen. Ones that will keep, ones I 
can look at for years .... " 
!he peop~e wh~ had never left the camp said nothing, 
fearing that disappomtment would be their only momento. 
Pe~h~ps there were a few among them who imagined 
bringing seeds from trees on the other side of the desert and 
digging new wells on the compound so it could be irrigated 
to support gardens as green as those in the faraway lands 
but they kept their thoughts to themselves. Everyone 
plodded grimly along. 
One day they were called together. The master of 
caravans stood up and pointed to his workers. "It's time 
to make some repairs in the camp," he said. "There'll be 
another carav:ui going soon, but it will be the last one going 
out for a while. After that .... well, we'll see what comes 
after! Today, we have to think about who will go along, 
"That's a different story!" he said. "You should have said 
that in the beginning. You can stay if you want.• 
"Do you think the caravan master will agree?" Jon's 
uncle asked. · 
"I am he," said the man. 
So Jon bid his uncle goodbye, and joined the other 
workers in the caravan camp. He hauled wood, fed the 
livestock and scrubbed the kitchen. Whenever a caravan 
set out, he watched and dreamed of going along. But he 
did not have a moment to weave cloth. There was always 
a visitor to be put up, or people coming in from a voyage, 
or the household going topsy-turvy preparing for the next 
trip. 
"Fetch, this, fetch that," all the people said, and after 
Jon filled his time carrying out their requests, their chief 
would berate him. "Why should I think of taking you 
anywhere until you produce a decent piece of cloth," he 
would cry. 
The boy was not quick. He tried to find a corner he 
c~uld run to between chores, but whenever he put down 
his loom someone would say, "You're making too much 
noise here," or "Don't put anything in this space, we may 
need it some time." He tried to work late at night, but 
when morning came, his fatigue made him so unreliable 
that he dropped things whenever he hurried. If he tried to 
b~ very careful, he was too slow. And if he tried to explain 
his predicament, the other people in the compound berated 
him, calling him contradictory and uncaring. 
Nonetheless, he helped prepare for caravan after cara- 
van. As he groomed the pack animals and set out stores for 
them to carry, his mind ran along the voyager's route 
towards lake-filled countries where the water was silver in 
the dawn and the trees as awesome as mountains. 
When he loaded provisions he thought of far off bazaars 
and his head ~ced with pictures of jewels, the dazzling 
wares of the fruit vendors, and arcades where embroidered 
fabrics stretched out in endless array. 
After every procession set out and the sounds of its bells 
fade~ away, the people in the compound turned to repair 
the disorder the travellers left behind. In the first years the 
boy watched and waited, saying to himself, "I will do my 
work well, and one day I will be chosen to go." But there 
were so many people demanding obedience; it seemed that 
the law of each contradicted that of the one who had 
~poken a moment before. He tried to reconcile the oppos- 
mg rules, but he was an ordinary boy. No matter what he 
did, it was unsatisfactory. 
There were luckier ones who lived differently. When 
the master of the camp saw them he would say such things 
as, "What! You have such shabby clothes. You had better 
~o along with the next caravan and pick out something nice 
m the old market." And he would ask Jon to stop whatever 
he :-"~ doing and help those people as they prepared for 
their iourney. 
Sometimes Jon believed that no one mattered in the 
compound except the privileged few and that the rest had 
become mere laborers, forgetting why they had 'come as 
Handson replied. "That's what they are, every one of 
them. The box that curves in the middle, there - that's the 
top step of the loading house. I crossed that step every time 
I came here." 
"If it's a step, it shouldn't be curved!" declared the 
master of caravans. 
Jon blushed. "That's my fault!" he piped. "The steps 
caved in, and the only way I could get them to support any 
weight was by filling the empty space with rocks. I patched 
the wood over them, but it buckled on the top later." 
"Why did YOU fix it, if you didn't really know how?" 
said Handson's interrogator, flashing a stern look at Jon. 
"There was no one else to do it," said the boy. "And 
we did have to use that storeroom." 
The captain of caravans did not say anything, but 
pointed to something else in the design, and turned to the 
old tradesman for an explanation. 
"What is THAT supposed to be?" he asked. "The 
object that looks like a pinched star." 
"It's a piece of fruit from your garden. I was given some 
whenever I came here. They were always shrivelled like 
that; but sweet to taste." 
"And who tended the trees ... ?" 
"I did," said Jon, shamefacedly. He had never been able 
to get the fruit to keep its shape, though he had tried for 
years and years. 
The questions continued; old Handson kept answering. 
Though the things pictured were all remembered fondly 
by the old man, each was imperfect in some way, and 
whenever the caravan master asked why that was, Jon 
blushed; his hand was always revealed in it. 
Then the master of the caravans gazed at his meeting 
room. It had been properly built; the paint was applied 
evenly; the chairs were symmetrical and the curtains neatly 
sewn. "Why didn't you include objects like these in your 
design?" he demanded. 
"Why, sir, I've never been in this room or any like it," 
Old Handson said. "I come to the working quarters." 
"I see," said the caravan master, looking thoughtful. He 
seemed to be considering something. "Tell me, did you 
ever dream of travelling with the caravans?" 
"I have dreamed it," the old man replied. "But caravans 
hardly exist any more, and they certainly don't have room 
for poor men like me." 
"This one will," said the master. "You are a skillful 
man. You must come along and look after my boy. He 
may not be very able, but he knew how to be good 
company for you.• 
The master of caravans smiled. "And anyway, it is time 
that he came along," he said. "After all, he has brought me 
a beautiful piece of cloth." 
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this time.• And he took out a list, and began to read out 
the names of all the people in the camp, noting things that 
a particular person had done, or wondering why another 
should even be considered for the trip. 
Jon hardly stirred. Harboring even small hopes gave 
way to large disappointments. Anyway, he couldn't listen 
for long because someone was banging at the door. As he 
slipped away from the meeting, the master of caravans 
pointed to him. "I suppose you 're going off to weave more 
cloth," he said, dryly. The phrase had such a bite to it! Jon 
looked down and went out, a rueful shake of the head his 
only answer. 
Old Handson was at the door; he had been going from 
shed to shed without finding anyone to help him. That 
was a surprise; the merchant had said goodbye on his last 
visit, explaining that he was too old for business and would 
not come again. 
Jon had been sad to see him go. Old Handson was a 
talker, a storyteller. You hardly felt the weight of the sacks 
you were hauling as you listened to his tales. And besides, 
he liked to hear Jon speak about weaving cloth. 
"I've brought a gift," Handson began, but just then a 
commotion broke out within the house. "This is no time 
to interrupt a meeting! Get rid of that person, or bring him 
here! But don't stand there gossiping!" cried the master of 
caravans. 
Old Handson's face grew ashen and he looked so very 
disappointed. Jon didn't have the heart to send him away, 
so he led him in. 
"What's your business?" barked the master of caravans, 
as soon as he saw the old man. 
"I'm a merchant, sir. I've been supplying you with coal 
and fodder for many years. • Handson twisted the packet 
he carried. "I've admired your enterprise here. I've traded 
with anyone you could imagine, without caring who came 
to me or where I went, but I was always pleased to have 
dealings with this camp!" 
"Enough!" The master of caravans could be very stern. 
"What's your business, now?" 
"Sir, I have no more business. I only came to bring a 
gift," and Handson pointed to Jon. "Whenever I worked 
with this boy, he talked about weaving cloth. I would 
think, 'doesn't that sound like something to tryl' so as soon 
as I was free to do it, I made a piece of cloth, myself. I've 
brought it with me." 
"Show it," ordered the captain, a little less grimly, and 
Old Handson unrolled a length of cloth. Everyone gasped. 
A pattern of small pictures scrolled along a length of soft, 
fine material. Old Handson had done a wonderful job. 
. "Look," the old man said to Jon. "I followed every- 
~hmg you told me. We never got to designs, so I had to 
invent that part myself, but I did the best I could. Do you 
like it?" 
The master of caravans leaned in for a closer look. •Are 
you trying to portray anything in your designs?" he asked. 
"Don't you recognize things from this camp?" Old 
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unfurl the sheets. The entire process will be timed to take 
twenty-four hours and, once it is up, stay in place for a day 
until the volunteers take it down again-all in all a three day 
spectacle." 
"What about the cost?" the President asked. "We're still 
reeling from the effects of Reaganomics." 
"Fifteen billion only. The United States' share would 
be one billion. Russia's would be one billion also. Each of 
the smaller nations would have their contributions pro- 
rated accordingly; Xinthatius said. "If you back such a 
project, it will bring in a lot of votes in the year two 
thousand." 
"I don't do things to get votes. I do things that will be 
good for people," the President said. 
"Of course, and this will be a good deed. But you have 
to remember that the millennium is going to freak folks 
out. Even a full moon drives some people crazy so you can 
imagine what the turn of a century, not to mention the 
turn of a millennium, will do. People will spray the streets 
with limeade, flood shopping malls with beer, cover each 
other with soggy dough, squirt orange juice during church 
sermons, play rock and roll in funeral parlors, smear hotel 
diningrooms with glue, and grease their grandmothers. 
You know it will be a mess. But with Operation Tie-up 
attention can be diverted and the cleanup will be quicker, 
perhaps unnecessary." 
The President shrank into a curve of the oval office. 
"The mess. Right," he whispered. "Terrible to think of." 
He closed his eyes for several seconds, and opened them 
again. "What would you do with the poles and extruded 
sheets when the project comes down?" 
"Mobyllium is tough but light, developed by NASA 
for trips to Mars. NASA can use what they want of it 
afterwards and the rest can go for housing, bridges, railroad 
cars, automobiles, cameras, computer hardware, audio vis- 
ual equipment, and the many yet-to-be-invented techno- 
logical breakthroughs meant to enrich peoples' lives and 
provide challenging problems for them to solve." 
The President wrote a check for $1,000,000,000 and 
gave it to Xinthatius who took the next plane for Moscow. 
There the Russian Premier took Xinthatius to a champagne 
and caviar lunch at the new glassed-in Droschivovistya-Sol- 
somovski, explaining that he had given the matter of the 
millennium a lot of consideration and thought the tie-up 
was just the thing to keep Russians from splitting into even 
more countries than they already had. 
In London Prime Minister Molly Newcome-Oldham 
contributed $500,000 since the Empire was no longer rich 
and since the monarchs were planning their own diversion- 
a.ry parades in the Mall in a last ditch attempt to win back 
lost public appreciation. In Ottawa the Canadian head of 
After Cristo tied up Biscayne Bay in 1989, the Brooklyn 
Bridge in 1991 and all of Australia in 1995 people said, 
"What's the purpose?" 
"Everyone loves packages," Cristo answ~red. ·~ome- 
thing good and they're delighted. These thmgs-:-bndges, 
continents-are miracles and we need to be remmded of 
that." He then made plans for the next big tie up, Earth 
itself. More than just art was involved. The third millen- 
nium was coming which meant that, time wise, everyone 
would have been at least in the presence if not under the 
influence of Christendom for two thousand years offi- 
cially. To commemorate the event, western civilization 
expected a happening of some sort. 
By then Cristo had formed Cristo, Inc., a firm with a 
board of directors and personnel to take care of the many 
plans, permits, and procedures necessary for their projects. 
Xinthatius, a tall, tanned, grey-haired man who wore black 
jumpsuits, was the head engineer. He told Cristo that 
poly-poly destructured mobyllium, an extrusion of steel 
one ten thousandth of an inch thick and weighing no more 
than a kilogram per square kilometer, was the best material 
for the job. The mobyllium was translucent. When placed 
above land or sea it became luminescently reflective, daz- 
zling the atmosphere. The panels, said Xinthatius, sh~uld 
be cut on the bias so as to leave gaps of twenty to thirty 
feet between each joining. In that way not all of the sunlight 
would be shut out and the patterns created could be intrigu- 
mg. 
Cristo was won over. In September of '94 he approved 
the plans and sent Xinthatius to Washington to obtain the 
first of the 135 national permits necessary to mount the 
project. "It won't work," the President, a democrat, said to 
Xinthatius. "To cover the world with extruded steel is 
pointless. For one thing, you couldn't find enough people 
to do the job." 
Xinthatius held up his left index finger, the one he used 
to remind people of things they had neglected to consider. 
"It's not impossible. The world has a surface of 510,066,000 
square kilometers. At one person per square kilometer, we 
will need only half a billion people, just one eighth of our 
population, many of whom will be happy to volunteer. 
Even though some countries don't celebrate the New Year 
when we do they're familiar with our calendar and have a 
vested interest in the passage of time." 
The President had to admit this was true. 
"At the corner of each square kilometer we will erect a 
three thousand foot high rod, also of poly-poly destruc- 
tured mobyllium but not the extruded kind," Xinthatius 
explained. "Between the pairs of rods we will susp:nd. the 
sheets of extruded mobyllium. At the stroke of midnight 
on December 31, 1999, volunteers in each time zone will 
by Mary S. Bell 
TYING UP THE WORLD 
deficit with the U.S. now that Americans had started 
paying their own chief executive officers lower salaries and 
giving workers expense accounts and fringe benefits, Japan 
contributed only $125,000,000. South America, still saying 
"no" to non-coca based economics, contributed only 
$726,000, with Costa Rica giving the most at $128,586, and 
Columbia the least with $12,858 plus three mortars (from 
a prior U.S. arms donation) which their fund chairman said 
could bring $50 each on the used guns market. But by then 
Xinthatius had enough. 
In January, 1997, construction started with the first 
pole raised in Antarctica. By March that continent was 
staked out along with Tierra del Fuego and lower Argen- 
tina. By September of that year all of South America as well 
as several million kilometers of ocean on either side bristled 
with poles. Moving to the eastern hemisphere, the person- 
nel and volunteers of Cristo Inc. staked out South Africa, 
ending apartheid there as pole after pole went up. By 
December, 1997, the southern hemisphere was finished, 
with mobyllium rods sticking out of land and sea all the 
way up to the equator. Beginning next at the North Pole, 
Xinthatius and his crew covered the Arctic circle, Novaya 
Zemlya, the Bering Straights, the Beaufort Sea, Greenland, 
and all the icebergs. By March of 1998 they were down as 
far as New York City and by May they had reached Mexico 
in the West and Bombay in the East. When the last pole 
was raised at latitude 155 45', longitude 19, in the Hawaiian 
Islands, Xinthatius didn't pause a minute but declared that 
there was no time to waste since they were behind schedule 
and only had a year left to cut the sheets of mobyllium and 
suspend them from the poles. 
It began to seem as if they wouldn't finish on time. Here 
it was May, 1998, with what looked like at least a couple 
more years of work. Approaching radio and television 
networks, Xinthatius broadcast the plight world wide. 
With the poles in place it would be a shame, he said, not to 
finish the job by midnight, December 31, 1999. And people 
agreed. Programs set up to oppress the poor, despoil the 
environment, and lower educational standards were tem- 
porarily disbanded and regrouped into Operation Tie-up 
brigades. With ranks swelled by these new volunteers, 
Xinthatius charged forward and by December 16, 1999, 
everything was in place. Each pole had a wire and each wire 
was connected by long beam electronic circuitry to the 
central bureau, situated in North Dakota near a town called 
Lastup whose population had spurted from 15 to 150,000 
in the last three years because of the tie-up. 
Everyone prayed for good weather. A couple of high 
pressure areas near Easter Island threatened to become 
hurricanes and a nagging Arctic wind, it seemed, would not 
calm down. But there was no stopping Operation Tie-Up 
and when the mean time in Greenwich was 12:00 p.m., 
December 31, 1999, Cristo pressed the lever activating all 
the poles along the line from north to south with signals 
to unfurl the mobyllium sheets. Up they went. With a 
silvery crackle sounding like a cross between a church bell 
and a cannon, each one zipped out smartly to connect with 
other poles a kilometer away. Zap! Right in place like it 
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state, Dierdre McT.artan, gave $500,000,000, not much, but 
enough to help quell possible unrest among the French. In 
western Europe France topped the list of donors with 
$300,000,000, Belgium was second with $250,000,000, Italy 
fifth with $150,000,000, and Spain last with an undisclosed 
amount. 
After visiting Greece Xinthatius got depressed. He had 
collected a lot of money but not enough to tie up the world. 
But then he was blown away in Arabia when Ibn Saud V 
promised $5,000,000,000 in matching funds if other Middle 
Eastern nations would contribute the same amount. The 
king said he did it to shame Israel which would probably 
not want to contribute anything. He was right since Israel 
was not expecting much acting out behavior for the mil- 
lennium from its own citizens but wrong since Israel 
wanted to contribute toward a tranquil celebration world 
wide and gave $3,000,000. Syria gave $2,000,000, Iran 
$800,000, plus some gold requisitioned from the former 
Shah and a few hundred thousand left over from the arms 
deal with the United States in 1986. Egypt gave 
$381,278,956 plus gold leaf from a newly discovered phar- 
aoh's tomb. 
It still wasn't enough. Discouraged, Xinthatius phoned 
Riyadh and asked the king if he would be willing to match 
funds from African countries too. The king agreed. Xin- 
thatius struck pay dirt immediately in Zimbwegia, a new 
nation east of Ghana and west of the Poltroons. Emperor 
Ngorumbozo had just crowned himself with a headdress 
in the shape of a condor encrusted with gold, platinum, 
sapphires, rubies, and several large diamonds from a re- 
cently discovered mine twice the size of Kimberley. "Your 
Majesty," Xinthatius said, "I'm here to present you with an 
unprecedented opportunity to assist the world and man- 
kind." 
Ngorumbozo jiggled the pearls on his sceptre. 
"Instead of damaging the environment and adding to 
the oppression of humanity, your beneficence will help 
billions to increase their spiritual awareness." 
Ngorumbozo jiggled more pearls. "I worked hard to get 
what I have. My adversaries still nip at my heels and claim 
they are my equal even though none of them has got a 
sapphire this big." The emperor pointed to a ring on his 
thumb with a stone the size of a lima bean and the color of 
Lake Geneva at twilight. 
"Then give them something they can never surpass-a 
donation to the Cristo Foundation for Tying Up the 
World." Xinthatius explained the project to Ngorumbozo 
who wanted nothing more than to go one better than rival 
heads of newly sprouting African nations. He wrote a 
check for $4,000,000,000. 
Xinthatius flew back to Arabia, collected the promised 
money from Ibn Saud, and wired Cristo, Inc. that they now 
had nearly enough money to start the project. A few more 
countries and the funding would be complete. Quick visits 
to China, Australia, India, New Zealand, the Philippines, 
Borneo, Malaysia and Viet Nam netted another 
$2,000,000,000. So as not to imperil their growing trade 
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It's sad to see how many children go unwanted these 
days. Oh Robert had a mama. He also had a stepfather who 
hated him. Robert's mama preferred the stepfather. It's not 
that she was a bad woman. She just felt that her responsi- 
bility lay with her husband rather than her child. She gave 
Robert a place to sleep. But he had to be gone by the time 
his stepfather got up in the morning and couldn't come 
home until all the lights were out at night. 
"Just stay out of his way," Robert's mama told him. 
And Robert did. 
So on that fine spring day I found myself with this dirty 
stray pup eating the crumbs I had brought for the ducks. I 
always was an easy mark for strays. 
I gave Robert three meals a day, made him take a weekly 
bath, washed his clothes when he took them off to bathe. 
He gave me much more. I didn't get around very well even 
in those days. Arthritis, you know. Hit me when I was 
twenty-three; lived with it for fifty-four years. So he did my 
mending when my knuckles were so swollen I could no 
longer grasp a needle. He brought hot water for my feet 
when I'd done too much walking, then set off to do the 
The geese have come early this year. They flew in before 
the rains stopped, before the weather warmed. They always 
hated the dreary grey skies of the California winter so I was 
surprised to see them. 
I first saw Robert in Reseda Park seven years ago. His 
hair stuck together in greasy, brown spikes. He wore a drab 
army jacket whose shoulder seams hung halfway down his 
arms and faded blue jeans that hadn't seen the inside of a 
washing machine in quite some time. He was skinny as a 
rail, had serious, dark brown eyes, and was wiser than a 
body should be at twelve years old. 
It was a beautiful spring day and the pond was filling up 
with noisy ducks attempting to attract a mate. He came and 
stood beside me as I untwisted the top of a bag of stale bread. 
I handed him a piece of crust to throw to the gathering flock. 
He ate it. 
- Eliade 
"Myths reveal the structure of reality, and the multiple 
modalities of being in the world ... they disclose the true 
stories, concern themselves with reality." 
by D. Lynn Smith 
THE WHITE GEESE 
An early, rustic time, a natural time, 
when songs soon led to bestiality- 
and herders fell from primal urgings fell; 
then sheepish ewes had fauns, in mythic prime, 
and goatish dams had satyrs, rare progeny- 
whose outward forms their inward spirits tell. 
On ancient hills of Arcady, in Greece, 
the shepherds watched their sheep, each flock alone; 
the goatherds herded goats, and made their moan- 
both played their flutes and sang of love's increase. 
Those lonely herders, for months without release, 
with only sheep and goats about them strown, 
played on their pipes, and sighed, and gave their groan, 
and dreamed of love upon a simple fleece. 
by Joe R. Christopher 
A PASTORAL SONNET 
commitment to the memory of how the planet was discov- 
ered once again. 
was meant to be there, no bones about it, no arguments 
made. 
The sky turned milky. Dressing the starry navy blue 
sky in a shimmering film of silver, the mobyllium fluttered 
in the winter wind, rustling like fat leaves on a tropical tree. 
In northern countries people bundled into parkas and 
mittens and sat in the snow to watch the sheets and count 
stars that twinkled in the gaps between. They gave wassail 
parties to welcome the new millennium and bathed their 
babies in warm rum. In the South people lay on the ground 
and fell asleep gazing at the fluttering sheets. They ran 
through opalescent air, told extrusion jokes, and floated in 
mobyllium seas. 
Three days passed and the sheets came down. Cristo and 
Xinthatius appeared on TV to receive the newly formed Le 
Bon prize for art donated by the French painter-politician, 
Derfla Le Bon. To give himself surprises as a child, Cristo 
said, he had wrapped things up and asked his mother to 
hide them. When he came across the packages it was like 
getting toys for Christmas since the bundles never failed to 
contain what he really wanted. 
Editions Demonique published the book on Operation 
Tie-up, a $75.00 volume with color plates throughout. At 
47 pounds the book was too heavy for most coffee tables 
so a dolly was marketed to haul it around. The dolly cost 
$40.00 but sales were brisk; despite the added expense and 
inconvenience, people were more than willing to make a 
"You've got me ... Gran." 
Then he turned from the room, leaving me to deal with 
the wake of emotion. 
Every Thursday Robert would bring me flowers. They 
were a little wilted, a little past their prime. I suspect he 
found them in someone's trash each week. I'd put them in 
a vase and there they'd stay, even as the petals fell off onto 
the counter, until the following Thursday. I made a pot- 
pourri from them. It still sits on the night table next to my 
bed, though the scent has long since faded. 
Robert didn't have a sense of humor. I think that left 
him when his real daddy did, though I was never quite sure 
when that was. He wasn't a bitter boy. He was a realist. He 
looked at life as a schoolroom, and he studied his lessons 
tirelessly. Problem was, real school has recess. Life doesn't. 
So even though a smile would flutter over his lips every 
now and then, it didn't stay around long enough to make 
a lastin~ impression. He didn't know the meaning of joy, 
or happiness, or contentment. Those words were not in the 
dictionary that life was writing for him. But there were 
other words: beauty, love, faith. No, faith is not the right 
word. Nor is belief. Both of those words connote a lack of 
knowing. Robert didn't just believe, he knew. That was the 
key all along. I realize that now. 
. Robert liked it best when I read to him. My eyes were 
still sharp as an eagle's and I always did like the sound of 
my own voice. So I read often. His favorite was my book 
of Chu~ash Oral Narratives. I tell you the way that boy 
would sit there and ponder each story you'd think he was 
an Indian himself. I must admit that some of the stories 
marketing. He'd even brush my hair and braid it down my 
back the way I liked it. 
One day, as Robert plaited my hair, he asked, "Don't 
you have any children?" 
"Nope." 
"How come? You would have made a good mother." 
I smiled at that, though I knew Robert was just making 
a statement of fact rather than trying to pay me a compli- 
ment. Robert wasn't one for compliments. If you asked 
him how you looked, you better be prepared for an honest 
answer. 
"Well, I never had me a man." 
Robert's fingers carefully crossed one rope of silver hair 
over another. "Never?" 
Something about the way he asked that made my face 
warm. 
"Well, I had a beau once, when I was a pretty young 
thing." 
"What happened?" 
"He went away to war and never came back." 
Robert twisted a rubber band around the end of the 
braid. 
"I never found another man who suited me. And that 
was just fine. I do regret the children, though. It would be 
nice to have some babies running around calling me Gran." 
Robert finished with the rubber band. He slipped his 
arms around my neck and kissed me softly on the cheek. 
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though I might have if I'd listened to the stories rather than 
to the sound of my own voice. 
One day when I had a big kettle of soup on the stove. 
Robert brought the others in and formed a semicircle. 
"What do you see?" he asked them. 
•A pot of soup," answered Melissa. 
He turned to face the pot. "I see bubbling water, which 
comes from the clouds in the sky. The fire beneath the pot 
is like the sun, which warms all things alike, man and 
animal. The meat in the soup comes from our animal 
friends who have given up their lives to feed us. The steam 
is the water, rising to the sky, to once again become the 
cloud." He turned and looked at each one of them. ·1 see 
this with my heart," he said, "not my head. You must learn 
to see with your hearts also." 
They left my kitchen, leaving me to stare after them. 
I found the feathers not long after that. I asked Robert 
about them. He looked at me with those serious eyes and 
said, "We're going to be like the boys in the Indian myth: 
Then he took the bag from my hands, tied up the top, and 
put it back under the cupboard. He turned and wrapped 
his arms around my waist. I could feel his body convulsing 
with sobs and it caught me so off guard that tears wet my 
own cheeks before I could blink them away. 
"Raccoon couldn't go, Gran. They wanted him to, but 
he simply couldn't do it." 
Robert let loose of me and ran outside to join the others. 
They all stared in the door at me with great sadness, then 
turned away and headed for the park. 
It was their favorite myth. Seven little boys abandoned 
by their mothers and taken in by Raccoon. "This is not a 
story," it begins, " ... it's an incident that happened long ago 
when animals were people." The boys in the myth decided 
that since their mothers no longer wanted them, they 
would leave, taking Raccoon with them. They covered 
their heads and arms with feathers, and could fly. But no 
matter how many feathers Raccoon put on, he could not. 
The boys sadly said goodbye to Raccoon and rose into the 
air. Then they were geese instead of children, and they flew 
away. 
I cursed myself for reading them that myth. Tears ran 
down my cheeks as I thought of the days the children had 
spent gathering that bag of feathers, and the dreams that 
would inevitably be shattered. I thought they believed the 
myth. But they didn't just believe. Robert had taught them 
to know. 
Seven years ago. 
I don't think I'll go to the park today. I haven't been 
well. I went to see the doctor out of habit. "You're just 
fine," his lips and tongue lied. In his eyes was a great sadness. 
I wanted to tell him about knowing, but he wouldn't have 
understood. Perhaps only young children and old people 
can. 
The geese have come early this year. It will be their last 
visit, for when they leave this time, there will be eight. 
Raccoon will finally be able to fly. 
didn't make any sense to me. Once day I finished one of 
those myths that seemed so incomprehensible, and yet 
Robert was nodding his head. I asked him, "Do you under- 
stand what the story means, Robert?" 
He looked at me with those dark, serious eyes. 
"It's like when you listen to your old records, Gran. 
Your eyes get all far away and misty, and I can see you are 
remembering a time that really has nothing to do with the 
words of the song. It would be dumb for me to say, 'What 
does that song mean, Gran?' Or when I walk into your 
kitchen and smell the cake you have in the oven, or when 
I sit next to you and smell your granny smell. It would be 
dumb to ask me, 'What do those smells mean, Robert?' 
There is no answer except the answer inside each person's 
self." 
Yes, Robert understood the stories. He understood the 
magic. He was magic. 
The geese have come early this year. I saw them just 
yesterday, though I suspect they've been around for a day 
or two, waiting for me to bring out my bag of bread 
crumbs. Used to be I'd make it to the park every day. I 
haven't been well, lately, and without Robert and the 
others, well... 
My but they're beautiful. All white. Geese aren't sup- 
posed to be all white. They're supposed to have some kind 
of markings on their wings. But my geese are all white. 
They're shining angels come to earth for a visit. And 
they're gentle, taking the crumbs delicately from my hand, 
allowing me to stroke their long, slender necks. 
One day Robert showed up at the park with a boy a 
little younger than he. A towhead, with startling blue eyes. 
I gave them both a piece of crust for the birds. Robert threw 
his into the flock. The towhead ate his. 
I ended up with seven in all that summer. Robert 
brought them into our little family one at a time. Each one 
had been more or less abandoned by their families. 
Melissa's mom was a single parent who worked two jobs 
to make ends meet. Carrie's father sexually abused her. 
Andy lived in a foster home with six other kids and foster 
parents who cared more for the money than for the kids 
themselves. The towhead, Thomas, didn't seem to have a 
home. At least I never was able to get him to talk about 
one. Robert took him home at night so he wouldn't sleep 
in the park. And there were the twins, Dawn and Dee, 
whose father spent most of his free time looking at the 
bottom of a beer bottle, blaming them for their mother's 
untimely death. She died in an automobile accident on the 
way to pick them up from school. 
Now I had seven children who called me Gran, who ate 
at my table, who tossed crusts of stale bread to the ducks. 
I read to them every day. Robert insisted that I continue 
reading from the Chumash book. "They were the first 
people of California. We are the new ones. We should learn 
from their stories," he reasoned. I didn't quite understand 
his logic, but I read the myths all the same. 
Certain ones became favorites and had to be repeated 
each week. I didn't know what Robert was planning then, 

